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ABSTRACT 
This ethnographic study examined the relationship between the sense of 
community and music education within the community of Santa Marta in Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, and a public high school in New York City. Guided by Turino’s (2008) 
framework for participatory music making and McMillan and Chavis’s (1986) framework 
for the sense of community, the pedagogical and musical practices of Santa Marta were 
observed and analyzed to form a definition of a participatory music community. This 
definition was used to examine the impact of participatory practices on a samba ensemble 
within a New York City high school. The findings describe how participatory music 
education both influences and is influenced by the participants’ senses of community in 
both settings and explores applications of participatory music methods to school-based 
music, particularly within urban settings. 
Participatory characteristics were found to be imbedded in samba’s musical 
structure, including the repetition of rhythms, the simultaneous use of advanced and 
simplified patterns, and the flexibility of the size of the ensemble. Music events in Santa 
Marta often lacked artist-audience distinctions with situations of performance and 
learning occurring simultaneously. Decentralized group learning was found to be a 
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pedagogical tool with information stored in the community’s memory. Inclusive 
pedagogies, which allowed players of various skill levels to perform together in the same 
ensembles, maximized participation in both sites. 
These characteristics created a pedagogical structure that addressed many of the 
identified challenges of urban school music and provided opportunities for active student 
engagement. This study presents a possible way forward for music education in urban 
settings, a path based on creating an inclusive educational environment. In schools where 
sequenced music programs, funding, and stabile student populations don’t exist, 
participatory music has the potential to create ways for students of varying skill levels to 
find a place in school music communities. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 I knew very little about Brazilian music on my first visit to Rio de Janeiro in 
2004. It was August, the middle of the mild Brazilian winter and low season for tourism, 
away from the crowds that visit the city for its pre-Lenten carnival in February. I visited 
the Sambódromo, the 700-meter runway with seating for 90,000 spectators, the location 
for Rio de Janeiro’s famous samba school parade. During my visit, the Sambódromo was 
empty, void of the screaming crowds, costumed dancers, and drums. The revelry, 
television cameras, loud music, and celebrities were missing. It was just a runway with 
enormous minimalist concrete bleachers. I was here out of obligation. Coming to Brazil 
to enjoy the city’s beaches, food, and nightlife, I felt it necessary to visit the site of its 
biggest musical event, even if it would be empty. A small museum contained a few used 
costumes, pictures of past parades, and a gift shop. I purchased a CD of the sambas 
performed at the previous year’s parade. Upon my first listening, I had a very low 
opinion of the music. I thought it to be loud and obnoxious singing accompanied by 
unintelligible drumming. I did not know the names of the instruments. I did not recognize 
its structure. I did not know what a samba school was. 
 A year later, I returned to Rio de Janeiro and met a musician who suggested I 
attend a rehearsal of the Vila Isabel Samba School. From the moment I arrived, it was 
clear to me that this event was more than a rehearsal. It was a social event—a weekly 
party for the community. People of different ages, races, and economic status were 
crowding the dance floor in anticipation for the start of the music. Over two hundred 
percussionists were gathered on the stage, tuning their instruments and socializing. At 
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midnight, a single player initiated a call and response from within the ensemble. The 
feeling of anticipation within the crowd changed to celebration with the final call from 
the soloist to initiate the samba rhythm. It was my first experience hearing such a sound. 
The volume, the intensity, the synchronization, the power; it was not the sound that I had 
heard on the CD that I had purchased a year earlier. It was an entirely different 
experience, one that cannot be replicated in a recording. Everyone except me knew what 
to expect. They knew the rhythms, the songs, and the actions necessary to participate. 
 I returned to New York City, full of excitement for what I had discovered. I was a 
struggling music teacher in an inner-city school in Harlem. I knew that I could teach this 
music to my students, who overwhelmingly were more interested in percussion than wind 
instruments. Although I had no experience, I convinced the principal that this form of 
music was perfect for our school. Not knowing if I could recreate the sound I had heard at 
Vila Isabel, I knew it would be worth it to try. Our school, like so many others in New 
York City, was struggling with the “traditional” American music education model.  I took 
lessons from a local ethnomusicologist and joined a local community samba band. 
Constantly listening to the music, absorbing what I could, I taught my students 
everything I was learning, as if I were an expert. 
 Ten years later, the samba program at the Harlem Academy is possibly the largest 
in the United States, with 300 students learning to play every week.1 The hallways of this 
New York City school vibrate with the sounds of drumming. Samba naturally lives in 
Brazil, but now it also lives in this school, a routine part of its mini-culture. Teaching 
                                                
1 Audio 1.1 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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samba, a perfect fit for this urban educational environment, has been a rewarding 
experience. I have made connections with a music form and culture that I did not know 
existed, and I found an outlet for urban students who needed music in their lives. 
 I have since returned to Brazil twenty times, learned to speak Portuguese, and 
learned to play samba from master drummers, rehearsing and performing in samba school 
drum sections in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. I have paraded with several samba 
schools and street parade groups during carnival, taking pride in participating in an event 
foreigners do not normally experience from the inside. I also traveled to Japan, the Cape 
Verde Islands, the United Kingdom, and numerous cities in the United States, gaining 
insight into how people in those locations play, teach and experience samba. However, it 
was in the densely populated favelas (slums) in the hills above Rio de Janeiro that I began 
to think about different cultures’ ways of musical participation. In these communities, 
samba is part of everyday life. Music participation in Brazilian culture is different from 
my own. Here, musical engagement across various stages of life and experience level is 
more common than in the United States. Music serves as a binding agent for community 
building. Learning to play samba in this setting was a restart to my music education and a 
refocusing of my life as an educator. 
Teaching Music in New York City 
 The public school system in New York City is the largest in the United 
States.  Within 32 school districts, the NYC Department of Education services over 1.1 
million school children in over 1,800 public schools throughout the five boroughs of New 
York City. New York State high school graduation requirements mandate that every 
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student receive two semester credits in the arts during their four years in high 
school.  This mandate does not specify the type of instruction each student is to receive. 
Students may be enrolled in instrumental or vocal ensemble courses, general music 
classes, or fulfill their arts credits through the study of visual art, dance, or theater. These 
arts requirements are in addition to their graduation requirements in their other academic 
and physical education subjects. 
 While 98% of New York City public high schools offer courses in one of the four 
arts disciplines, only 59% offer classes in music, and 41% of these high schools have a 
certified music teacher. Only 20% of high schools offer a six-credit music sequence, the 
indicator of a well-developed music department as described by the city’s council on arts 
education. 
 Within this urban school system, the effect of large class size on the music 
program cannot be understated. The negotiated teacher contract between the New York 
City Department of Education and the United Federation of Teachers, the municipal 
teachers’ union, states that the maximum class size for music courses is 50 students, 16 
more than the 34-student limit in the academic subjects. Although students are mandated 
to have two arts credits, in which many students will receive music instruction, most New 
York City students receive this instruction in classrooms that are overcrowded. 
 Like many other music programs in large urban school districts, the financial 
situation for many schools is very difficult within the NYC Department of 
Education.  The annual Arts in Schools Report for 2013–2014 found that 61% of New 
York City school principals cited fiscal resources as being a major challenge to the 
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school’s arts program. During the seven-year period between the 2006–2007 and the 
2012–2013 school years there was a 47% decline in funding for the hiring of arts and 
cultural organizations for educational services and an 84% decline in spending for arts 
supplies and equipment (Arts in Schools Report, 2014). 
 It is also worth mentioning the unique school choice system employed in New 
York City high schools. Students have the option of choosing their high school regardless 
of their district of residence. Students often cross borough borders to attend the school of 
their choice. In addition, the city school system has several high-performing 
“specialized” high schools, with tough admissions criteria and very exclusive selection 
processes. There are success stories within the scene of music education within New 
York City public schools. The sheer number of programs in existence in this vast city of 
over eight million people has brought many successful programs of diverse appearance. 
The Harlem Academy 
 The Harlem Academy is a well-known public high school in the New York City 
public school system. The school is located in Central Harlem, a predominantly African-
American neighborhood in upper Manhattan. Although the school is well known for 
serving the Harlem community, the student body comes from throughout New York City, 
with a majority coming from the Bronx, located to the north and east across the Harlem 
River and within walking distance of the school. The school population of 1,428 students 
is 72% Black and African American, 23% Hispanic, 2% White, and 2% Asian, divided 
between a middle school and a high school. 
 I arrived at The Harlem Academy in 2002, filled with optimism. With grades 6 
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through 12, it seemed a perfect location to develop a multi-leveled band program, similar 
in form to many suburban schools. I envisioned a program where students would start 
band instruments in grade six and continue through various levels of ensembles until their 
graduation from high school. I began by teaching sixth grade band, thinking a sequential 
program could be slowly implemented from the bottom up. Classes were separated into 
woodwind and brass sections, meeting two to three times per week, with one full band 
rehearsal on Friday mornings before school. The program functioned well during my first 
year. The new beginning band gave concerts and played at school assemblies. Over 45 
students were enrolled, and there was great hope for the second year. 
 In the second year, reality set in. For the first time, I was told, “as a music teacher, 
fifty is the maximum allowed in your contract.” This is commonly heard by music 
teachers throughout New York City. It refers to the contractual limits on class size for 
music: sixteen students more than the maximum for other subjects. The rule is often 
employed by school administrations in need of maximizing the financial and logistical 
value of each music teacher. My class sizes would go from fifteen to fifty students and 
would remain so for the next fourteen years. The manageable classes, perfect for 
beginning instrumental education, had become massive classes, where maintaining order 
and discipline among students of mixed skill levels, experience, and grade level was the 
primary concern. I was no longer teaching instruments to students in a sequential band 
program. Students were in my class for one year to earn their arts credit, then moved on 
to other courses the following year to make room for new students. With fifty students in 
each of my eight classes, it was not practical to teach beginning instrumental techniques. 
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 The instrumental program was all but ruined. With a full schedule of five classes 
a day, each with fifty students for high school general music and limited available time 
after school, there was only time to offer classes for beginning students. Each year, the 
band would begin in the same place, making little progress in developing a long-term 
sequential program. To make matters worse, as students passed from eighth to ninth 
grade, they left the school in large numbers for other high schools, as New York City 
school children are given a great amount of choice in which high school to attend. Of the 
forty-five students who began in the band in year one as sixth graders, only six were 
enrolled in the school for the ninth grade. 
 It was during this period of my career that my first experiences in Brazil occurred. 
After five years of little success, I was looking for anything that could save music at a 
school that seemed incompatible with music education. At a Rio de Janeiro samba school 
for the first time, I thought Brazilian percussion would be a wonderful addition to the 
school’s music program. Many of the remaining students in the program, by 2005, were 
overwhelmingly interested in percussion. I had found that I had more percussionists than 
I could accommodate in our small concert band. Samba was the first form of music that I 
had encountered that was dominated by percussionists. I immediately thought it could 
work within our program. 
 I introduced samba to ten students in an after-school percussion club. They 
immediately took to the music, not because of any desire to learn about Brazilian music 
but because it was music dominated by percussion. It is important to note that the first 
group of learners was learning with me.  I was by no means an expert, but I had been to 
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Rio de Janeiro and at least had an idea of what it should sound like. It was a novelty at 
the school. Students and teachers flocked to hear the new sound coming from the band 
room. Soon the group became the school’s main performing ensemble. 
 After three successful years as an after-school program, enough instruments were 
acquired to teach samba to the fifty-student general-music classes. Samba would replace 
the music survey course. Samba had proven to be a perfect form of music for such large 
classes. As samba school baterias (percussion sections) in Rio de Janeiro can number up 
to three hundred players, the size of the group did not matter. Teaching fifty students at a 
time is the norm among many schools in New York City. To my knowledge, the majority 
of these schools chose to implement music survey classes to deal with the extreme class 
size. Over the next several years, samba would become a normal part of the school 
culture. The group performed at several public events in New York City and gained the 
attention of the Brazilian community in New York City and the Brazilian media. 
Music as Community Constructor 
 To engage in music making is to engage in a social activity, one that involves 
some form of interactive communication between people. Therefore, musical study can 
function as a form of community study, with music serving as an observable product of 
human interaction. In studying music as community, we can learn why people choose to 
spend time together, why they participate in music as an activity, and how music can 
become part of their identity. Music has the ability simultaneously to be a result of 
community, a creation of community, and a symbol of community. 
 The term community is difficult to define. Commonly used in discourse, it is a 
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concept that people understand, even if they are unable to quickly form a definition. It is 
not necessary to review its numerous definitions at this time. At this moment, the 
definition is of lesser importance than the task of understanding why people seek to be 
part of various communities. Sarason (1974) stated that the psychological sense of 
community is an important starting point for research and thinking in community studies. 
Understanding the factors that make someone feel like a member of a community is a 
useful tool for community analysis.  It is from this viewpoint that we might arrive at a 
closer understanding of how people interact musically and will attempt to understand the 
role of music education in its construction. 
 McMillan and Chavis (1986) provide a theoretical framework to define the sense 
of community. This definition is aimed more toward the sense than at the community 
itself.  The definition has four main elements: membership, influence, the integration and 
fulfillment of needs, and shared emotional connection. Each of these elements describes 
the motivating factors for community membership.  By describing these motivating 
factors and not attempting to define community, McMillan and Chavis’s framework can 
be applied to research in various disciplines, including music participation and education. 
This framework provides further structure for the analysis of community music, 
particularly at explaining why people choose to participate in community music activities 
and why these groups are successful. 
 Turino (2008) offered a description for the social experience of music 
participation in differing types of communities.  In this framework, active and passive 
forms of participation are considered within the context of performance. Turino 
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distinguished between two types of performance: presentational and participatory.  The 
first describes situations in which music is created and performed by set individuals for a 
designated audience.  These individuals have achieved an elite musical status either as 
professional musicians or serious amateurs. The audience is not expected to actively 
participate in the performance.  According to Turino, in cultures where presentational 
performance is the norm, a relatively low percentage of the population engages in music-
making activities. 
 Participatory performance traditions, the second kind, feature an active musical 
experience for all participants. Turino described these traditions as having the following 
characteristics: lack of artist-audience distinction, inclusivity, valuation of process over 
product, flow experiences, and similar sound characteristics. These characteristics 
function to inspire or support group participation and cohesion. Those elements are 
essential and contain many of the same characteristics as McMillan and Chavis’s 
framework for the sense of community. The social experience is the most important 
aspect of musical events within participatory communities. It is the drive to enhance this 
experience that directs the development of the musical structure and its music educational 
model. The sense of the community, the feeling of being part of a group, is the 
motivation to participate in a musical community.  A bidirectional structure is created 
between the musical form, the structural characteristics that function to maximize group 
participation, and the people's traditional methods for creating, transmitting, and enjoying 
music based on the maximization of community. It is within this structure that 
participatory communities function musically. The community experience of 
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participatory music traditions can be explained by the overlap of Turino’s definition for 
participatory music and McMillan and Chavis’s theoretical framework for the sense of 
community. It is where these two frameworks meet that this study will be positioned. 
Rational for the Study 
 Many urban schools in the United States are challenging environments for music 
education. Some programs struggle to succeed due to lack of funding, poor student 
discipline, and classroom management (Baker, 2012). Urban schools disproportionately 
suffer from poor teacher recruitment and higher teacher turnover (Doyle, 2012). Many of 
these music programs are unsuccessful due to the effects of higher rates of poverty in 
urban areas. Poorly maintained facilities, high dropout rates, overcrowding, and the need 
for schools to provide musical instruments to students who are unable to afford the cost 
of ownership contribute to lower levels of musical success as compared to their suburban 
counterparts (Hinckly, 1995; Mixon, 2005). Others have low levels of student 
participation resulting from a transient student population, students from at-risk 
populations, and reduced classroom time allocated to the arts (Martignetti, 2013). 
Although many of these issues are present in non-urban settings, urban schools are 
particularly challenged in providing music instruction. The overall academic challenges 
facing many of these schools create administrative priorities that often do not include the 
arts. 
 Others have low levels of student participation resulting from a lack of interest 
from the student population in “traditional” music programs. Several authors have 
identified the disconnect between students’ cultural backgrounds and the Western 
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classical centricity of school music. Abril (2009) calls for a “culturally responsive” 
teaching model formed around the majority of the students’ cultural backgrounds. Kratus 
(2007) has suggested that the trilogy of band, orchestra, and choir that has dominated 
school-based music education in North America is a limited view of music education. 
Green (2008) calls for the experimentation with, or withdrawal from, this tradition to 
create a model where learning is student driven and based on the informal learning 
practices of popular music. Schippers (2010) has challenged the “hegemony of staff 
notation” within music education, questioning the assumption that the “gradual 
progression from simple to complex supported by technical exercises, notated music, and 
regular individual lessons, was the way people learned music across the world” (p. 4). It 
is fair to question the validity of our practices as music educators. Many of our most 
ingrained practices are the results of our own successful paths through various levels of 
music education (Martignetti, 2013). The replication of our own experience without 
questioning its relevancy to the current students has created a disconnect between many 
students and teachers (Kratus, 2007). 
 It is within this landscape that many authors and practitioners have called for and 
implemented alternative and multicultural practices into school-based music programs 
(Campbell, 2002; Clements, 2010; Volk 1998). Schools are not identical, each has their 
own factors that determine success or failure. Many of the challenges within urban 
settings involve participation. Practices should reflect an attempt to welcome students 
into the music program. To better understand potential ways of improving rates of 
participation within schools in the United States, it will be useful to examine a Rio de 
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Janeiro community, which has a high rate of music participation. Although this 
community has many differences with an urban American school, research on its 
practices may offer insight into how students in urban schools can be alternatively 
educated. 
 Brazilian music education and participation appears in many forms. School-based 
music education models similar to those found in the United States exist throughout the 
country. Brazilian music education has also flourished in settings outside of formal 
schools, with many locales exhibiting widespread community participation in regionally 
specific traditional music forms such as samba. This situation is particularly true in the 
favelas of Rio de Janeiro, where numerous opportunities exist for people of all ages to 
actively engage in music making. Carnival celebrations provide a purpose and 
organizational format for widespread participation in musical activities. Tens of 
thousands of Rio de Janeiro citizens are active members of their communities’ samba 
schools. These organizations are the most widely recognized community music 
ensembles in Brazil. 
 Gates (1991) separates musicians into six types: professionals, apprentices, 
amateurs, hobbyists, recreationists, and dabblers. In the samba-based communities of Rio 
de Janeiro, members engage in musical activities across these designations with different 
ages and experience levels making music together as a social activity. Music participation 
across skill levels is quite common, enhancing the overall learning structure and 
functioning as a means of strengthening community. For these individuals, music 
education is their entry point for life-long participation in community affairs. 
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 This study will examine the relationship between music education and the sense 
of community in a participatory music culture. It will attempt to analyze how these 
concepts are applicable to an urban high school music program. As music is a form of 
social interaction, understanding its function and value are important components to 
understanding strong musical communities, including those that are school based. The 
high level of engagement among people within the chosen Brazilian site, defined in this 
study as a participatory music community, indicates a very different role for music than 
in typical American music education settings. In the application of participatory concepts 
in music education, this study will link community and school-based music through a 
focus on the participant’s sense of community. An understanding of the music education 
model within the selected community will show how elements of community-based 
music structure have found their way into music teaching and learning and how music 
education can serve to strengthen the community bond. 
 As many music programs in similar settings are struggling for membership within 
“traditional” models, potential for improvement may exist within the examination of 
alternative methods. This research study is about my experiences in learning the musical 
idiom and music education practices of another culture and its introduction and 
implementation to my teaching assignment at an inner-city high school. Through auto-
ethnographic reflection within this study’s theoretical framework, I will attempt to 
uncover my own insights into the development of an alternative music program. It is 
important to note that these practices were in use before the start of this research study 
and are independent from the research design. 
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Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between music education 
and the sense of community within the community of Santa Marta in Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, and a public high school in New York City. The music practices of Santa Marta 
were observed for evidence of participatory music practices and analyzed to form a 
definition for participatory community music. This definition was then used to examine 
the impact of participatory music practices on a samba ensemble within a New York City 
school. This study demonstrates how participatory music education both influences and is 
influenced by the participants’ senses of community in both settings and explores 
applications of community music methods to school-based music. 
This study was guided by the following research questions: 
• How does the model of music education within the Rio de Janeiro community 
exhibit the values of a participatory music culture? 
• How does the music education structure within this community reinforce the 
sense of community within the participants? 
• What elements of samba’s musical structure reinforce the participants’ sense of 
community in both settings?  How does this musical structure influence teaching 
and learning? 
• What are the techniques used to teach samba in Santa Marta? How are these 
Brazil-based strategies applicable to music teaching and learning in an American 
high school? 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Alternative Methods in Music Education 
 Several researchers have studied the inclusion of alternative music ensembles into 
school music programs (Campbell & Higgins, 2015; Colley, 2008, 2009; Spray, 2008; 
Tanner, 2006). For researchers in this area, a break from the trilogy of band, choir, and 
orchestra that has dominated school music is necessary for music to meet the needs of a 
changing population. Randall (2008) studied the benefits of nontraditional ensembles for 
students, citing increased knowledge of the studied culture, increased challenges for 
advanced students, learning of one’s own culture, and more opportunities for 
improvisation. He also stated that “a nontraditional ensemble can foster all the musical 
ability and knowledge required to meet the National Standards, while also attracting and 
educating students in ways that a traditional ensemble cannot” (p. 32). Kratus (2007) 
claims that music education has become disconnected from culture: “One wonders 
whether our profession’s resistance to change is a direct result of the limitations in the 
musicianship we have been taught” (p. 47). Kratus studied declining numbers of school 
music programs within the California system. Contemplating the reasons for the decline, 
he assigned partial blame for the disconnect between the music of the school and music 
in the students’ lives during and after their time in school. Colley (2007) takes a similar 
tone, characterizing the trilogy of typical school music “as music of the aristocracy, 
music of the military, and music of the church,” holdovers from a previous time, 
maintained by teacher-training programs at universities that are modeled after the 19th-
century European conservatory (p. 63). 
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 Colley (2007, 2009) conducted four case studies focusing on the founding and 
sustainability of alternative ensembles. The participating directors “grappled with 
ensemble policy issues of design, musicianship, sustainability, and cultural aesthetic to 
successfully break timbre ranks with the status quo to expand music making opportunities 
for children” (Colley, 2009, p. 65). She noted that these educators had normal university 
training for music teachers and that the knowledge and skills needed to lead alternative 
ensembles was gained at their own personal investment. Colley spoke to a need for 
university-level teacher education programs to include courses in alternative methods and 
that musicianship should be taught, not as skills focused on a single instrument and music 
form, but as a multi-musicianship training system where many sources of musicianship 
are present. 
 Colley’s research presented seven assumptions about school music programs that 
need to be debunked for reform to occur. 
1. That the large ensemble, traditionally orchestra–band–chorus, defines and 
determines a quality school music program. 
2. That musicianship is best developed by specialized skills on a single “primary” 
instrument. 
3. That access to music making is achieved solely through one’s ability to decode 
written notation. 
4. That the community’s expectation and appetite for the traditional trilogy are 
assumed. 
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5. That alternative certification paths by which professional musicians from other 
musical traditions become teachers are inappropriate, suspect, or a threat to 
school music program quality. 
6. That styles and instruments outside the traditional ensemble trilogy are 
acceptable and allowable only as enhancements, supplements, or enrichments 
to it. 
7. That the music teacher is the possessor and exemplar of all valid musical skill 
and knowledge. (Colley, 2009) 
These assumptions underpin the hegemony of the trilogy within school music. The 
dependence on familiar teaching practices focuses on the replication of the traditional 
model, at times to the detriment of the students’ musical development. School music can 
be disconnected from the students’ real world musical experiences. Walker (2000) 
addresses this disconnect: 
Perhaps one of the most potent hurdles to current progress lies in the historical 
baggage music education brings with it. First, and possibly most problematic, is 
the fact that music education for the masses historically has never really had much 
to do with the world musicians inhabited since its emergence in the eighteenth 
century. Instead of music in schools for the masses having strong ties with the 
practices of musicians as they function in society there arose a hermetically sealed 
classroom music, culturally hybrid and often artistically nebulous which has 
grown to immense proportions in the classrooms of the world’s schools. (pp. 31–
32) 
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Small (1998) noted that school music education does not develop musicality in students. 
In the West today we take for granted the informal learning and practice in speech 
that all but the most desperately deprived young children receive within their 
families and peer groups long before the formal process of schooling begins, there 
are, alas, few parallel opportunities for such informal and continuous cultivation 
in musicking. True, many parents encourage their children to perform, on 
occasion, and in the early years of schooling, at least, musicking plays a part; but 
what no longer exists in industrial societies is that broader social context in which 
performance, as well as listening, is constantly taught and musicking is 
encouraged as an important social activity for every single member of the society. 
(p. 207) 
Small’s words remind us that music is an activity rooted in social experience, in 
addition to being a subject to study. Providing positive experiences for students is 
important in music education. Westerlund (2008) asserts that music education should 
focus more on the players’ real-time positive experiences rather than the extramusical 
products often cited by those wishing to justify its existence, if the subject is to promote 
life-long music engagement. 
This process also takes place in music lessons: consciously or unconsciously 
students estimate their education in relation to their personal lives. In principle, it 
may be possible that students, whose musical performances may be qualitatively 
good, during the process of learning do not create attitudes that are experienced as 
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positive enough to support a life-long interest in music, or at least in music-
making. (p. 85) 
Lamont (2002) established that both positive and negative attitudes towards music 
and music learning are partially influenced by music education in school. As part of the 
students’ lived musical environment, school music can have a lasting impact on attitudes 
towards playing music, or specific music forms. Lamont’s study reinforces the notion that 
teachers should be mindful of their impact when designing curricula. 
 All of the cited authors call for greater diversity in school music programs. These 
studies come from a variety of different viewpoints and are inspired by a host of different 
problems. Each is calling for reform and challenging the validity of school music in its 
present form. 
The Inclusion of Informal and Popular Music Methods 
 Several scholars have called for the inclusion of informal music learning within 
the school music program (Kratus, 2007; Rideout, 2005; Väkevä, 2006; Westerlund, 
2006). Jaffurs (2004) studied the learning environment of students when in informal 
music situations outside of school. The study succeeded in recalibrating the researcher’s 
perception of her students, allowing for a teaching plan that was more open to student 
influence. Calling for greater diversity of learning practices in the classroom, the 
researcher examined the students’ abilities and learning dynamic within the format of the 
garage band. Green (2001, 2008) studied the popular musicians teaching and learning 
processes and considered the inclusion of these practices in formal education. Green 
(2010) grouped the characteristics of informal learning practices into five categories: 
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• The prime factor is that informal learning always starts with music that 
the learners choose for themselves—music, therefore, which they like, enjoy 
and identify with—whereas in formal education, teachers or other experts 
usually choose the music. 
• Secondly, the main method of skill-acquisition in the informal realm involves 
copying recordings by ear, which is distinct from responding to notation 
or other written or verbal instructions and exercises. 
• Thirdly, informal learning takes place not only alone, but alongside friends 
through peer-group learning, usually without adult supervision or guidance. 
• Fourthly, skills and knowledge tend to be assimilated in somewhat haphazard 
ways, starting with whole, ‘real-world’ pieces of music, whereas in the formal 
realm learners follow a progression from simple to complex, often involving 
specially composed music, a curriculum or a graded syllabus. 
• Finally, informal approaches tend to involve a particularly deep integration of 
listening, performing, improvising, and composing throughout the learning 
process, with an emphasis on personal creativity. This is distinct from the 
increasing differentiation of skills and is more of an emphasis on reproduction 
in the formal realm. (p. 32) 
 These categories can be used to define informal learning, as generally differ from 
the processes used in formal education. Formal learning is situated from the perspective 
of learning how to play music, while informal learning is oriented towards the act of 
making music (Folkestad, 2006; Finney & Philpott, 2010). Folkestad (2006) stated that it 
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is impossible to teach using “informal methods,” as the act of incorporating such methods 
into the teacher-student relationship creates a situation that should be considered formal. 
Folkestad described informal and formal learning as a difference in sequencing in the 
learning situation: 
In the formal learning situation, the activity is sequenced beforehand. That is, it is 
arranged and put into order by a ‘teacher’, who also leads and carries out the 
activity…. The informal learning situation is not sequenced beforehand; the 
activity steers the way of working/playing/composing, and the process proceeds 
by the interaction of the participants in the activity. (p. 141) 
 In a research study of teacher professional development programs that included 
informal music learning, Kastner (2015) found that teachers valued this form of learning 
because it offered new ways to improve students’ independent musicianship. Wright and 
Kanellopolous (2010) connected informal learning with improvisation, stating: 
We suggest that learning through improvisation should be seen as a constituent 
feature of participation in communities of improvisation practice. This leads to a 
change of relationship between children and music, to a move away from music 
as a given, towards music as an emergent. (p. 82) 
 Feichas (2010) studied students’ attitudes toward learning music, separating 
participants into three learning styles: those whose prior experiences were from informal 
learning practices, formal practices, and mixed practices. Finding a separation between 
what was being taught within the university music program and the reality of the 
students’ music learning outside of the university, the study found that college-level 
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music programs are inadequate for teaching students of diverse backgrounds. Feichas 
provides pedagogical strategies for the inclusion of students of diverse learning 
backgrounds to assist in the fusing together of the students’ university and out-of-
university musical experiences. 
 Allsup (2003) displayed a teaching technique that put the teacher and student on 
equal ground, exploring the validity of informal practices in a group composition project 
that included traditional and non-traditional band instruments. For Allsup, “democratic 
learning” involves a collaborative environment in which the teacher and students learn 
from each other. The democratization of the music classroom gave students space to 
create. The student-centered model for instrumental music learning fostered an increased 
importance in peer learning, in which participants discovered more through the input of 
their classmates. 
Multicultural Music Education 
 Alternative practices in music education seek to widen the scope of music in 
schools through the inclusion of music forms and practices from outside the traditional 
trilogy of orchestra, band, and choir. Alternative practices include the teaching of music 
forms from other cultures. Several researchers have called for the inclusion of music 
learning styles from various cultures for inclusion into American music education. 
Music education researchers, in order to contribute to the attainment of a 
multiplicity of learning styles and a cultural diversity in music education, need to 
focus not only on the formal and informal musical learning in Western societies 
and cultures, but also to include the full global range of musical learning in 
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popular, world and indigenous music in their studies. (Folkestad, 2006, p. 135) 
 In finding teaching methods from outside of the Western traditions, several have 
theorized on how music from other cultures can be incorporated into the curricula of 
school music. Weidknecht (2011) researched the quality of multicultural education in 
elementary music programs throughout the United States. Through a survey of 201 urban, 
suburban, and rural elementary schools in every region of the United States, the study 
examined the quality of multicultural education within music programs, finding a wide 
range of quality, extensiveness, and content. The study’s participants reported the greatest 
barriers to quality multicultural instruction were inadequate financial, material, human, 
and educational resources, as well as allocated time and dedicated instructional space. 
These problems are not unique to American schools. Wong, Pan, and Shah (2015) studied 
multicultural themes in the general music classroom in Malaysia, finding that the biggest 
barrier to multicultural music education was a lack of preparation, limited resources, and 
limited knowledge of multicultural themes among teachers. 
 The inclusion of short-term units of multicultural themes is also criticized for its 
value and challenged for its ability to shape the long-term music listening habits or 
tolerance of new forms of music for its learners. Wiedknecht (2009) found that greater 
levels of tolerance for world music forms were created after short-term exposure to 
multicultural units. Abril (2006a) studied the effect of sociocultural contextualizations in 
multicultural music learning, finding that students who were provided with 
contextualized lessons on the studied music forms were better able to articulate their 
knowledge about the music. 
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 Pembrook and Robinson (1997) examined student attitudes in learning a non-
Western music form. Within the context of Ghanaian drumming, the study analyzed 
different modes of instruction, live clinician versus taped instruction, and the use of 
authentic instruments versus instruments commonly found in schools. The researchers 
found that the use of authentic instruments contributed to a higher level of interest among 
the participants. The study’s posttest of performance skills also showed that the test group 
using authentic instruments retained a higher level of information from the lessons. In the 
area of instructional methods, posttests showed that students exposed to live instruction 
from a visiting master clinician retained more information than students given videotaped 
instruction. In addition to the stated research aims, students’ preferences for Ghanaian 
music were also analyzed. The study showed that the short-term unit of study used in this 
research did not result in a greater preference for Ghanaian music among the participants. 
 Focused on the inclusion of multicultural music education in classrooms with 
higher levels of diversity, Chen-Hafteck (2007), Gay (2002), and Nethsinghe (2012) 
advocated for the inclusion of the music of the students’ cultural backgrounds. Inviting 
the information from the students was an important step for the promotion of cultural 
diversity and tolerance, as well as the formation of self-identity and the improvement of 
the effectiveness of teaching. Bradley (2012) considered the political implications of 
inclusion of multicultural themes, finding that many music teachers are unwilling to 
confront politically charged issues brought to light through contextualization of certain 
music forms. Legette (2003) studied music teachers’ attitudes, values, and practices of 
multicultural teaching and found that although most teachers received no training at the 
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undergraduate level for multicultural teaching, the majority of participants felt that this 
form of music education was appropriate. Legette discovered that 63% of the participants 
did not base their decisions on multicultural repertoire on the cultural makeup of their 
classes, indicating that students’ demographics are not always taken into account when 
implementing multicultural themes. 
 Within the context of globalization, Kertz-Welzel (2015) investigated how 
teachers borrow foreign educational practices within comparative music education. 
Defining “borrowing” as “the attempt to learn from foreign countries by adopting some 
of their strategies,” Kertz-Welzel approaches music education from the perspective of 
small-scale methods being imported from a dominant culture (p. 49). Kertz-Welzel stated 
the need to be critical of the practice of borrowing: 
It fosters a kind of “cargo culture,” where the wholesale export and import of 
educational models and successful practices across national boundaries is most 
common. In times of globalization, when the pressure of dominating and so-called 
successful cultures is a worldwide phenomenon,
 
it is important to reflect critically 
on the process of borrowing in order to facilitate the successful implementation of 
effective policies and strategies, but also to be culturally sensitive. (p. 49) 
Kertz-Welzel is critical of the wholesale importation of educational practices, particularly 
when it occurs only because the imported practice is foreign, when the importation occurs 
without regard to needed adaptations for its new context, and when the importation 
comes at the expense of local practices. The author outlines how comparative education 
must be expanded as a field of research to challenge the assumptions common within 
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music education. 
 There are numerous examples of research on multicultural music at the university 
level, particularly in the area of music teacher education (Belz, 2006; Finney & Philpott, 
2010; Howard, Swanson, & Campbell, 2014; Norman, 1999; Joseph & Southcott, 2010). 
These studies represent an increased focus on preparing new educators to include music 
from various world cultures in their teaching. Several schools and universities have 
incorporated foreign forms of music into curricula as additions to traditional music 
programs. Foreign music forms have found a home within the university music program 
as performance ensembles. Cree (2014) studied the “world music ensemble” within the 
university setting. Addressing the purposes of such ensembles, Cree calls for the 
inclusion of the cultural context alongside the musical material. The study, conducted on 
a university samba ensemble, included a brief ethnography of a Brazilian samba school. 
Cree provides a model curriculum for the implementation of world music in university 
performance groups and details the struggles of incorporating non-traditional music 
forms into the formal university environment. 
Modeling a study-group learning experience on a dynamic music tradition like an 
escola de samba creates a unique set of challenges. While all traditions have 
varying degrees of dynamic and static elements, some are more easily adapted 
into the music conservatory setting. Those traditions that are less dynamic than 
the escola de samba, codified with notated music, have a tradition of performing 
historically significant works, and/or have codified systematic performance 
practices within their own culture seem to be more easily implemented in the 
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typical university music program. However, those that are more easily 
implemented due to cultural similarities, are arguably less effective at creating the 
type of critical-thinking learning environment that this project advocates. (p. 157) 
In addition to the benefits of learning another culture’s performance traditions for their 
own sake, Cree stresses that learning outcomes from this form of study will enhance the 
participants’ knowledge of music within their own culture. Others have considered the 
comparative benefits of learning about one’s own culture through the study of another 
(Blair & Kondor, 2008; Nketia, 1988). 
Inclusive Music Education 
 Burnard (2008) studied how inclusive strategies in music education can be used to 
reach disaffected music learners. Disaffected learners are those affected by poverty, 
access, or who are otherwise turned away by music education within schools. Others 
have studied methods used to foster re-engagement, outlining students’ reasons for 
disaffection with arts education (Harland, Kinder, & Hartley, 1995; Kinder & Harland, 
2004; Kinder & Wilkins, 1998). The challenge of the disaffected learner, of any form, has 
brought several researchers to study solutions within student motivation (Burnard, 2004; 
Green, 2001; Lamont, 2002; Hargreaves, Lamont, Marshall, &Tarrant, 2003; Pitts, 2000). 
 Others have interrogated educational designs that foster inclusivity, bringing more 
students into the music program by providing greater access to music education. Burnard, 
Dillon, Rusinek, and Sæther (2008) examined ways to improve the learning environment 
for students at risk of exclusion in four different countries. 
The role of inclusive pedagogies in music education, in terms of the opportunity 
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the teacher offers the individual to participate, to be recognized, to engage and to 
be respected, concerns the degree to which the teacher can engender an inclusive 
approach to music learning. (p. 112) 
The findings suggested that the level of inclusivity within the learning environment was 
less dependent on the music form or set curriculum and was instead based on four main 
characteristics of the teachers. Each of the participating teachers: 
•  Were hearing their students, both listening to what they said or trying to 
interpret their body language. 
• Had built a subject narrative that was eventually accepted by the students. 
• Designed meaningful learning experiences that generated intrinsic 
motivation through musical teamwork and learner agency. 
• Displayed clarity and consistency of classroom management, which at the 
same time facilitated students’ self-regulation of behavior. (p. 120) 
The study examined student motivation, with an emphasis on teaching strategies that 
focused on collaborative music-making, which intrinsically motivate students to 
participate. The authors stated that “it is the inclusivity that shapes the pedagogy.” The 
activities of the studied teachers are greatly influenced by both the need and possibility of 
inclusion. Inclusivity, brought on by alternative methods as opposed to the exclusive 
methods of traditional school music programs, was a result of problem solving. Inclusive 
alternatives may not be the first design model of most music educators. The authors 
illustrate how inclusivity in education is often a solution and not part of the initial design. 
 Thibeault (2015) discussed the importance of participatory music within the large 
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ensemble format at the high school level. The music program at The Harlem Academy 
was included in this article. Heavily based on Turino’s framework for participatory 
music, Thibeault outlined three examples of participatory music ensembles within 
schools. These examples were held in contrast to the traditional ensembles. The author 
compared the music specialist training system of the traditional model versus the music 
for all model of participatory music. 
The profession must understand that broader participation will not come through 
convincing more students to become musical specialists. Instead, music programs 
will likely attract broader participation to the extent that participatory programs 
are offered alongside the thriving specialist programs that currently exist. (p. 60) 
 Thibeault pointed out that “specialization produces stunning achievements” and 
argued that “we should not abandon successful programs. But specialization by its very 
design also produces nonspecialists” (p. 59). It is important to focus on the call not to 
abandon what is successful. Thibeault calls for a refocusing of school music to include 
participatory music as a means to bolster low levels of participation. This is the apparent 
need and situation that participatory music could solve for select music programs. 
 Randles, Griffis, and Ruiz (2015) found that the introduction of participatory 
music making within the context of a college music course could influence the pre-
service teachers’ understanding of the role of the music educator. The participants were 
exposed to different forms of music making, including participatory music forms that 
allowed for multiple entry points based on the person’s skill level. 
In societies where participatory music making is prevalent, there is a place for all 
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people to be involved because all skill levels are needed to make the musical 
event interesting. People contribute based on their acquired skills and interact in a 
way that meets their individual needs…. When students continue to engage in 
participatory music making, they are being placed in situations that can develop 
and enhance their musical skills. Each time they are involved in making music 
they are given opportunities to try ideas that are more advanced. (pp. 69–70) 
 Although several researchers have studied the impact of inclusive or participatory 
music on programs and the educational application to solve specific programs that face 
individual students, research is needed in the area of troubled music education programs 
with structural issues. There is considerable overlap in these issues and their potential 
solution involving inclusive pedagogies. It is within this space that this study will exist, 
as it aims to use inclusive music education practices from an alternative outside source. 
Sense of Community 
 McMillan and Chavis’s (1986) theoretical framework for the sense of community 
has four main elements: membership, influence, integration and fulfillment of needs, and 
shared emotional connection. Each of these elements describes the motivating factors for 
community membership. By targeting motivating factors and not attempting to define 
community, McMillan and Chavis have created a framework that can be applied to 
research in various disciplines, including music participation and education. 
 Membership describes the sense of belonging to a particular group by delineating 
who is, and who is not, a member of a community. In communities of shared interests, 
boundaries can be constructed by a common symbol system such as language, dress, 
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ritual, or other learned behaviors that demonstrate membership. For McMillan and 
Chavis, assimilation occurs when members seek to satisfy the need for the sense of 
belonging, causing them to seek membership in the community. Membership is 
strengthened through the search for emotional safety or the belief that other members will 
accept a person’s actions. When this need is not met, people will seek emotional safety 
elsewhere, reducing membership. 
 McMillan and Chavis’s framework suggests that feelings of belonging and 
membership are rooted in personal investment in the community. Those who feel that 
they have worked and sacrificed for a community feel attached to that community. 
Members of a musical community have invested time and effort to obtain the skills 
necessary to participate. Their investment increases their valuation of the activity and 
therefore strengthens their bond with others who have made similar investments. 
 Within this theoretical framework, strong communities are those in which the 
community has influence over the individual members while simultaneously maintaining 
the individual member’s influence over the community. This bi-directionality of 
influence insures that behaviors are uniform, insuring group norms, validating 
membership, and increasing emotional safety. Feeling that their influence matters, 
members gain a sense of ownership of the community. 
 Integration and the fulfillment of needs are important motivating factors for 
community membership. Joining a community, particularly those that are completely 
voluntary or formed around leisure activities, must be rewarding for members. For 
McMillan and Chavis, reinforcement takes several possible forms, including the status of 
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being a member, group success, and achievement. Attained status is important to 
members because it signifies a level of achievement and becomes part of their perceived 
identity. Group success, the combined achievement of common goals, is an important 
reinforcer and attractive motivator for the recruitment and retention of members; 
therefore, being around others who are competent is further reinforcement, as it will lead 
to group success. Contact between members with appropriate levels of competence 
produces a sufficient level of challenge for members to achieve. As in Csikszentmihalyi’s 
(1990) flow theory, the proper balance between challenge and ability ensures a 
pleasurable experience. McMillan and Chavis assert that communities are strengthened 
by the right balance between members’ needs and the satisfaction of meeting those needs 
within the community. High-functioning communities are those that match the right 
people with the correct environment to fit their needs. These characteristics are bound 
together by the community members’ shared values, the similar priorities, needs, and 
beliefs that joining the community will help them to achieve satisfaction. It is within this 
system that communities effectively fit people together so that people meet the needs of 
others while meeting their own needs. It is this bi-directionality, the give and take 
between individual members and the group, that strengthens the community bond. 
 The final element of this framework is the members’ shared emotional 
connection. According to the contact hypothesis, relationships are enhanced the more 
people interact. It can be assumed that as people engage in musical activities involving 
extended periods of time practicing and performing, bonds will be strengthened. The 
contact hypothesis is directly related to the increase in the quality of interaction. The 
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more positive the experience is for the members, the stronger the community bond. The 
bond is strengthened further when there is closure to events, providing an end goal to the 
community members’ participation. These events lead to the formation of a community’s 
shared history, intensifying the emotional connection. Newer members often take pride in 
the past successes of older members. McMillan and Chavis stated that “it is not necessary 
that group members to have participated in the history in order to share in it, but they 
must identify with it.” Contributing to the community’s history becomes a great source of 
pride for individuals, increasing their status as members. 
 McMillan and Chavis’s theoretical framework offers several possibilities for 
applications in a broad range of community-related subjects, including music and music 
education. This framework is an excellent starting point for the analysis of community 
music, particularly for explaining the reasons people choose to participate in community 
music activities and why these groups are successful. This framework is also applicable 
to school-based music, where student recruitment, retention, and group success are very 
much impacted by the social aspects of school-based relationships. 
Participatory Music 
 Turino (2008) offered a description for the social experience of music 
participation. In this framework, Turino separates live music performance into two 
categories: presentational and participatory. The first describes situations in which music 
is created and performed by identified musicians for a designated audience. These 
musicians, whether amateur or professional, have achieved an elite status based on their 
abilities.  Audience members are not expected to actively participate in the performance. 
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The line between audience and performer is never crossed. According to Turino, in 
cultures where presentational performance is the norm, a relatively low percentage of the 
population engages in music-making activities. Participatory performance traditions 
feature an active musical experience for all participants. Turino described these traditions 
as having the following characteristics: lack of artist-audience distinction, inclusivity, 
valuation of process over product, flow experiences, and similar sound characteristics. 
These characteristics are reinforced by specific “sound features” and musical practices, 
which, according to Turino, are common across various cultures with participatory 
performance traditions. 
 The lack of an artist-audience distinction is an important aspect of participatory 
music. In these situations, there are only “participants and potential participants” (Turino, 
2008). Music events are communal social activities in which all in attendance are able to 
contribute. For the non-initiated, the lack of artist-audience distinction can appear to be 
casual or informal participation, but for many, the constant opportunity to be involved in 
musical activities fosters a high level of competence. Turino’s description of the audience 
as “potential participants” indicates the expectation that all in attendance could, in some 
way, participate in the event. Without the division between musician and audience, the 
elite status of the professional musician is reduced, since many in attendance will have 
developed a satisfactory level of competence. 
 Participatory music traditions tend to involve the highest number of participants 
possible. The goal of maximum inclusivity is achieved through the availability of 
multiple ways for people to participate. The musical community is able to grow because 
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newcomers are provided accessible entry points, allowing people of various skill levels to 
take part. From a young age, people grow up playing music together, allowing them to 
develop a high level of competence. Often, even people who have achieved a high level 
of musical proficiency will not consider themselves to be musicians, often devaluing their 
level of musical achievement as a common everyday activity (Turino, 2008). 
 In participatory music cultures, emphasis is given to the process of making music 
over the final product. In these cultures, the musical event is inseparable from its social 
meaning. Artifacts such as sound or video recordings hold less value than in 
presentational performance traditions. The social value of the music is so ingrained that 
the activity has less importance without the social component. This is contrary to the 
process-product relationship found in presentational cultures where recorded music, 
concert programs, and professionalism are chief concepts and representations of 
perfection or “mastery of the music. For people engaged in participatory music, it is the 
“sonic and kinetic interaction among participants” that is its most attractive feature 
(Turino, 2008, p. 35). 
 Turino’s (2008) framework considers sound features and musical practices as an 
essential part of the building material for the social experience. These sound 
characteristics show similarities among different forms of participatory music and enable 
the possibility for the elements of participatory music labeled above. The structure of 
participatory music tends to be short in duration and repeated for an undetermined length 
of time. Within this open form, repetition and the reuse of rhythmic and melodic material 
is of great importance. It allows for the easy introduction of newcomers, who can enter 
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the group, quickly understand, learn to play, and remember repeated material. 
Newcomers have plenty of opportunities to attempt to participate and gain skills with 
multiple occurrences of the same musical phrases. Tools for integrating multiple people 
into the open form of the music tend to consist of staggered entrances, with one of two 
people beginning songs and others joining once the music is recognized. Participatory 
music makes common use of variation within rhythmic ostinato patterns. Subtle changes 
in these patterns offer rhythmic interest, chances for independence within the larger form, 
and challenges for more skilled performers, creating opportunities for flow experiences. 
 Turino emphasizes the high level of attention to rhythmic material and synchrony 
in participatory cultures, particularly regarding the “groove” or “swing” found in some 
music forms. These small-scale rhythmic “inaccuracies” are learned from an early age 
and are of extreme importance to participants. Seldom represented correctly with Western 
notation, groove can be viewed as an indicator of social awareness. The minute details 
allow rhythms to interlock in a locally representative way, binding the participants 
together rhythmically and socially while creating the sonic space for their iteration. 
Highly repetitious participatory music is based on the creation of musical space and 
texture, which outweigh melody and harmony. 
 Participatory music traditions typically feature music with “dense texture,” which 
Turino (2008) refers to as a “wall of sound,” a polyrhythmic texture that does not feature 
individual instruments (p. 47). Players are seldom heard individually, masking potential 
errors, allowing them to feel comfortable and safe to learn. The texture of the music 
reflects the ideal of uniformity. Virtuosity is present in the most skilled members, but it is 
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not the focus. Intense soloing is found within the texture as variations of basic patterns or 
within call and response sequences. “Too much emphasis on virtuosic soloing would be 
counterproductive within participatory traditions, because it would overvalue experts at 
the expense of other’s contributions and thus prove detrimental to inspiring general 
participation” (Turino, 2008, p. 47). 
Participatory performance traditions feature an active musical experience for all 
participants. The social experience is the most important aspect of musical events within 
participatory communities. It is the drive to enhance this experience that directs the 
development of the musical structure and its music educational model. The sense of the 
community, the feeling of being part of a group, is the motivation to participate. The 
behaviors of the community are structured to maximize inclusivity, providing access for 
new members while satisfying the needs of existing members. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
 This research study used qualitative methods for data collection. Information 
gathered through physical perceptions made during in-depth fieldwork is interpreted and 
analyzed for meaning through the perspectives of the participants. (Flinders & 
Richardson, 2002; Phillips, 2008). The researcher is the main instrument of data 
collection and must be sensitive to the meaning of observed behaviors both during data 
collection and in analyzing the data (Merriam, 1998). Eisner (1991) described this 
process as having three defining modules: how one enters the setting, how the 
information is accessed; and how what has been observed is made significant. 
 In Rio de Janeiro, ethnographic methods were used to investigate participatory 
music’s effect on the sense of community within the musical community. These methods 
involved gaining access, establishing an insider’s position, identifying key informants, 
transcribing texts, and maintaining a field journal (Geertz, 1973; O’Reilly, 2008). 
Ethnographic methods form descriptions of human behaviors within their cultural 
contexts through long-term fieldwork in direct contact with local participants providing 
thorough accounts in what Geertz (1973) defines as ‘thick description,’ the detailed 
interpretation of what is occurring in the lives of those under study, ultimately informing 
the reader on how one should behave within that culture. This methodology offered the 
greatest opportunity for inductive exploration as well as the opportunity to reflexively 
analyze the learner. 
 This study portrays the music education practices of the selected site in Rio de 
Janeiro and is a continuation of long-term involvement with the community. Moustakas 
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(1994) described this initial phase of the research as the “initial engagement of exploring, 
planning, getting ready to conduct the study, including obtaining permissions for 
observation and participation, exploring the geography of the setting, and developing a 
plan for future visits” (p. 2). This important phase of this research study began before my 
entry into this doctoral program through my learning of samba for the purposes of music 
performance and teaching. 
Data Collection - Rio de Janeiro 
 Participant observation was the primary method of data collection in Rio de 
Janeiro. Davies (1999) defines participant observation as 
A single researcher spending an extended period of time living among the people 
he or she is studying, participating in their daily lives in order to gain as complete 
an understanding as possible of the cultural meanings and social structures of the 
group and how these are interrelated (p. 76). 
O’Reilly (2008) described the observation-side actions of the participant observer as 
“watching what happens, listening to what is said, and asking questions” of the 
participants while in “direct and sustained contact with human agents, within the context 
of their daily lives” (p. 3). Participant observation cannot be conducted from afar. The 
researcher must be on the ground, as much as possible, attempting to experience the daily 
lives of the people being studied. Eriksen (2010) stated that the goal of the participant 
observer is “to enter as deeply as possible into the social and cultural field one 
researches” becoming “a doubly marginal” person existing between the researcher’s 
home culture and the culture in study (p. 29). 
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 Gold (1958) stated that the researcher falls on one of four places on the 
participant-observer spectrum: complete observer, observer-as-participant, participant-as-
observer, or complete participant. My role as a participant observer put me in an active 
role as part of the musical community, but clearly an outsider, never confused for a local. 
My past experiences in this community have taken me through several stages of 
participation prior to this formal research study. I had already fulfilled several years of 
passive observation, starting as an anonymous visitor then moving toward the position of 
learner. I had been a performer in the carnival parade and several street band 
performances representing the community. This process allowed me to gain access and 
build relationships necessary for ethnographic research. Davies (1999) stated that the 
participation itself is not the main data-collection technique but instead is a gateway to 
the everyday lives of the participants. It was through my own participation that the 
participants’ behaviors gained greater meaning. My training period as a samba musician 
in Rio de Janeiro was fundamentally important to my ability to function as an instrument 
of data collection. Fieldwork involved a deepening of these relationships and my 
understanding of them. 
 Observations as both passive observer and active performer were conducted at 
rehearsals, group performances, and informal music making sessions. Observations were 
made of participants of all ages, looking for evidence of teaching practices with different 
ages and skill levels. I was an active performer in the carnival, the culminating goal of 
this musical community, observing how the educational practices reach completion and 
regeneration. This level of participant observation allowed me to gain a deep 
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understanding of this musical community. However, it is understood that my place on the 
participant observer spectrum was flexible throughout the research process, at times 
determined by the participants’ willingness to grant access. 
 Ethnography provides opportunities to observe the participants in their 
environment. The resulting situation placed me, the researcher, in the position of being an 
outsider. My outsider status was examined as part of this study. Clifford and Marcus 
(1986) noted that the study of the “other,” leads to the construction of the “self.” As the 
instrument of data collection, the self, as researcher, samba musician, learner, and teacher 
were constructed and analyzed as part of the research process. 
 Multiple interviews with each of the participants were used for data collection. 
This study involved both formal and open-ended interviews. Informal conversations were 
of high value and generated valuable data during fieldwork. Informal, yet data-rich, 
topic-centered conversations were frequent with the key informants. Participants were 
chosen for interviews using purposeful sampling. Key informants were used for the 
majority of the data collected, as they were in position to provide large amounts of 
quality data. However, interviews and informal conversations were not limited to these 
key informants. 
 Focus groups were used to gather information through planned discussions on 
topics common to all of the individuals present, providing a deeper understanding of their 
experiences and the shared meaning of events and behaviors (O’Reilly, 2008). Many of 
these group discussions occurred within the larger social setting when the music was 
present, allowing for discussions about the musical behavior to occur at the moment that 
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they themselves are engaging in the action in real time. This allowed for real-time 
analysis of certain behaviors and immediate validation of any of my observations, as well 
as an opportunity to mediate my own experience as a learner, researcher, listener, and 
outsider to be challenged and processed during the time of observation. 
 Field notes were written for all formal observations and informal data collection 
situations. Shorthand notes of observations recorded as a full participant were recorded 
into full field notes immediately following activities. Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (2011) 
noted that findings are always subject to the context of the research study. 
Field notes included my personal reactions, thoughts, and actions, as they were important 
to the interpretation of the findings. Interviews, conducted in Portuguese and recorded 
using a digital recorder, were transcribed and translated by the researcher into English. 
 Research in teaching methods and learning typically are conducted over long 
periods of observation because education is best observed over time (Bresler, 1995). The 
time period for fieldwork in Rio de Janeiro was a total of three months: one month in 
February in the weeks leading to the carnival and two months during the winter off-
season, when the samba schools begin their annual cycle and the majority of new 
repertoire is introduced. This time frame was an extension of the numerous visits to the 
community that have already occurred before the formal start of this research project. It is 
estimated that a total of over one year had already been spent in Rio de Janeiro as part of 
the process of learning samba and integrating access into this community before the start 
of this specific phase of the study. Although the field-study stage was relatively short, it 
is part of the larger time spent in the field. The necessary period of time gaining access, 
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identifying key informants, and making initial observations had already been completed 
prior to the start of the study. The three months in Rio de Janeiro allocated for field 
research was spent interviewing participants, continuing targeted lines of inquiry in 
questioning, and conducting observations from inside the ensembles, with specific 
direction from the theoretical framework previously outlined. 
 Walcott (1988) suggests that the time period extend long enough to see a full 
cycle of activities. Although not concurrently conducted in one long-term period of field 
study, at the end of this research study, the time spent in the field occurred in various 
times of the year, allowing for an understanding of the year-round musical activities and 
a wide-angle view of the yearly cycle of carnival preparations. Radway (1988) suggested 
that studies aimed at communities of leisure require a different research schedule from 
those prescribed in traditional anthropological studies, since these communities may not 
have consistent meeting schedules. Constant immersion into these communities may not 
have the data collection potential as targeted intermittent entry into communities with 
periods of high and low activity. The staggered nature of this field study allowed me to 
experience different stages of community music-making situations, including various 
stages of rehearsals, planning, and performance. I have witnessed new members move 
from being novices to being leaders of the musical community during my extended time 
in the field, a seven-year period at the end of this research study. 
 Participant observation is based in a group of research methods that allow the 
researcher to gain, as much as possible, an insider’s perspective. This is achieved through 
long-term involvement within the culture (Davies, 1999). This is not to suggest that a true 
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insider’s point of view can be achieved. The researcher, although attempting to represent 
the participants’ experiences and understand them as much as possible as an insider, 
remains an outsider. 
 Although my outsider status has never been in question, my long-term 
involvement with this community has allowed me to be an almost unnoticed entity. 
Through this involvement and through my experiences as a samba performer and teacher 
in my home country, I have become what Krebs (1999) terms an “edgewalker,” a person 
with significant “lived experience” within a community to the extent that they develop 
cross-cultural competence while maintaining an understanding of the “self.” Chang 
(2008) stated that “edgewalkers constantly turn their former others of difference into 
others of similarity by reducing strangeness in others and expanding their cultural 
boundaries” (p. 29). My experiences moving from my old musical life as a classical 
trumpet player to my new life as a samba percussionist is reflected in this description. 
This underscores the importance of reflexivity within this research study. I analyzed my 
position as “other” as a constantly changing process, where the “other” became similar to 
the “self.” 
 Baily (2008) considers how the new cultural competence opens opportunities for 
improving the data collection process during fieldwork. 
It is not so much that "bimusicality emphasizes participation at the expense of 
observation" (after Myers 1992) but that participation leads to improved 
opportunities for observation. Being able to perform to a reasonable standard 
provides privileged access to the actualite [italics in original], as I have just 
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discussed. It also gives direct entry into the performance event, a central issue for 
study in ethnomusicology. (p. 96) 
Achieving “bimusicality” was an important part of the fieldwork process for this study, as 
it opened areas of observation from the inside of events from the perspective of the 
learner and performer. 
 Due to my normalization within the setting, the community was a comfortable 
place for me to work. I felt comfortable asking questions, moving freely, and maintaining 
anonymity with those who did not know me directly. Eriksen (2010) noted that the 
ethnographer must remain in the field long enough to become “natural” by the 
participants. For many of the residents, I was just someone who came around from time 
to time, and I am confident that I had little effect on the behaviors of the participants. My 
constant reoccurring presence over several years of study reduced what is termed the 
“Hawthorne Effect,” the general altering of behaviors by the observed person as a result 
of being observed (Coombs & Smith, 2003). 
Site Selection 
 Purposeful sampling, the selecting of participants and research sites based on their 
ability to produce “information-rich cases,” produced data that focused on the research 
questions (Glesne, 1973). The chosen site was selected from among several similar sites 
to which I have gained various levels of access throughout my time learning to play 
samba in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, previous to my selection of a dissertation topic. 
This stage also functioned as the primary step in the ethnographic process of gathering 
information, finding an interest, learning about the participants, and deciphering what 
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type of research study would be possible (Cook & Crang, 2007; O’Reilly, 2008). It was 
during this process that the selected site was chosen from many similar locations. The 
following criteria was used for site selection: 
• Access to community. 
• Safe location for research. 
• Availability of a wide range of music education activities to observe. 
• Community associated with a high-level samba school. 
• Participants from a wide range of ages, ability, and experience. 
• Clear evidence of participatory music traditions consistent with Turino’s (2008) 
description. 
 The site was ultimately chosen because it met all of these criteria. Although not 
the only community which I have gained access to and learned to play samba with, it is 
within this community that much of my knowledge of samba is based. They granted the 
highest level of access, and therefore this site offered the greatest opportunity for data 
collection and useful insight into the inner workings of a participatory music community. 
It is my experience and ability to function as a semi-insider, more participant than 
observer, that led to large amounts of data being collected with sufficient levels of 
validity. My perspective was not only that of a researcher but also that of a learner, as I 
had been educated to play samba music by members of this community. As the principal 
instrument of data collection, this experience proved valuable for my understanding and 
interpretation of the observed practices. 
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Santa Marta, Rio de Janeiro 
 As I walk up the steep hill that is the community of Santa Marta, I am always 
struck by the amount of life such a small and seemingly insulated community can 
have.  Of all the senses that are activated on this hill, it is sound that is the most 
important.  The sounds begin at the base of the hill: the sounds of the never-ending 
stream of buses passing on Rua São Clemente (Saint Clement Street), the sounds of 
children playing and salesmen selling candy and tapioca, the sounds of televisions loudly 
broadcasting soccer matches and soap operas for an audience of passersby.  The sound of 
forró music, brought to Santa Marta by recent migrants from the northeastern states of 
Brazil, and funk, a form of Brazilian rap music very popular in the favelas of Rio, blares 
from parked cars and apartments.  These sounds are all secondary to the sound that most 
defines the morro (hill), that one hears coming from above, in the densely populated area 
where the street ends.  It is the sound of samba drumming.  This sound covers all others. 
In many other areas of this city, such a volume would be ridiculous and would be stopped 
immediately, but not in Santa Marta.  It is a source of pride.  It is a source of life and 
identity for the morro. 
Favelas 
  At the time of abolition in 1888, an estimated 25% of the city’s nearly half 
million residents lived in Rio de Janeiro’s slums. The new republic would destroy and 
clear these slums, forcing the relocation of thousands of poor residents to the hills 
(Oliveira, 1996). All of this occurred as an unending stream of migrants relocated to the 
capital. The bourgeoning population of inadequately housed poor caused the spread of 
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favelas to numerous hills throughout the city and to the sprawling flatlands north and to 
the west of the city center, in spite of government efforts to slow their progress. Estimates 
from the 1948 census reveal that 283,000 people were living in one of the city’s 119 
favelas. That number climbed to approximately two million people, or 36% of the total 
population by the 1990s (Oliveira, 1996). 
 Most of the city’s oldest favelas are located on the morros near the city center or 
in the wealthy South Zone. The close proximity of many of the city’s richest and poorest 
residents, with the poor living in the hills and the rich living below, has long been a 
source for much of the city’s public security problems. Settlements on the morros of the 
South Zone were often made on publicly and privately owned but unused land (Oliveira, 
1996; Perlman, 1976). Densely built on the steep sides of the hills, these areas often lack 
basic urban infrastructure such as roads, proper sewage systems, or legal access to 
electricity. In the past, water and electrical services were illegally diverted from public or 
private sources. Due to their proximity to the most developed areas of the city, the morros 
are tightly woven into the fabric of the larger society, with many of the residents seeking 
employment in the city below, albeit in the city’s lowest paying jobs (Perlman, 2010). 
Many of the city’s notable favelas, perched precariously above middle- and upper-class 
districts, including Rocinha, Mangueira, and Salgueiro, are the birthplaces of the large 
samba schools that perform during the annual carnival parade. 
 Other favelas are located in the flatlands to the north and west of the city center. 
and in the towns of the suburban Baixada Fluminense (lowlands), north of the city limits. 
These areas represent some of the poorest districts of the metropolitan area, many without 
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basic levels of urban infrastructure and in close proximity to high levels of pollution from 
factories located in this region limiting access to clean water and sanitation. Compared to 
their counterparts in the morros of the south zone, residents in these areas suffer from a 
lack of available jobs in their localities and poor transportation accessibility. Many 
people in this region endure extreme commuting times, traveling several hours by bus to 
the city center for employment. 
 As much as the discussion of the musical traditions based in Santa Marta must be 
considered within the context described above, recent developments in the politics and 
economic development of Brazil and of Rio de Janeiro that have affected everyday life 
and the musical life of this community must also be discussed. It should also be noted 
that the use of the term favela is not complimentary within these localities, where the 
preferred terms comunidade (community) or morro are more common. The term favela 
will be used during this section due to its popular use and its use by the sources cited 
below. However, the terms comunidade and morro will be used in subsequent sections 
interchangeably in reference to the specific community of Santa Marta. 
 Beginning in 2008, the state government installed the Unidade de Polícia 
Pacificação (Police Pacification Unit) program in many of the city’s favelas to 
strategically combat urban violence and drug trafficking. The program began with the 
systematic military-style police invasion of the favelas followed by the installation of 
permanent police buildings. This action was followed by the implementation of various 
sanitation, transportation, and infrastructure improvements as well as social programs to 
assist the residents of the community. To date, thirty-eight favelas have been strategically 
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chosen for the program, many selected due to their close proximity to tourist areas or 
venues for the 2014 FIFA World Cup and 2016 Olympic games. In November of 2008, 
the South Zone favela of Santa Marta, the chosen site for this research study, became the 
first community selected for the UPP program. 
 Santa Marta is located on the steep hillside of the Morro de Dona Marta (Saint 
Martha's Hill) adjacent to the neighborhood of Botafogo in the South Zone of Rio de 
Janeiro.  The community is one of 763 favelas in Rio de Janeiro (IGBE, 2010). Santa 
Marta is a poor community, with most of its residents living below the poverty line of 
Rio de Janeiro (Furtado, 2012).  Founded in the early twentieth century on land originally 
owned by the Baron of Vassouras, ownership of the hill was transferred to the Santa 
Inácio Jesuit school. In 1924, the school’s leader, Father José Maria Natuzzi, permitted 
local poor to establish homes on Dona Marta Hill (Silva, 2015). After the crash in coffee 
prices in 1929, many rural poor migrated to Rio, and many settled in Santa 
Marta.  Residents were attracted by work with the expansion of the school and by the 
generosity of Padre Natuzzi. Attraction to the neighborhood was increased through the 
1950s, with the expansion of development in the South Zone, including the nearby 
neighborhood of Copacabana.  Santa Marta escaped demolition during the period of 
favela eradication in the 1960s because a Jesuit school owned its land.  This period saw 
many of the South Zone favelas cleared, their land rezoned and residents relocated to far-
off districts in the West Zone (McCann, 2006; Perlman, 1976). 
 The poor economic conditions of the 1980s and a rise in the drug trade in Rio de 
Janeiro led to deteriorating conditions in Santa Marta (Barcelos, 2003). The community 
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has a violent history. As with many other favelas in Rio de Janeiro, it was once ruled by 
its drug gangs (Barcelos, 2003; McCann, 2006). In 1987, the film Santa Marta, Duas 
Semanas no Morro (Santa Marta, Two Weeks on the Hill) was released, highlighting the 
struggles of the favela’s residents and illustrating, for many residents of the city below, 
what life in a favela was like in the community (Coutinho, 1987). In 1995, the 
community was used as the setting for Michael Jackson’s music video “They Don’t 
Really Care About Us,” and since has been used as the backdrop for several Brazilian and 
international motion pictures. 
 Santa Marta sits directly below the famous Christ the Redeemer statue.  The view 
up to the Christ and the opposing view over Guanabara Bay, the stunning expanse of Rio 
de Janeiro below, is a source of great pride for its residents. The community is well 
connected to the rest of the city by public transportation on the city’s extensive bus 
network and a nearby subway line.  These connections allow residents of Santa Marta 
easier access to jobs in the South Zone’s financial, service, and tourist industries and a 
higher standard of living than residents of the favelas in the far-reaching North and West 
zones.  However, the contrast with the surrounding upper middle class district of 
Botafogo is strikingly evident.  The buildings in Santa Marta are of simple construction 
of brick and mortar, and the population density has created a warren of staircases and 
connected buildings that ascend the extremely steep hill. 
 Recent infrastructure and public safety improvements have raised the standard of 
living in Santa Marta.  A cable-car system was constructed, allowing residents to ride to 
the top of the morro, reported by residents to be the steepest in all of Rio. The city has 
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installed street signs and lighting on the staircases and pathways up through the 
community. Water and electricity service has improved. The controlling drug gangs have 
been removed from the community. The community is now a safe place to live. 
Businesses have opened.  Educational outreach programs have been founded. People 
from the world below go up the hill and interact with its residents.  This has created a 
climate of openness and a period of musical importance for the morro. Concerts and 
events occur at the community’s samba school every weekend, and outsiders are now 
able to climb the hill to learn to play samba. 
There is debate over the positive and negative effects of the UPP in Rio de 
Janeiro. Many have voiced concern over the militarization of these communities, police 
brutality, lack of community self-governance, and continued institutionalized violence 
(Corrêa, Cecchetto, Farias, & Fernandes 2016; Livingstone, 2014; Monley, 2015). Santa 
Marta, the first UPP installed, is often held by both the media and the state government as 
the showcase example of the program’s successes (Freire-Medeiros, Vilarouca, & 
Menezes, 2013; Yutzy, 2012).  The community’s relatively small size, geographical 
advantages, and use as a testing ground for many of the state-sponsored social programs 
that have accompanied the UPP, have allowed Santa Marta to benefit from the program 
while other communities without these advantages have struggled. 
The residents of Santa Marta that I had contact with through this study have all 
vehemently expressed their happiness in the changes that have occurred in the years since 
the installation of the UPP. Residents often start sentences with the “old days,” drawing a 
quick line of demarcation between present and past realities. In my first years visiting 
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Santa Marta, descriptions of what life was like in the “old days” were often told in a 
whisper, guarding against the possible return of those circumstances. Maybe they were 
the whispers of disbelief that those days were over. By the end of my fieldwork, the 
community had undergone such radical changes that no one seemed to believe that things 
could return to the way they were in the “old days.” Locals spoke to me in loud voices, 
proud of what their community had become. 
 Santa Marta is an important engine for samba in the South Zone of Rio de 
Janeiro.  Samba, which is thought of more as a product of the poorer North and West 
zones of Rio, is an important part of daily life Santa Marta, heard throughout the 
community emanating from the samba school building.  The community is the source for 
many of the players in the blocos (informal parade groups) and samba schools of the 
South Zone.  Santa Marta's main samba institution is the São Clemente samba school, a 
member of the special group of large samba schools in Rio de Janeiro. The hill is also 
home to Mocidade Unida do Santa Marta, a smaller samba school, and several blocos. 
Access  
Favelas are difficult communities for foreigners to gain access to. Outsiders are 
often warned by locals not to enter favelas without being accompanied by someone from 
the community. My earlier attempts at gaining access to other communities were met 
with the barrier of real and perceived danger. This was not the case in Santa Marta, where 
the residents’ and visitors’ sense of security brought an openness and willingness to 
display the positive aspects of the community. Samba schools, also insular communities, 
are very accustomed to having outsiders. Foreigners involved with samba in their home 
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countries frequently try to gain access to the baterias. It is common to see foreigners, both 
as learners and as tourists, at rehearsals. The resulting “gringo” fatigue can make it 
difficult to earn trust and gain access, particularly because a foreigner is not immediately 
taken seriously as having real interest or ability in samba. 
This research study follows a long process of learning to play samba both in the 
United States and Brazil.  I have made twenty samba related trips to Rio de Janeiro and 
São Paulo.  These trips have consisted of me passively observing and actively 
participating in events at several samba schools in both cities.  I have learned to play 
from many different mestres (masters) in private lesson settings, played in samba school 
rehearsals, and played in blocos and samba school parades during carnival.  Although 
these experiences predate this research study, these experiences sharpened both my 
understanding of the music form and the communities involved. The musical ability 
gained through these actions and the contacts that I have made through its process have 
been essential for gaining entry into the community in which I have been accepted. Cook 
and Crang (1995) described the process of gaining access as having importance in how 
the researcher presents themselves to the participants and a key component of access. I 
have presented myself as an eager learner who has gained, through our experiences 
together, a certain level of mastery. I have been granted access because I have moved 
through these levels of musical competency within view of the participants. They are 
willing to show me how people in the community learn because I myself have learned in 
the community. 
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Pre-study Contact 
 My contact with the São Clemente samba school began in late 2006, on my first 
visit to its quadra (rehearsal space). It was the start of the rehearsal season for the 2007 
carnival. There were many people there, but nothing like the crowds I would see in 2014. 
The school was in Group A, the second highest division of schools. At the time of this 
dissertation’s printing, the group is currently in the special group, the top level of twelve 
schools that compete to be grand champion. I was only a casual observer learning a new 
form of music in a strange place. It was one of my earliest visits to a samba school. I had 
learned of São Clemente on my first visit to Rio de Janeiro two years earlier, when I had 
purchased a souvenir CD at the empty Sambódromo. I had listened to the CD many 
times. I did not like the sound of the music. It was the track recorded by São Clemente 
that began to change my mind about samba. I liked it slightly better than the others, and 
over time grew to like it quite a bit. 
When returning to Rio to make further exploration into samba after spending two 
years playing the music in New York, I went to São Clemente to see where the music that 
I had grown to like came from. The quadra was a bare cement room, with a metal ceiling 
like an airplane hanger. There was a very small stage for the singers and string players. 
The bateria was positioned on the floor at the far end of the room. They were a small 
group of about twenty-five player, a fraction of the full bateria used in the carnival 
parade. I stood close to the bateria, taking pictures and videos, gathering information to 
teach my students in New York. 
 I returned to Rio de Janeiro a few months later for the carnival. I purchased a 
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costume and paraded with São Clemente in a non-playing wing of the samba school. I 
chose to parade with the school not because of my personal feelings towards it but 
because its costumes were reasonably priced as compared to the schools in the special 
group that I had considered. I wanted the experience of parading in the Sambódromo, and 
buying a costume is the surest way in for an outsider. The samba school uses the revenue 
from the sale of costumes, and the spaces for participation that they allow, to raise 
money. Many of the samba schools distinguish the difference between commercial alas 
(wings), where costumes are purchased, and community alas, where costumes are 
provided for people who live in the community. I had purchased my costume: a large 
Afro-wig, a spandex suit, and a harnessed backpack with bright colored balls hanging 
from it. 
Later in 2007, I first gained entry to the bateria when over the period of one 
month I played caixa (snare drum) during rehearsals in the quadra. Playing within the 
bateria is always a nervous experience. Because I am an outsider from the United States, 
playing in the bateria is sometimes unnerving. Nervousness forced me to pay abnormally 
close attention to the directors, always trying to remain focused and trying to impress. My 
biggest fear was to make a mistake as it would mean that I would be discovered. All the 
while, it had been obvious to those who are insiders that I was not a local, resulting in 
not-so-disguised looks from those around me to see if I knew what I was doing. This two-
way connection is always present when I have played in baterias in Brazil. I have 
navigated these waters without creating significant error, which in turn has allowed me to 
be a trusted visitor. 
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 On my first day playing with São Clemente in late 2007, I motioned to the mestre 
with a gesture that mimicked the playing of the caixa, and was waved up onto the stage.  I 
immediately took the opportunity to ascend up the stairs of the bateria stage, not knowing 
where to find an instrument or what initially to do when I did.  I knew how to play, but 
this would only be my second time in a real bateria.  When I reached the area of the caixa 
players, expecting that I might have to ask someone if I could borrow their instrument, I 
kicked several instruments lying on the floor.  I was unaware of these extras, as they are 
not visible from below.  There were quite of few instruments positioned throughout the 
bateria.  I would notice in my time on the stage that some of them would go unclaimed 
throughout the evening and some were left by players as they came and went from the 
bateria. 
 I picked up my caixa, deciding to play without the use of a strap as most of the 
players around me were doing.  The group was already in progress, in the middle of a 
samba being played as part of the competition for the following year’s carnival.  I jumped 
in on the rhythm, very unsure of myself, and quite overwhelmed. I had only been playing 
for a couple of years, and this was a significant upgrade from my ensembles in New 
York.  As soon as I began to play, I could feel the eyes of my neighbors move in my 
direction.  To my ears, I was in sync, but I could tell that to their ears, used to hearing the 
same quality of players around them year after year, I was making a different sound and a 
slightly different rhythm.  Although I was clearly an outsider, I was not reprimanded, 
corrected, or purposely made to feel uncomfortable.  A few men gave a nod to me, a very 
quick smile to suggest that I had been noticed but that I was welcomed. 
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 I would return every week over the next month, each time motioning my hand-
signaled request to the mestre, climbing the stairs, finding a caixa and jumping into the 
rhythm.  I am not sure how much I improved over those four rehearsals.  No one ever 
spoke to me off the stage, asked any questions, or indicated that it was strange of me to 
be there.  Even though I was an outsider, probably known to be a foreigner, it was not an 
issue that I had played with them.  They were all at ease and welcoming.  This would be 
my first experience with players from Santa Marta, a full seven years before the present 
research study.  No one in Santa Marta remembers my presence on those nights. I was 
one of an unknown number of people who passed through the quadra every weekend. 
 Due to the ease of transportation, lack of scheduling conflicts with other samba 
school rehearsals, and the school's willingness to allow outsiders to play in the bateria, I 
visited São Clemente on the majority of my following visits to Rio de Janeiro. It is also 
one of many samba schools in which I have had the experience of playing. As the visits 
added up, my comfort level and ability caught up to their willingness to allow me to play. 
I maintained playing caixa and repique.  Video and audio recordings, journal entries, and 
notes taken on my learning experience, which at the time were not intended for use in a 
future dissertation, were used as data for this study, as they document my learning 
process. However, it should be restated that these visits were anonymous and 
inconsequential for members of the samba school and that São Clemente was one of 
many samba schools that I visited regularly during this period of learning to play samba. 
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Individual Participant Selection 
 A total number of twelve participants from Santa Marta were included this study. 
This relatively small number of participants is consistent with ethnographic methods. It 
was necessary to find participants who were quality representations of the community as 
a whole, and solid informants who could provide quality data (Cook & Crang, 2007). 
Participants were chosen based on their representation of one of several musical 
situations present in the community. These situations included the large São Clemente 
samba school, the smaller samba school Mocidade Unida do Santa Marta, informal street 
parades, the children’s bateria, and the frequent after-work samba sessions in the 
community. The twelve participants were divided into three equal groups of four 
participants. The elders are the most experienced percussionists in the community. They 
are all over the age of 50 and have played in the samba schools for several decades. Each 
of these leaders has served as a director or teacher of samba musicians within the 
community in some capacity during his time, although not all of them perform in this 
function at present. Each of the elders is highly respected among samba players in the 
community, and each has remained active in community music making. The modern 
leaders are all in their twenties and thirties. Although they are younger than the elders, 
they have assumed the leadership positions within the community and are recognized as 
the ones most responsible for the musical decisions of the samba schools. This group 
includes the mestres of the various samba schools. The youth are the youngest members, 
between the ages of 14 and 20. Although this group represents the youngest members of 
the samba community, several of its members are highly skilled and heavily relied upon 
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percussionists. Within these three groups, participants represented various skill levels, 
years of experience, and ages. All of the participants live within Santa Marta or commute 
to Santa Marta for the bulk of their musical activities. 
 This study used purposeful sampling for the selection of individual participants at 
the Rio de Janeiro site. Gatekeepers were identified, and snowball sampling occurred 
from these interactions. Potential participants were notified by the gatekeepers of the 
research project and its intended goals. Participants agreed to participate willingly and 
without compensation. All were actively involved in various forms of community music-
making activities multiple times per week. This study required frequent participation and 
availability to be observed multiple times within short periods of time, due to my limited 
time in the field. The participants’ various music-making activities offered potential 
understanding of the various uses for music within the community. Selection was not 
based on the skill level of the participant. Various skill levels offered the possibility to 
examine how the musicians were educated at various stages of learning as well as how 
people of different abilities were integrated within this musical setting. Although 
differences exist among participants, all were active members of the community’s samba 
school, as it is within this environment that learning methods can be compared. 
Key Informants 
 Ethnography is often dependent on the identification and development of 
relationships with key informants: the individuals who through their status within the 
community, leadership positions, knowledge base, or skill level are potential sources for 
large amounts of data (Davies, 1999). This ethnographic study was only possible through 
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permission and acceptance by the group’s leaders.  Gaining and maintaining access was 
an ongoing process. The gatekeepers to this study, with whom good rapport and 
understanding of the goals of this research study were established, frequently 
renegotiated my entry into relevant musical spaces where fieldwork was conducted. 
Several people agreed to allow me access to the group and volunteered to assist in this 
research study. The research goals were clearly explained to each of the key informants. 
The key informants expressed that their willingness to participate was because they 
believed that education is important, and recognized that this research study would give 
them the opportunity to share their story, their methods, and their community with an 
outsider—an opportunity that they have not always had. According to O’Reilly (2008), 
“research participants are now often encouraged to take an active part in the research 
process, empowered where possible to contribute, direct, redirect, and guide the research 
in ways that ensure their own perspective is given due weight” (pp. 58–59). This research 
study used the gatekeepers in this capacity. Their participation was more valuable, for 
both them and myself, because of their contributions to the design of this study. 
 Tião is the oldest director in the São Clemente samba school.  He is a resident of 
Santa Marta and is an active performer during carnival.  He is very well respected by 
members of the community both as a musician and as Santa Marta's ambassador to the 
outside world.  He was recently featured on a major television news broadcast presenting 
the community and giving a tour to the reporter ahead of the carnival. Tião is a master 
samba percussionist, person of authority and historical knowledge within the community, 
and the perfect choice as a key participant in this research study. 
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 Jeferson is the mestre of the bateria of the São Clemente samba school and several 
other blocos, samba schools, and percussion ensembles on and off the hill. He is a 
resident of Santa Marta and the clear leader of the samba activities in the community. 
Although he is relatively young, in his early thirties, Jeferson is a long-time member of 
the samba community of Santa Marta. He is a well-known figure city-wide, as directing a 
bateria in the special group of samba schools in Rio de Janeiro is a high-profile position. 
Through casual conversations, Jeferson has indicated that he believes there are clear 
educational methods used to teach samba on the morro and that the learning of samba is a 
formal type of music education. This is not an opinion shared by many of his counterparts 
at other samba schools. He is also a valuable source of information due to the fact that he 
is an active teacher and musician, intersecting several music-making situations within the 
community. 
New York City Site 
 Data from the New York site was used to explore potential applications and 
implications of the data obtained at the Rio de Janeiro case study. This information was 
presented alongside the data from Rio de Janeiro and aided in its analysis. My 
involvement and transferal of music-education techniques from the Rio de Janeiro site 
allows for the analysis of themes and points of contact between the two contexts. This 
study examined the effect of participatory music on the sense of community within the 
structure of this program through the voices and actions of its participants. 
 Consistent with qualitative methods, interview was the primary method for data 
collection. Interview questions were targeted at the subjects’ perceived experiences while 
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learning to play and performing samba within an ensemble in which the researcher is the 
director. Interview questions were open ended to allow myself and the participants 
opportunities to gain a wider understanding of their experience. Multiple formal 
interviews with each of the participants were conducted using open-ended questioning. 
 The timeframe for data collection at the New York site, primarily in the form of 
interviews and group discussions, was seven months. A sample size of twelve 
participants was selected using purposeful sampling to target specific types of data. Since 
I am the director of the program in which the subjects reflected, special care was taken to 
maintain validity.   All interviewed participants were graduates of the school and 
therefore not current members. This requirement eliminated conflict of interest issues 
with participation being completely voluntary and not part of any class requirement. 
Participants were within one year of graduation to limit the effects of the diminishment of 
memory of their experiences in the program. Since the motivating factors for 
participation are relevant to this research study, all participants had to have participated in 
the program voluntarily during their time as a student and not for the purpose of the 
fulfillment of a graduation requirement. There were no maximum or minimum limits on 
the number of active years in the program for inclusion in this study, as a range of 
experience levels allowed for data on all ranges of involvement to be collected. 
Autoethnographic Reflection  
 Findings from these two locations were mediated through my own experiences. 
This process exposed potential biases caused by my involvement as a learner, teacher, 
and participant within this music because I had to be conscious of how my own previous 
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experiences, my training, and cultural differences impacted the research process and the 
interpretation of data (Etherington, 2004). Davies (1999) refers to the purpose of research 
as being the mediation between “different constructions of reality, and doing research 
means increasing understanding of these varying constructions, among which is included 
in the anthropologist’s own constructions” (p. 15). My understanding of the inner 
workings of the samba-based community music structure in Rio de Janeiro was through 
the lens of a teacher of samba music in New York City. Reflexivity informed my 
interpretation of the interactions between myself, the participants, and the data 
(Etherington, 2004). 
 This autoethnographic reflection also recounted my experiences as a learner of 
this music form and as a teacher of the music, allowing me to further analyze the 
experiences of both sets of participants: the teachers in the natural setting in Brazil and 
the students in New York City. My experiences as both an expert and a learner are 
important to the understanding of both sets of participants. These experiences form the 
basis of my understanding of the “other,” as a discovery of the “self.” My movement 
through different stages of understanding was analyzed throughout the fieldwork and in 
the reflexive writing of the final research study. 
 Autoethnography is defined by Ellis and Bochner (2000) as autobiographies that 
self-consciously explore the interplay of the introspective, personally engaged self with 
cultural descriptions mediated through language, history, and ethnographic explanation. 
Chang (2008) adds, “like ethnography, autoethnography pursues the ultimate goal of 
cultural understanding underlying cultural experience” (p. 49). The use of 
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autoethnography in this study is not for self-indulgence or to make my experience more 
important than that of the participants in the field. It serves to better describe the 
experience of learning samba in this community. Etherington (2004) described the 
importance of reflexivity with “the exposure of self, who is also a spectator, has to take 
us somewhere we couldn’t otherwise get to” (p. 31). Within this study, the full unpacking 
of my experiences was necessary for the analysis of data. It is the investment of the 
researcher that sharpens the data collection instrument (Eriksen, 2010). The personal 
experiences of the autoethnographer are primary sources of data (Chang, 2008). I have 
progressed from knowing nothing about samba to learning to play, to learning to teach, to 
improving to the level of a competent player by Rio de Janeiro standards, and to being 
accepted into a samba community in Rio de Janeiro. My lens throughout this process has 
been colored by these experiences. It is part of the experience in which the data was seen. 
Baily (2001) explained the researcher’s perspective as learner in the fieldwork process: 
Learning to perform someone else's music becomes part of the wider acculturative 
process of "transfer and retransfer" of music and music theory from one socio-
cultural environment to another (Giinther, 1987, p. 74). At the end of the day, the 
researcher becomes the researched. (p. 96) 
This study attempted to display this continuum alongside the data and analysis of the 
participants in both settings to better understand how people learn and participate. 
Data Analysis 
 Field notes were written for all formal observations and informal data collection 
situations. Shorthand notes of observations recorded as a full participant were recorded 
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into full field notes immediately following activities. Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (2011) 
refer to findings “not as absolute and invariant, but, rather, as contingent upon the 
circumstances of their ‘discovery‘ by the ethnographer” (p. 16). Field notes include my 
personal reactions, thoughts, and actions, as they are important to the interpretation of the 
findings. Interviews, recorded using a digital recorder, were transcribed and, when 
necessary, translated into English. 
 Field data including interview and focus group transcripts, observation reports, 
field-journal entries, and autoethnographic reflection were coded using an open coding 
technique. Emergent themes from the coded field notes were interpreted through the use 
of the theoretical propositions for participatory community music. The theoretical 
framework is intended only for the interpretation of data from the Rio de Janeiro site and 
does not fully apply to the New York setting. However, emergent themes from the 
theoretical framework and the analysis of the Rio de Janeiro site were used in the analysis 
of data collected from the New York site. This study identified points of contact between 
the two and demonstrated ways in which participatory themes might be applied within an 
urban school setting. This method also brought forth concepts and teaching methods that 
are not applicable or appropriate within this setting. Both the similarities and differences 
between the sites and their relationship to the theoretical framework helped to identify 
alternative practices that would be appropriate for use within urban school music 
programs, particularly those that struggle with insufficient levels of participation. 
 The merging of the two sites was made in a one-way direction using the analysis 
of the data and resulting theory from Rio de Janeiro to interpret and frame the data from 
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the New York school. This study did not attempt or consider data obtained in New York 
for application in Rio de Janeiro. This study sought to provide a description of the 
musical behaviors in a singular community in Rio de Janeiro and did not attempt to 
explain how these behaviors developed, why they are present, or provide 
recommendations for how they could be improved. It should also be noted that the two 
sections of this research study are not equal in scale, as the majority of this study’s focus 
is on the Rio de Janeiro site. The inclusion of the New York school is an attempt to 
explore areas for the application of themes and findings from the field study in Rio de 
Janeiro. 
Validity and Reliability 
 Validity was obtained through the use of triangulation: the use of multiple 
research techniques to obtain data. Several forms of qualitative methods, including 
participant observations, interviews, and focus group discussions were used to cross-
reference several sources of the same data. Member checks, including transcript review 
and validation of my interpretation of meaning, were used to ensure the proper 
representation of the participants’ experiences in both sites. Native Portuguese speakers 
were consulted to verify the accuracy of interview and focus group translations. Validity 
within the New York portion of this study was of special concern due to my involvement 
with the participants as their teacher. Potential issues of my role as the teacher were 
reduced by the use of recent graduates of the school. Their reflections on past experiences 
playing samba were free of concerns over participating in the study as a class obligation. 
Retrospective deterioration, the criticism that a viewpoint that is not current is not the 
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same as that of a present experience, was considered. Hycner (1985) argued that all 
descriptions are different from the actual experiences and that alterations in the memory 
over time are indeed valuable as they speak to the person’s felt experiences. Due to the 
presence of potential validity issues, particularly within the New York site, special care 
was taken to eliminate or reduce the possibility of invalid results, loss of data, and 
conflict of interest issues. 
 Reliability, the extent to which the design and results of a study can be replicated 
by other researchers, is a criticism of ethnography. The use of the researcher as the 
instrument of data collection and the personal relationships, interpretation, and subjective 
choices that guide ethnographic studies often cannot be duplicated. Researchers who 
employ ethnographic methods often find it impossible to fully describe all of the steps to 
complete the research study (LeCompte & Schensul, 1999). It was impossible to 
completely recall all of the activities undertaken to gain access within the community for 
this study or to recall all of the pedagogical maneuverings to implement a samba program 
at the New York school. Autoethnographic reflection was used to mediate my 
involvement as a learner, teacher, and participant observer to expose potential bias and 
explore the impact of my previous experience, training, and cultural difference on the 
research process and interpretation of data (Etherington, 2004). Davies (1999) refers to 
the purpose of research as “the mediation between different constructions of reality, and 
doing research means increasing understanding of these varying constructions, among 
which is included in the anthropologist’s own constructions” (p. 15). My understanding 
of the inner workings of the samba-based community music structure in Rio de Janeiro 
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was observed through the lens of a teacher of samba music in New York City. Reflexivity 
informed my interpretation of the interactions between myself, the participants, and the 
data (Etherington, 2004). 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RIO DE JANEIRO CASE STUDY 
 This dissertation began with my introduction to Brazil and Brazilian music. These 
early experiences were permeated with the excitement and unease of learning a new form 
of music in a strange place. My initial focus was consumed by learning the rhythms, 
techniques, and repertoire of each of the samba schools and their instruments. I spent 
considerable effort trying to get it “right” only to find out that “right” was a subjective 
term. Each of these samba schools has almost three hundred members in the percussion 
section. Up to ninety players can play within a single instrument group. The range of 
playing techniques and patterns was quite varied. Not everyone held their drumsticks or 
instruments the same way. Yet, when I would step back from the group, these differences 
were not perceptible. It was a consistent textural sound that relied more on group 
cohesiveness than on the replication of identical patterns. 
 As I returned to Brazil time after time, I entered different music-making 
communities and music-making situations. I found that their forms of musical 
engagement were very different from that of my culture. Average people, meaning those 
who did not seem to be seriously pursuing a music education, as I knew it, were engaging 
in music-making activities regularly and showed a great deal of skill. Even those who did 
not play instruments in my presence made an effort to participate by singing and clapping 
rhythms with their hands. On many occasions, it seemed that everyone in attendance, 
except for me, was participating actively. Within the samba schools, people came to 
listen to music, mostly the same songs, week after week and year after year. They were 
not just entertaining themselves, as I first thought. They were engaging in ritual. 
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Carnival, the celebration that drives so much of Rio de Janeiro’s creative energy, was the 
fuel that powered the engine of music participation in this city. With approximately 75 
samba schools in the Rio de Janeiro metropolitan area, with smaller street blocos 
populating many neighborhoods, each having a drum-section membership between 50 
and 300 percussionists, there are an uncountable number of “musicians,” from casual to 
professional, in this city. Carnival provides the need, and the music’s structure provides 
the means. I began to compare this to my own culture, immediately seeing the differences 
in participation levels. In my culture, there is a dependence on formal training and 
professionalism. The production of quality amateur community musicians is not part of 
most of our daily lives. I could not think of a musical situation in New York that 
resembled the samba communities of Rio. 
 What I witnessed in Brazil was a commitment from all involved to include 
everyone in some way in active music making. People attend performances, not to be 
passive but to participate as drummers, singers, dancers, or general paraders. The activity 
is open to all and attempts to fit people of varying levels of experience together. A 
commitment to each other and to the community is the underlying current of these 
experiences. 
 The realization of these differences inspired me to investigate this music-learning 
environment. This case study attempts to uncover the role of participation and the sense 
of community for the people in the community of Santa Marta, one of many such 
communities in Rio de Janeiro. The following discussion will begin with a description of 
the historical context of Rio de Janeiro, the favela, and samba music. I will contextualize 
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the participants' experiences and allow the reader to better understand the community and 
music form under study. 
Historical and Geographical Context 
 Several elements of Brazil’s history and subsequent economic situation have led 
to the formation of the physical community in which this study was conducted. A brief 
account of Rio de Janeiro and Brazil’s history are helpful to place the samba within its 
historical context. This information is integral to understanding the setting and the 
development of the music form and its practice within its physical location. 
 Pedro Alvarez Cabral discovered Brazil for Portugal in 1500, on an expedition to 
India commissioned by King Manuel I (Bezerra, 2000; McGowan & Pessanha, 1998; 
Ximenes, 2008). Cabral named the newly discovered land on the coast of the present day 
state of Bahia, Ilha da Vera Cruz (Island of the True Cross). The early financial benefit 
for the Portuguese crown was the exportation of pau-brasil (Brazil wood), which led to 
the renaming of the colony in 1527 (Bezerra, 2000; Ximenes, 2008). An estimated one 
and a half million Amerindians, described by the colonists as Tupi-Guarani, lived along 
the coast of Brazil at the time of “discovery” (Bezerra, 2000; Rodrigues, 1962; McGowan 
& Pessanha, 1998). Although initially many Amerindians where enslaved, the 
importation of Africans to Brazilian soil, first recorded in 1538, marks the beginning of 
Brazil’s long history in the transatlantic slave trade. Brazil was the last Western country 
to abolish slavery in 1888 (Bezerra, 2000; Ximenes, 2008). 
 Slaves were brought to Brazil from various cultures of the African continent in 
three main periods of importation (Rodrigues, 1962; Sweet, 1999). The first period, 
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beginning in the sixteenth century, was dominated by slaves from the Wolof, Fula, 
Mandinga, and Biafara ethnic groups brought from the Upper Guinea region of West 
Africa in present day Senegal and Guinea-Bissau (Rodrigues, 1962; Sweet, 1999). The 
second period, which brought people of Bantu origin from the region of the Congo and 
Angola, occurred from the end of the sixteenth century to the second half of the 
seventeenth century (Rodrigues, 1962). Angolan slaves were particularly prominent due 
to the relatively close proximity of Luanda to the three main slave and commerce ports of 
Brazil; Recife and Salvador da Bahia in the northeast, and Rio de Janeiro in the southeast. 
These ports continue to be centers for much of the popular manifestations of Afro-
Brazilian culture, including music at present time. The Bantu are by far the largest group 
of Africans brought to Brazil and are the greatest contributors to the samba music form 
(Bezerra, 2000). 
 The third period coincides with the discovery of mines in Brazil in the late 
seventeenth century and constitutes the expansion of the slave trading routes to the coast 
of Benin and to the port of Lagos, Nigeria (Rodrigues, 1962). Slaves were mainly from 
the Ewe, Dahomey, Ashanti, Hausa, and Mandinka ethnicities as well as a significant 
number of Yoruba, who would have a significant cultural impact in the slave 
communities of Bahia and Pernambuco (Rodrigues, 1962; Sweet, 1999). 
 During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, slave labor was primarily used on 
the massive sugarcane plantations of the northeast. Salvador da Bahia was the capital 
during this period, and the majority of the slaves imported to Brazil, the world’s largest 
sugar producer, entered through its port (Moore, 2009). In the late seventeenth century, 
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the economic output of southeastern mining colony Minas Gerais (General Mines) 
transferred the demand for slaves to the southeast (Galeano, 1973). In 1763, the 
importance of the southeast as the economic and political center of Brazil was confirmed 
with the transfer of the colonial capital to Rio de Janeiro, the coastal port used as the 
exportation point for the mines of landlocked Minas Gerais (Galeano, 1973; Sweet, 
1999). 
 Independence from Portugal in 1822 brought a rapidly growing population and 
shifting economic base to the new capital, changing the character of slavery in Rio de 
Janeiro during the nineteenth century. The new urban form of slavery involved slaves 
living independently but still required to submit portions of their earning to their masters. 
These slaves had more mobility than their rural counterparts but were forced to use much 
of their earnings to pay rent in the shacks already forming in the hills above the formal 
city (Oliveira, 1996). In 1888, Princess Isabel Léopoldina de Bragança decreed the Lei 
Áurea (Golden Law), making Brazil the final country in the West to abolish slavery 
(Bezerra, 2000; Cooper, 2007; Galeano, 1973; Ximenes, 2008). 
 The formation of the republic in 1889 made Rio de Janeiro the main destination 
point for mass migration and immigration to the capital. Brazilians from all levels of 
society migrated to the capital and brought with them the cultural influences of the 
various regions of Brazil, Africa, and Europe. In the early decades of the twentieth 
century, Rio’s importance as the nation’s cultural center was cemented during a period of 
rapid modernization. In the nineteenth century, Afro-Brazilians formed the majority of 
Brazil’s population, but in the early twentieth century the country would actively open its 
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doors to European migration to fill its labor needs (Bezerra, 2000). This practice 
restricted opportunities for black workers in the labor force. The black workers, denied 
jobs and proper housing, began to live in shanties in the hills above the city proper, a 
situation accelerated by the increase of newly arriving Europeans (Oliveira, 1996). The 
favelas. still present in the hills above the present day city, were initially created by the 
circumstances of abolition and racism. 
Samba 
 Samba is a term used to describe several forms of Afro-Brazilian music that share 
similar characteristics of rhythm, melody, musical structure, and dance. At least thirty-
one distinct forms of samba are performed throughout Brazil (Fryer, 2000). Before the 
popularization of the urban samba in the early decades of the twentieth century, the term 
was not used to describe a form of music, but instead a musical situation featuring a 
particular style of dancing performed by Afro-Brazilians. The word samba is thought to 
have origins in the Kimbundu language of present day Angola. It was used to describe the 
umbigada (belly bounce), the inviting of participants to dance through the touching of 
navels, performed in the rural areas outside of Luanda, Angola, a pelvic motion often 
thought to be obscene by western observers (Fryer, 2000; Miriani, 1986). The umbigada 
was present in the batuque, a predecessor of the modern samba, performed by Afro-
Brazilians in the villages and marketplaces of colonial Brazil (Medeiros, 2002). By the 
end of the nineteenth century, the terms samba and batuque were used interchangeably to 
describe the popular dances of Afro-Brazilians (Fryer, 2000; Miriani, 1986). The samba 
de roda (circle samba), still in existence in the northeastern state of Bahia, was the 
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renaming of the batuque. While the ambiguous term was not yet applied to a specific 
form of music in Rio de Janeiro, it was primarily used to describe the musical events 
frequented by black Brazilians living in the favelas (Fryer, 2000). Chasteen (1996) 
suggested that “in the nineteenth-century sense of the word, samba was already 
happening at carnival on the principal streets of downtown Rio de Janeiro, a full 
generation before the organization of the first escolas de samba (Samba Schools) in the 
1920s” (p. 30). 
 The urban samba of Rio de Janeiro was created and fostered by black migrants 
from Bahia in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Black migration from Bahia began after the 
abolition of slavery in 1888. Centered in several neighboring districts of Central Rio de 
Janeiro, it was in the Cidade Nova, Gamboa, and Estácio neighborhoods where the 
consolidation of multiple Afro-Brazilian rhythms into the urban samba of Rio de Janeiro 
began to form (Bastos, 1999). The meeting point for several of the early samba musicians 
and the reported location of the first musical composition to be labeled a samba, “Pelo 
Telefone” (By Telephone) in 1917, was at the house of Tia Ciata (Aunt Ciata), an 
affectionate and respectful name for an older woman of social importance, on Praça 
Onze de Junho (June 11th Square) in the Estácio district. (Fryer, 2000; McCann, 2001; 
Sandroni 1997). These musical sessions combined marcha, a more European marching 
style used during carnival parades, lundu, choro, maxixe, polka, and the batuque, all 
forms that had survived among various populations in Brazil since the nineteenth century 
(Goldschmitt, 2009). The effect of these encounters was a breaking down of the various 
Bahian music forms, reorganizing and repackaging them into the Samba Carioca (Samba 
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of Rio de Janeiro; Vianna 1999). 
 Soon, a different form of samba was heard in the favelas above the city. The 
samba de morro (samba from the hills), characterized by its heavy use of percussion 
instruments, became the symbol of the favelas, geographically within the city limits but 
physically and socially distanced from the rules and customs of the city below (Paranhos, 
2003). The relative isolation of the favelas fostered the continuation of many of the 
practices of both the Afro-Brazilian population originally from Rio de Janeiro and the 
migrants from Bahia. Each of these communities created and preserved its own local 
brand of samba, with differing instrumentations, rhythms, and melodic structures. 
Samba Schools and Early Carnival of Rio de Janeiro 
 Samba is one of the more widely known forms of Brazilian music internationally 
because of its association with carnival. Pre-Lenten carnival celebrations, which were 
almost entirely European in character, predate the creation of samba (Urbano, 2005). 
Carnival arrived in Rio de Janeiro in the form of the Portuguese entrudo, an 
Iberian celebration characterized by the temporary inversion of social norms and off-
color practical jokes. Parisian-style masked balls first appeared in 1846, bringing the 
tradition of dancing to the carnival, a practice not present within the entrudo (Chasteen, 
1996). Parading organizations, beginning in the 1850s, began as processions on 
horseback and wagons, later developing into the elaborate floats associated with today’s 
carnival parade. The carnival became a street event with parades of large raucous 
pancadarias (percussion sections) parading through the streets followed by dancing 
revelers. Even without a permanent characteristic music form, the carnival established 
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many of the rituals performed in the modern celebration (Chasteen, 1996). 
 The first escolas de samba (samba schools), appeared in the early 1920s, at a time 
when the rancheros, cordões, and blocos (older parade associations) still dominated the 
street carnival (Taylor, 1982; Treece & MacIntyre, 2002). The samba schools would 
replace these informal groups, creating more organized associations. 
The first samba school, Deixa Falar, was founded in 1928 by members of the Estácio 
music scene (Vianna, 1999). The term “school” was used to add importance and 
legitimacy to this new type of organization. Musicians were expected to demonstrate 
their abilities in instrument construction, since the process for creating instruments for 
samba music was still a local practice (Medeiros, 2002). The samba schools were, and 
continue to be, community organizations, important institutions for the reinforcement of 
the community bond and preservation of traditions. 
 Although officially banned by the authorities and persecuted by the police in the 
name of public order in the 1920s, samba schools would be recognized for their potential 
for financial exploitation in the promotion of tourism in the 1930s (Goldschmitt, 2009). 
In 1935, the samba schools were legitimized by their inclusion on the city’s official 
carnival program (Vianna, 1999). The carnival of Rio de Janeiro was repackaged and 
reorganized as the parade performances became a sponsored contest between the samba 
schools that represented Rio’s poor (Taylor, 1982). The government had appropriated the 
music, using it to project a nationalized identity (Goldschmitt, 2009). Government 
mandates, politically motivated sponsorship, and co-option of the Afro-Brazilian samba 
by the White elite altered the natural development of the samba schools. For many, the 
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resulting commercialization damaged its authenticity as a true representation of the 
communities it originally represented. Vianna (1999) described this progression: 
The first moment is the repression of samba, a time when the music was 
sequestered in the favelas of Rio, limited to the "popular classes." In the second 
moment, the sambistas triumph in carnival and on the radio, becoming symbols of 
Brazil as a whole, establishing relationships with all sectors of Brazilian society, 
constituting a new image of the country intended for both internal and 
international consumption. (p. 10) 
 Raphael’s (1980) historical research study examined the development of the 
samba schools between the 1920s and the 1970s with particular attention to the use of 
samba as a tool of social control by the government to further the desired image of Brazil 
as a racial democracy.  Her research study divides the early history of the samba school 
into three periods: the era of black life before the samba schools in the early 1920s, the 
origin of the samba schools in the late 1920s, and the samba schools during the 
dictatorship of Getúlio Vargas.  Raphael also considered the popular viewpoint, current at 
the time of writing in 1980, that samba schools were no longer the popular expressions of 
artistic energy that they were in their past, arguing that they had lost their popular roots 
and had succumbed to commercialization and co-option, forming a network of 
dependency between the dominant and dominated societies. In Raphael’s analysis, the 
image of the samba schools, presented as being dependent on those outside of their 
community for finance and leadership, is a projection by the elite of the social status of 
those living in Brazil’s lower classes and was a miniature version of the larger Brazilian 
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society. 
 The importance of the samba school in its central role as identity constructor for 
their communities was examined by the research of Junior (2010), who studied the 
relationship between the city of Nilópolis, a small city in the predominantly poor Baixada 
Fluminense region north of Rio de Janeiro and the Beija-Flor de Nilópolis Samba School, 
one of the largest and most successful samba schools in Brazil.  Beginning with a history 
of the city of Nilópolis and of Beija-Flor, Junior examined the effect of the school’s 
successes in carnival on the city’s identity.  Junior presents the strong identity 
relationship between communities and their samba schools. Considering this relationship 
through the lens of cultural geography, Junior suggests that the samba school has created 
a "symbolic territory" within the city of Nilópolis, strengthening its own identity and that 
of the community as a whole. 
 Duarte (2009) studied the modernization of the samba schools in the southern 
Brazilian city of Porto Alegre. Although this study was not conducted in Rio de Janeiro, 
many of the structural aspects are similar in both locations as the samba school model 
was exported from Rio de Janeiro to this and other regions of Brazil. This ethnographic 
study analyzed the samba school’s organizational changes alongside the social and 
cultural changes that were occurring within both the school’s membership and the 
community at large. 
Duarte accurately described each section of the samba school, allowing for the 
organizational structure to be understood, including the physical space of the samba 
school.  Duarte noted that the samba schools are split into two areas with two distinct 
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purposes: the quadra, which is the dominion of the physical expression of the samba 
school including its music, dance, and singing, and the barracão (barracks), which is the 
realm of the visual wing, including the production of floats, costumes, and all other 
artistic aspects of the parade.  Through detailed descriptions of their inner workings 
including detailed chronological accounts of the carnival preparations, both of these areas 
are explained for their physical and social importance. 
 Relating the development of the samba schools of Porto Alegre to Rio de Janeiro, 
Duarte described the modernization of the samba schools as being created by the 
institutionalization and professionalization of the carnival parade by the invasion of the 
middle class during the 1960s.  Describing the two phases of this development, the pre- 
and post-commercialization, Duarte stated: 
The carnival moved from an artisanal production phase – where the community of 
samba schools produced their floats and costumes not as professional specialists 
but from within the realm of what was possible– going to the industrial phase – 
with sponsorship from large companies and mainly the patronage from the jogo 
do bicho [illegal gambling], with the professionalization of a workforce 
specialized in the construction and elaboration of important visual techniques. 
(pp. 44–45) 
 Regardless of the debate over the authenticity of the current samba schools and 
carnival of Rio de Janeiro, there is no denying its importance to both the city and 
country’s identity. The image of Rio de Janeiro as the destination of beaches, football, 
and samba has been exported to the world. With millions of dollars in tourist revenue, 
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both domestic and international, and benefits to the local economy, the process of using 
carnival and its samba as a mobilizing force have been successful. The music education 
described in this study is as much a natural part of the participants’ cultural expression as 
it is a means to continue the current situation. 
The Bateria 
 The primary purpose of a samba school is to perform in the annual carnival 
parade, but these organizations have meant more to the communities in which they 
function. The quadra, the school’s specially built rehearsal space, also serves as its 
administrative headquarters and de facto community center for many non-musical 
activities. Membership, numbering up to five thousand, can be divided into three 
sections: the organizational staff, the dancers, and the musicians. The musicians’ section 
can further be divided into four subsections: the bateria, harmonia (string 
accompaniment), singers, and composers. The percussionists of the bateria will be the 
primary subjects for this research study. 
 The bateria is the largest single section of a samba school. Numbering up to three 
hundred percussionists, it is the sound of the bateria that is the characteristic sound of a 
samba school. Its sound structure is the combination of three rhythmic and textural 
subdivisions: the marking of the pulse by the bass line, a steady sixteenth-note groove, 
and ornamental syncopated rhythms. Although the rhythms played by each instrument 
group are not identical, their rhythms can be categorized in one of these three groups. 
With each instrument section having single or multiple players playing each part, baterias 
are flexible in size. Depending on instrumentation, size can range from a small bateria of 
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less than ten players for small shows up to three hundred percussionists for the parades of 
the major samba schools. 
 Many baterias have unique characteristic sounds due in part to different 
instrumentations. Common instruments across all of these ensembles are the surdo, caixa, 
repinique, tamborim, chocalho, and cuíca. Less common instruments include but are not 
limited to the agôgo, fridadeira, reco-reco, timbal, shekere, and repique mor. Many of 
Rio’s most popular samba schools, such as Estação Primeira de Mangueira, Mocidade 
Independente de Padre Miguel, and Império Serrano are easily identified by these 
characteristics. 
Instruments of the Bateria 
 The surdo (also the Portuguese word for deaf) is a large cylindrical, double-
headed bass drum. Cow skin drumheads of sixteen inches to twenty-nine inches are held 
onto a lightweight aluminum shell, fifty to sixty centimeters in height, by two metal rims 
connected by six to ten tuning rods.2 Surdos are worn upright, held by a shoulder strap 
with the top-sided batter head at waist height and the resonating head close to the ground. 
The surdo is typically played with one softheaded mallet held in the player’s dominant 
hand, and the opposite bare hand is used to mute the drum. 
Samba schools typically use three groups of surdos. The surdo de primeira (first 
surdo) or marcação (marking surdo) is the lowest in pitch. It is played on surdos ranging 
from twenty-two to twenty-nine inches in diameter. The primeira is played strongly on  
                                                
2 Although Brazil uses the metric system, samba drumheads are measured in inches, 
making them compatible with drum heads manufactured in the United States. 
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Figure 1. Surdo held on a strap in the playing position. 
 
 
Figure 2. Bare hand muting the surdo. 
beats two and four of the four beat cycle, with the bare hand muting the drum on beats 
one and three. The surdo de segunda (second surdo) or reposta (response) is the second 
lowest in pitch, played on surdos ranging from twenty to twenty-four inches in diameter. 
The segunda is played on beats one and three, with the hand muting the drum on beats 
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two and four. Together, the first and second surdos mark the pulse by striking on 
alternating beats.3 The surdo de terceira (third surdo) or cortador (cutter) is the smallest 
and highest pitched surdo, with a diameter ranging between sixteen and twenty inches. 
The terceira plays a more complex, yet cyclical four to eight beat pattern, heavier on 
beats two and four. Variations on the pattern are frequently improvised by the player, 
conducted by the directors, or part of the arrangement in relation to the melodic line.4 The 
complexity of these variations can necessitate the use of a second mallet. 
 The primeira and segunda are typically tuned a fourth apart, with the terceira 
tuned a third above the segunda. The three groups of surdos form a melodic bass line that 
forms the foundation of the samba rhythm.5 The tunings, drum sizes, and rhythmic 
functions of the surdos described above are typical characteristics of Rio de Janeiro 
baterias. They should not be considered as constants, as tuning and rhythmic differences 
can be significant characteristic indicators of the individual baterias. 
 The caixa is a double-headed drum with an aluminum shell, metal ring, and dual-
sided tuning rods similar in form to the surdo. Unlike the surdo, which can use natural 
animal skins, caixa drumheads are always made of thin plastic. Caixas are typically 24 
cm deep and 12 inches wide. Diameters of samba drums are measured in inches to be 
compatible with American standard drum heads. Three to four cords, similar to guitar 
strings are strung across the topside batter head and are held onto the drum with a 
separate tuning rod. This creates a sound similar to that of an American snare drum, but 
                                                
3 Audio 4.1 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
4 Audio 4.2 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
5 Audio 4.3 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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with a thinner, cruder sound.6 The caixa is played with wooden drumsticks, slightly 
smaller than those used in North America. Providing a textural element more than a 
specific rhythm, the main function of the caixa is to maintain the steady sixteenth-note 
drive of samba. “Sticking” and accent patterns vary greatly between samba schools, with 
several schools having easily recognizable characteristic patterns. 
 
Figure 3. Caixa played on a strap in the em baixo (below) position. 
 
 
Figure 4. Caixa played without a strap in the em cima (above) position. 
 
Caixa players use one of three traditional playing positions. In the em baixo 
(below) position, players use a shoulder strap to hold the instrument at waist height. The 
drumsticks are held in what North American snare drummers call “traditional grip,” with 
                                                
6 Audio 4.4 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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the dominant hand palm down and the weaker hand palm up. With both sticks able to 
play at equal volume, patterns played in this position typically include accents played by 
both hands. In the em cima (above) position, the caixa is cradled by the weak arm at chest 
height without the use of a strap to hold the instrument. The drum is played forcefully 
with the drumstick in the dominant hand playing across the body. A second drumstick is 
played with the fingers of the opposite hand. Due to the unbalanced strength of the 
motion of the entire arm for the dominant side and the stick moved by the fingers of the 
weaker hand, rhythms played in this position are arranged to have all the accents fall on 
the dominant hand. The dominant hand may also incorporate buzzes and rim shots as part 
of the standard rhythm or as variations. In the braço (on the arm), the caixa is held under 
the arm, cradling the drum from above either with or without the use of a strap. The stick 
grip and rhythmic organization are the same as in the em cima position. 
 The repinique or repique is a cylindrical drum similar in construction to the surdo. 
At thirty centimeters in height and twelve inches in diameter, the repique is a tenor drum, 
responsible for providing the constant swinging sixteenth-note groove on each beat of the 
measure.7 The groove, played by many instruments in the bateria, is accented on the first 
and fourth sixteenth note of each beat. The repique is played with one small blunt-edged 
drumstick and the bare hand. The stick plays the first three sixteenth notes of each beat, 
each in a different location on the drum. The first strike is closest to the center creating 
the deepest tone. The second, slightly closer to the rim, generates a slightly higher pitch. 
The third hit is a high-pitched rimshot. On the fourth semi-quaver, the bare hand 
                                                
7 Audio 4.5 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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forcefully strikes the head near the rim. A variation that contains a half beat buzz on the 
second sixteenth note is often played on the fourth beat. 
 
Figure 5. First strike of the repique. 
 
 
Figure 6. The bare hand striking the repique. 
 The repique is also the lead drum of the ensemble. One repique player, out of 
approximately thirty players, is designated as the lead repique responsible for dialoguing 
with the bateria in traditional call and response routines.8 The start of the rhythm played 
by the entire bateria is initiated by the chamada (call) of the repique, a standard 
commanding rhythm that sets the tempo and the starting point for the entire percussion 
                                                
8 Audio 4.6 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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section.9 The repique is the only instrument allowed to improvise in a very rigidly 
structured music form. Many lead repique players play virtuosic solos as part of the 
performance. 
 The tamborim is a small, single head-frame drum, six inches in diameter. The 
drum has a plastic head tuned extremely tightly and is played with a set of flexible plastic 
sticks bound together at their base. The instrument produces a high-pitched, short 
duration sound at an extremely high volume. The tamborim plays the sixteenth-note 
groove pattern similar to the repique. Since the tamborim is played with only one stick, 
the fast tempo of the music necessitates an intricate technique called the carreteiro 
(turning pattern) in which the player strikes the drum with a downward motion, and then 
flips the tamborim upside down to strike the drum on the rebound.10 This allows the 
player to make four discrete sounds for each sixteenth note of the beat. 
 
Figure 7. Downward strike on the tamborim. 
                                                
9 Audio 4.7 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
10 Audio 4.8 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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Figure 8. Tamborim is turned around for the upward strike. 
 The tamborim section plays intricate rhythmic “melodies” called desenhos 
(designs) composed by bateria directors to interact with the vocal line of the samba-
enredo.11 One particularly standard feature of a desenho is the subida (ascent), a four to 
eight beat phrase of eighth-note triplets. These triplets are heard against the sixteenth 
notes of the other instruments playing the sixteenth-note groove to create rhythmic 
dissonance. When following the chamada of the repique, the tamborim subida is heard 
after the entrance of the other instruments, focusing the listeners’ attention on the 
tamborim section.12 
 The chocalho is a shaken instrument with small metal discs attached to a metal 
rack frame or wooden paddle. The chocalho is also responsible for maintaining the 
sixteenth-note groove, rarely playing alternative rhythms. The forward and backward 
movement of the instrument achieves this rhythm with accents on the first and fourth 
sixteenth note, obtained by more forceful movements. The chocalho tends to be at rest 
                                                
11 Audio 4.9 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
12 Audio 4.10 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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during the tamborim subida and is used to reinforce the rhythm of the tamborim 
carreteiro. The two instruments are typically linked with the chocalho arrangement, being 
composed alongside the tamborim melody. Unlike the caixa, repique, and surdo, which 
are predominantly played by men, the chocalho section is often comprised of mostly 
women. 
 
Figure 9. A wooden paddle chocalho. 
 The cuíca is a friction drum that produces an almost vocal quality, quite different 
from the harsher percussive sounds of the other instruments of the bateria.13 Cuícas are 
single-headed cylindrical drums, eight to twelve inches in diameter. A small bamboo 
stick is attached to the underside of the drumhead on the inside of the instrument. Sliding 
a wet cloth forward and backward on the bamboo stick creates the sound. The friction 
                                                
13 Audio 4.11 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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creates a vibration that is transferred to the drumhead to create the sound, which is altered 
by applying pressure with the fingers to the center of the drumhead. The rhythm of the 
cuíca is highly syncopated. Players are afforded freedom to alter the rhythm, creating a 
non-unison texture completely different in character to the rest of the bateria. 
 
Figure 10. View of the inside of the cuíca. 
 
Figure 11. The fingers apply pressure to the drumhead to change the pitch of the cuíca. 
 
 The agôgo is a double-headed bell of West African origin. The bells, each of a 
different size and pitch, are connected by a curved flexible metal rod and are played with 
a wooden or metal stick. In samba, the agôgo typical rhythm is a four-beat, highly 
syncopated pattern unique within the bateria. Historically, an important instrument in the 
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baterias, the agôgo has decreased in popularity and is no longer present in many samba 
schools. In place of the standard agôgo, a four-headed bell is used by many baterias, 
allowing for more complex melodic lines.14 Most baterias contain only a small number of 
agôgos, but the Império Serrano samba school, one of Rio’s oldest and most respected, 
has a noticeably large section of four-headed agôgos, the most notable feature of its 
characteristic sound.  
 
Figure 12. Two-headed agôgo. 
 
 
Figure 13. Four-headed agôgo. 
 
 
                                                
14 Audio 4.12 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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Samba-Enredo 
 Each year, every samba school performs an original song in its carnival parade. 
The samba-enredo is the musical representation of the theme of the parade.15 The 
colorful costumes, lavish floats, and rehearsed choreography are based on a theme chosen 
at the beginning of the preparatory season. The chosen samba is but one of many sambas 
written for the school. Most will be discarded and replaced by new songs in subsequent 
years. The most popular and successful sambas from the parade competition become part 
of the school’s warmup routine, heard at every rehearsal in the quadra in subsequent 
years. 
 The samba-enredo form is characterized by the relatively simple vocal line and 
rhythmic chord progressions of the cavaquinho, a small, four-stringed Portuguese guitar, 
heard over the driving, repetitive rhythms of the bateria. Modern sambas de enredo 
(plural form) contain two choruses and two verses that corresponded to specific rhythmic 
sections played by the bateria, each containing one verse and one chorus. Performances 
usually begin with the singing of the entire samba one or several times accompanied by 
the cavaquinho and a reduced version of the bateria. This allows for a clear hearing of the 
samba before the entry of the louder drums, which facilitates lyrical understanding and 
memorization. 
 The samba-enredo is sung in an abrasive and percussive style. Although 
electronically amplified to extreme volumes to be heard over the bateria, singers tend to 
sing very loudly into the microphones. The puxador (literally ‘the puller’; the main 
                                                
15 Audio 4.13 
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singer) and backing vocalists typically sing in unison to strengthen the power of the vocal 
line. Additional vocalists are for reinforcement, not necessarily to add complexity. The 
puxador is also used to motivate the singing of the general members of the samba school, 
frequently yelling encouragement and reminders of the lyrics to the singing members. 
 Sambas de enredo are frequently heard in the months prior to carnival. Once the 
schools have selected a samba in October, they record a widely anticipated album 
released in November, thus starting the process for the general public to learn the sambas 
before the carnival. The songs will be heard on the radio, at bars, on the beach, and 
through various media outlets in increasing frequency as the carnival draws closer. In the 
school’s quadras, rehearsals feature the year’s selected samba, sung repeatedly for hours. 
Repeated listening furthers members’ indoctrinated appreciation of the year’s selected 
composition. 
Musical Structure of the Bateria 
 The bateria provides the rhythmic foundation for the samba-enredo, and its 
structure is highly dictated by the song that it is accompanying. Sambas de enredo are 
typically divided into two melodic sections outlined by the bateria, which makes a full 
stop and restart between sections. In addition to the rhythmic melody of the tamborim 
desenho, the addition or subtraction of the chocalhos, cuícas, and agôgos can drastically 
alter the sound texture created by the bateria between sections. 
 Additional rhythmic interest is generated by momentary interruptions of the 
regular rhythm with alternative rhythms called parradinhas (little stops), described by 
many English speaking baterias as “breaks.” Parradinhas are inserted into the samba-
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enredo at significant moments in the lyrical line. Used to increase the rhythmic interest of 
what is a constantly repeating song, different parradinhas are inserted into the underlying 
rhythmic structure of the samba to make each repetition, heard constantly for over an 
hour, slightly different. Parradinhas can be extremely creative and can vary considerably 
in length, from a few cycles to over a minute in duration. Rhythmic material within a 
parradinha can contain a partial or complete continuation of select instruments’ patterns 
or be a complete departure from characteristic samba rhythms. Parradinhas are quite 
flexible and have included a wide range of borrowed rhythmic material from other forms 
of Brazilian and North American music.16 However, many are often created abstractly 
and are new organizations of familiar rhythms within new textures. They are often the 
most popular aspects of the bateria’s performance, both for the audience and the 
performers. 
First Experience in Santa Marta 
 In 2010, after numerous visits to São Clemente for rehearsals, I approached Tião, 
a director in the bateria, for a private lesson.   He seemed somewhat confused, in the 
same way that many others in Rio had been when I had asked for private lessons in the 
past. Private lessons are not a regular occurrence within this music form, as learning is 
better executed as part of a group. I was told to meet him in the square at the foot of the 
hill. He greeted me with a smile and a joke that I looked lost.  It was a steep climb to the 
quadra, one fifth of the way up the hill. It was empty, messy, and simple. It couldn't 
                                                
16 Audio 4.14 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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possibly hold a big event.17  This was a small samba school in a poor community.  I did 
not know how it was connected to São Clemente. 
 We moved towards the instruments on the far side of the great room.  He 
instructed me to pick up a caixa by dropping a bag of sticks near my feet.  The sticks 
were fretted and worn from thousands of rimshots.  The straps were in no better shape. 
Some were perfect; others had their buckles broken and were tied at the ends.  We moved 
over to the steps, and Tião encouraged me to record the lesson.  His openness was 
immediately apparent, and he was proud to show me what he knew.  I would later find 
that he was proud of all his students, as he was the name most often cited by players in 
Santa Marta as their main teacher. I was his newest student. As I improved through the 
years, he often told others of this first experience in my private lesson. 
 We began on the caixa.  Tião picked it up and began playing straight away. His 
rhythm was pure and clear.  The sixteenth-note swing was different from my previous 
experiences.  We began by playing em cima.  I had taken a lesson a few days earlier in 
São Paulo with a mestre from another samba school. I had felt confident in my ability 
after that lesson and was ready for the lesson with Tião.  It turned out that I was falsely 
confident.  Tião was insisting on a double right hand to begin the rhythm, a method that I 
was not used to. 
 Tião did not offer any alternatives.  He did not slow the rhythm down to 
demonstrate or break the rhythm into smaller fragments. The rhythm kept coming, 
                                                
17 In later years, I would see this space change into a modern structure that routinely 
holds various musical and community events.  
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forcing me to catch up and adapt to the pace.  He was instilling in me the importance of 
the swing to the music and scolded me for slowing down, for not staying within the 
“cadence.”  He was more concerned with the feel of the music, which at that moment, I 
was ignoring, replacing it with my misguided concern for the pattern.  The entire lesson 
would be on one pattern.  It was the pattern used in Santa Marta; it is the only pattern 
necessary to join in the samba of this community—the only caixa pattern needed for 
acceptance. 
 He asked me to sing my part, even criticizing the way that I sang it.  For him, it 
was important to be able to correctly vocalize the part.  “If you can sing it, you can play it 
because you can begin to imagine what it is going to sound like.  Without this ability you 
do not have a model to follow” (Tião, personal communication, August, 2010). Prass 
(2004) observed similar use of the verbalization of rhythms: 
The learner reduces the variables that could be imitated (omitting the movement 
of the sticks), bringing the player to understand audibly, externalizing an internal 
comprehension. The process of verbalizing rhythms is in itself a process of 
imitation, the primary way of teaching and learning in samba communities. (p. 
152) 
Paz (1995) also observed the frequent use of syllabic imitation as a major method of 
teaching. 
We found a working method with the use of rhythmic syllables, revealing a 
methodology not known and mastered in academic circles and, even without 
including the formal knowledge of reading and writing music, the use of rhythmic 
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syllables techniques is made as the conscious and didactic way that mastery 
develops. (p. 23) 
Paz’s work with a prominent mestre in Rio de Janeiro described the process of teaching 
the pattern played on the caixa: 
1. Playing of the rhythm by the mestre at the actual tempo. 
2. Syllabic representation of the rhythm by the mestre. 
3. Reproduction of the syllabic representation by the students. 
4. Syllabic and instrumental representation of the first and second parts of the 
phrase by the mestre at a slow tempo. 
5. Syllabic and instrumental representation of the first part of the rhythm at a slow 
tempo. 
6. Syllabic and instrumental representation of the second part by the mestre at a 
slow tempo. 
7. Combining the first and second parts, with syllabic and instrumental 
representation by the mestre. 
8. Syllabic and instrumental representation by the students at the desired tempo. 
(p. 24) 
 My vocalization of the rhythm for Tião allowed me to immediately understand the 
rhythm, even though my hands and physical ability were not able to accurately play the 
pattern. My internal understanding of the rhythm, immediately achieved and solidified in 
my memory by the syllabic representation, would help me to recreate the moment of 
learning in my future practice. As much of the learning in samba is made through the 
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process of imitating models, syllabic representation was the instant creation of a model 
within myself that I could recreate on command. 
 The most important concept learned when playing with Tião during the lesson 
was that it was easier to play with someone else than it was to play alone.  I could 
maintain the rhythm with him playing, securing the time and swing, but when he would 
stop to listen to me play, I could not maintain the feel.  It was easier to get swept along in 
the rhythm, at times loosing your own sound in the sound of the other.  This would 
explain in some small part, why it was strange to Rio samba players when I would ask for 
a private lesson. “I can’t understand why someone would want to learn detached from a 
bateria” (Tião, personal communication, August 2, 2014).  Private lessons were a more 
difficult learning environment than an actual bateria rehearsal. 
 Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) flow theory can be used to describe this occurrence. 
The process is described as happening “when psychic energy—or attention—is invested 
in realistic goals and when skills match the opportunities for action. The pursuit of a goal 
brings order in awareness because a person must concentrate attention on the task at hand 
and momentarily forget everything else” (p. 6). In this case, the goal is to remain in sync 
with the other players. One must devote a level of concentration towards this end. For the 
novice, this dominates the mind when playing with others but is not present when playing 
alone. When working alone, one is left to think about correctness, the pattern, and 
possible mistakes being made. In addition, the sensation and surrender to feelings of 
fatigue are lessened when playing in large groups. McNeill (1995) described this 
sensation’s occurrence in a non-musical labor setting: 
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From the point of view of the performers, repetitive work became far easier to 
bear when done together rhythmically, simply by virtue of the neurological and 
emotional responses to rhythmical movement that are built into human nervous 
systems. (p. 51) 
 At the end of the lesson, I paid Tião R$10018 for our lesson.  It would be the only 
time in our relationship that money would be exchanged.  This was a different experience 
for Tião, as his statements and actions reflected that he was not accustomed to giving 
private lessons.  Our business relationship reflected others I have seen in Santa Marta. 
Money has only been seen changing hands when the students are of low level and from 
outside of the community.  Playing in the samba school is free. However, in the classes 
where middle-class residents of the city below come up the hill to learn to play in a 
workshop setting, they pay for their access. As I returned to the morro several times after, 
I was never expected to pay, as I was a skilled enough participant to gain regular 
entry.  My outsider status was never in doubt, but my instrumental ability made me a 
contributing participant. 
Pagode in Santa Marta: The Participatory Experience 
 Tota’s Bar is located on the ladeira, the winding street that heads up to the 
morro.  Technically it is not in the favela proper.  It is surrounded by apartment buildings, 
just as in the city below, in an area where cars can still drive. Even so, its location is 
clearly part of Santa Marta, as it is located on the only pathway in and out of the 
community. The bar does not have interior space. Customers, served by the owner, sit on 
                                                
18 Approximately US $45. 
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plastic chairs at stackable plastic tables on the sidewalk and street. Most drink beer 
shared from large bottles, pouring them into small cups.  This allows them to drink beer 
that is extremely cold, as is the custom in Brazil. The custom also allows them to share, 
which is equally as important to them.  It is often difficult to determine who paid for the 
beer because bottles are passed around to other tables where friends are seated.  Sharing 
is important in a community where some don’t always have the means to contribute 
financially.  This system ensures that everyone who wishes will have the opportunity to 
taste the beer regardless of his or her financial situation on a given day. It is a system that 
is representative of the musical culture witnessed during fieldwork. 
 The bar’s main use is a gathering place for watching soccer.  Every Wednesday, 
Saturday, and Sunday evenings, a large LCD television screen and a very large projected 
image show games from the Brazilian soccer league.  People ascending the morro stop 
for a moment, greet their friends, and check the score, even if they don’t stay long 
enough or desire to have a beer.  This bar ensures that everyone knows each other. In 
many ways, it is as much a community center as the samba school quadra above. 
 People gather at the bar on Friday nights after work to drink beer at the pagode. 
Not to be confused with the commercialized pop-form of samba of the same name, the 
term pagode refers to a “roots” style of samba popular in the favelas and working class 
districts of Rio de Janeiro and the informal music-making gatherings in which this form 
of music is present (Sherriff, 1999). Pagode is far more dependent on the chordal 
accompaniment of the cavaquinho, banjo, guitar and seven-string guitar than the samba 
school form. Although its instrumental accompaniment is important, the main feature of 
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pagode is its singing. Often led by a single voice, a pagode is an event for communal 
singing. Dancing will occur, but it is the act of singing that has brought these people 
together. 
  On a small table lay some instruments: pandeiro (frame drum similar to the 
tambourine), tantã (bass drum), reco-reco (scraped instrument), and others. The 
instruments didn’t seem to have an owner.  Later, men showed up with cavaquinhos, and 
a group of people arranged themselves in a circle around the table. They all seemed to 
know each other and were joking, laughing, and recapping the week’s events.  They 
sat facing towards each other and the bottles of beer that had been set on the table by the 
owner. Small (1998) contemplated the importance of positioning: 
How close to one another the players stand or sit; whether they face one another 
or all face the same direction, maybe concentrically toward a director or 
conductor; whether their arrangement is formal, in rows perhaps, or informal; 
whether they move together or individually; how much they watch one another 
and pick up visual clues; whether they stay in the same place or are free to move 
around…It is clear that many of the questions that we ask will concern 
relationships of power. (p. 195) 
The seating arrangement at the pagode indicated a sharing of power and importance. 
They did not face the audience, physically indicating the absence of a formal audience 
and strengthening their interactions from a strictly sonic relationship to a visual one. No 
one member of the circle takes absolute precedence. Each is physically positioned to have 
potential influence over the behaviors, in this case repertoire, rhythmic variations, or song 
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length, for the group. 
 Pagodes are highly participatory, and the structure of the event and the music 
reflect its desire for inclusivity. The event is structured so that anyone may participate as 
singers or by clapping and, for those with sufficient ability, as instrumentalists. The 
musical structure is organized in such a way as to foster this participation. For the 
percussionists, little or no set arrangements will be made in advance; in its place will be a 
rhythmic conversation based around variations made around standard patterns. This 
conversation exists within the context of repetition. Chernoff (1979) offered an 
explanation of similar rhythmic occurrences in West African drumming: 
The repetition of a well-chosen rhythm continually re-affirms the power of the 
music by locking that rhythm, and the people listening or dancing to it, into a 
dynamic and open structure.  The rhythms in African music may relate by cutting 
across each other or by calling or responding to each other, but in either case, 
because of the conflict of African cross-rhythms, the power of the music is not 
only captured by repetition, it is magnified. (p. 112) 
Although samba is descended from African music forms and still bears several of these 
characteristics, the rhythmic complexity is not equal to that of the music Chernoff 
described. However, the concepts are comparable. The percussionists within the pagode 
repeat basic patterns that function as an accompaniment for any of the songs within the 
given form. The players function within an open structure, responding to each other’s 
variations and interacting with the vocal melody in predictable ways. Like in other forms 
heavy on improvisation and improvised variations, there are no wrong ideas within the 
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form, given the player uses the proper vocabulary. In the case of pagode, and other 
repetitive music forms, repetition is not a hindrance or a limitation of the music. 
Repetition is the music’s greatest asset; it is the binding sonic structure in which all 
musicians can function. 
 The sound of the music is far from perfect.  It is raw, heavy with percussion and 
the singers’ somewhat scratchy voices heard through a crude PA system.19  Only some of 
the singers sing into microphones, as all of the percussion-playing participants are 
singing as they play. Their voices mix into the background with those of the attendees 
sitting at other tables.  The main singers lead the party, directing the actions of the others, 
telling them when to start and stop songs through melodic phrases and hand 
gestures.  The drummers weave variations to their rhythms through the sung melodic line. 
They are free to shape the rhythm as they see fit.  No one throughout the course of the 
evening is corrected or verbally instructed, and all are allowed to create within the 
rhythmic vocabulary of the music. 
 After a few songs, people gather around the table to sing along and clap the 
rhythms.  Before the night is over, some of the people who are in the audience will 
themselves play one of the instruments.  The pandeiro will be passed to someone else, 
who will take the seat and play some of the songs. Someone will ask the cavaquinho 
player to borrow his instrument.  A new singer will approach the microphone.  It is 
possible that the use of the word audience is incorrectly used in this situation. In North 
American culture, musicians often play for people who are their audience. A clear line is 
                                                
19 Audio 4.15 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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drawn between performer and audience. This line separates those who are present to 
create music from those who are present to consume it. Small (1998) considered the role 
of the audience in presentational cultures: 
Who we are, then, are spectators rather than participants, and our silence during 
the performance is a sign of this condition, that we have nothing to contribute but 
our attention to the spectacle that has been arranged for us. We might go further 
and say that we are spectators at a spectacle that is not ours, that our relationship 
with those who are responsible for the production of the spectacle— the 
composer, the orchestra, the conductor, and those who make the arrangements for 
tonight’s concert— is that of consumers to producers, and our only power is that 
of consumers in general, to buy or not to buy. (p. 44) 
In these presentational situations, the listener is not expected to participate and, in many 
cases, is not intended or expected to interact with the musician at all. Small continued, 
addressing the separation within the context of the concert hall: 
Their [the musicians] exclusivity is heightened by the fact that they have entered 
the building through their own entrance and have remained in their own backstage 
accommodation, to which the audience has no access, until the time comes to 
play. They will address not a single word to the listeners in the course of the 
performance; we shall not hear their natural voices but only the ritual voices of 
their instruments as they play. (p. 65) 
Within the described situation, music as a social experience is focused individually 
between each of the audience members and the performers, the monolithic source of 
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information. There is little social interaction between the audience members, outside of 
their shared experience as passive listeners. 
 Blacking (1973) explained the Western musical experience as a product of a 
society rooted in specialization: 
Being a passive audience is the price that some must pay for membership in a 
superior society whose superiority is sustained by the exceptional ability of a 
chosen few.  The technical level of what is defined as musicality is therefore 
raised, and some people must be branded as unmusical. (p. 34) 
Gates (1991) moved this argument further when discussing the identities of the 
participants: 
Common American language usage endows the term "professional" with the 
implication that the professional is the most skilled participant type.  In 
participation theory, we must ignore this pairing of the term "professional" with 
high levels of skill and we must adopt the view that any type of participant may 
display high quality skill. (p. 12) 
In the case of many samba musicians observed during this fieldwork, a high level of skill 
has been achieved, although they do not hold, either for others or themselves, the title of 
musician. They have achieved a high level of skill through their leisurely participation in 
music, mainly due to the rich environmental musical training. 
 Within Western music education, a clear performer-audience dichotomy brings a 
need for music learning to focus on the production of performance-based skills, 
repertoire, and concert settings. The audience, as a discerning, knowledgeable, and 
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critical listener, is the target of the music performance. This is not what is happening in 
the scene just described. This situation challenges not only the term audience, but the 
words performance and performers.  The audience is not the sole receiver of musical 
information, nor is the group of performers the designated senders. Turino (2008) 
explained the role of the audience as participants. 
Briefly defined, participatory performance is a special type of artistic practice in 
which there are no artist-audience distinctions, only participants and potential 
participants performing different roles, and the primary goal is to involve the 
maximum number of people in some performance role.  Presentational 
performance, in contrast, refers to situations where one group of people, the 
artists, prepare and provide music for another group, the audience, who do not 
participate in making the music or dancing. (p. 26) 
People arrive at the pagode with the expectation that they will participate, as it is possible 
that they will sing or even play an instrument. The performers are not attempting to solely 
entertain the spectator; they are attempting to entertain themselves, as they share with the 
spectator the same status as a consumer of an enjoyable action. They did not rehearse 
separately for this event, preparing separately to perfect the product before putting it out 
on display.  This event is simultaneously the rehearsal, the performance, and the 
consumption of the music.  It is all happening in real time. The product does not 
supersede the process. The process itself has become the product. All involved wish to be 
part of the social process that creates the music. 
 The songs were familiar to all in attendance.  I could recognize many of them by 
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their tunes, even if I was not able to recall the words.  Everyone, both the performers 
sitting at the main table and those at the orbiting tables, would sing along.  Sometimes, 
when a popular song would start, the crowd would sing the first line in celebration, 
greeting the new song like they had not heard it for a long time.  I would learn that this 
was not the case as I attended more pagode events.  The majority of the songs were 
repeated week after week, with the overwhelming majority of the songs being heard year 
after year on my visits to Rio de Janeiro.  These songs were common not only in this 
pagode but others throughout the city.  The songs were part of the experience.  They were 
the songs that each of the participants was expecting and hoping to hear. Without them, 
the event would be incomplete.  The songs themselves are the sound features and musical 
practices consistent with Turino’s (2008) description of a participatory community. The 
repeated singing of the same repertoire, week after week and year after year, functions as 
the common symbol system. To be a member of this community, a person must know 
how to sing its songs. Becoming educated in the singing of these songs allows one to 
fully and authentically participate in the community’s activity, bringing with it a sense of 
belonging. Smilde (2008) described the learning process, acculturation, and movement 
through the hierarchy of performance levels: 
Within legitimate peripheral participation the learner learns through participation 
in a community of practice, starting in a peripheral position and gradually 
participating in the community's activities, learning cognitively, emotionally and 
socially and slowly reaching a more central position, finally achieving full 
membership in the community. (p. 245) 
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 As an outsider, I felt more out of place the more popular a song was. I was unable 
to participate as others did and therefore felt left out, separate from the others, unable to 
be a member. However, as I continued to attend pagodes in Santa Marta, in Rio de 
Janeiro, in other Brazilian cities, and even in New York, I would learn the songs, 
methods of participation, and proper behaviors to be a member. When returning to Santa 
Marta for a pagode late in my fieldwork, I would feel comfortable. My music education 
had allowed me on some small level to properly seek membership in the community. 
 Within the pagode, the audience has considerable influence over the behaviors of 
the musicians sitting at the table. Merriam (1964) helps us to understand the negotiation 
between the playing and non-playing participants: 
…if both the listener and the performer judge the product to be successful in 
terms of the cultural criteria for music, the concepts about music are reinforced, 
reapplied to behavior, and emerge as sound… There is a constant feedback from 
the product to the concepts about music, and this is what accounts both for change 
and stability in a music system.  The feedback, of course, represents the learning 
process both for the musician and for the non-musician, and it is continual. (p. 33) 
If the musicians at the pagode are successful, the choices in repertoire and quality of its 
representation will reflect the cultural criteria of the community. They receive immediate 
feedback from the audience, who may or may not choose to participate. The audience is 
part of the event, as they exert their influence over the musicians. For the musicians, the 
experience is enhanced by the approval of the audience. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) 
explained that “the reason it is possible to achieve such complete involvement in a flow 
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experience is that goals are usually clear, and feedback immediate” (p. 54). The flow 
experiences achieved bring a pleasurable experience for the musicians, allowing them to 
fulfill their needs for joining in the musical community. The experience is enhanced by 
the flow of influence and power over the situation by all involved. This is not unlike the 
situation in other forms of performance where the audience must be pleased to continue 
to consume the music. However, the significant factor in this situation is in the 
immediacy of the feedback in the form of participation and the direction the event may 
take dependent on that feedback. The musicians use cues from the audience, in the form 
of their active participation, to discover musical actions that will maximize involvement. 
 Songs that are deemed popular are often packaged together with other songs that 
will generate the same level of participation. In many cases, the learned behavior is so 
ingrained that songs are organized in similar groupings in pagodes all over the city, a 
group-determined direction to the behaviors that those in attendance have come to expect. 
When the pagode is deemed to be “hot” enough, the most exciting songs and the 
interspacing of cooler songs to bring relief are properly distributed. The process is similar 
to that of a good DJ who knows how to read the feedback from the dancers to determine 
which song should be played when. In the case of the pagode, the decisions are made as a 
group, with input coming from any of the musicians or even audience members on which 
songs should be played next. Singing a song that was new or not well known would be 
counter productive to the event, since no one would know the words and therefore would 
not be able to participate. The need for common knowledge of music means that change 
within the pagode’s repertoire in Rio de Janeiro occurs very slowly. The primacy of the 
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familiar always outweighs the importance of new material. 
 On several occasions, I was asked if I would like to participate, to take one of the 
percussion instruments and play a song or two. I was being welcomed to participate, 
welcomed to join a group that had few obvious boundaries.  The man offering me an 
instrument was aware that I knew how to play; to him it was natural that he should offer 
and natural for me to accept. Turino (2008) described the participatory viewpoint of 
participation: 
Deeply participatory events are found on an ethos that holds that everyone present 
can, and in fact should, participate in the sound and motion of the 
performance.  Such events are framed as interactive social occasions; people 
attending know in advance that music and dance will be central activities and that 
they will be expected to join in if they attend.  Most people go to participatory 
events because they want to make music and/or dance…. While not everyone has 
to be playing or dancing all the time, a general sense is created that people who do 
not participate at all are somehow shirking their social responsibilities by not 
being sociable. (p. 29) 
 When I played, I learned that I could participate within the parameters of the 
expectations of this group.  I was not perfect; I made mistakes, but no one challenged or 
corrected me.  They were part of the overall sound, the rough edges common in this form 
of samba.  The freedom that these events provided was in itself a comfortable feeling.  It 
was a safe environment for me to learn. McMillan and Chavis (1976) emphasized the 
importance of emotional safety, the belief that a person’s actions will be accepted by 
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other members, to the enhancement of the sense of community. I had emotional safety, 
with the knowledge that I was able to pick up an instrument, play what I thought to be the 
correct rhythms and technique, and the freedom to make mistakes without ridicule, 
reprimand, or pity. Through this acceptance and security, I was accepted into the 
community and motivated to return for further learning. Turino (2008) noted the 
preference for inclusion over the final music product: 
In highly participatory traditions, the etiquette and quality of sociality is granted 
priority over the quality of the sound per se.  Put another way, participatory music 
and dance is more about the social relations being realized through the 
performance than about producing art that can somehow be abstracted from those 
social relations. (p. 35) 
 Over the course of one evening, I could see musical behaviors modeled before me 
and attempt to recreate them, instantly learning correct techniques. When I would play 
something incorrect, the repetitive cyclical structure of the music provided me with 
another opportunity to execute the skill. Once again, like in the rehearsal of the children’s 
bateria, music making and music learning happened simultaneously. One learns with 
others and in front of others. For this one evening, I was part of the community. Although 
of lesser skill level than the majority of the people, I was able to enter at my own skill 
level. The community was able to integrate me, according to my skill level, fitting me 
inside a group of more advanced players. 
 Unlike the bateria, the pagode sessions have no workshops for people to learn; 
one learns by participating in the event. The educational product is influenced by the 
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participatory nature. The ways in which people learn and participate in this leisure 
activity are one in the same. The presence of the audience for the instrumentalists and 
singers is part of this process. Zagal and Bruckman (2005) argued for the importance of 
the audience in music education: 
Traditional constructionist learning environments have stressed the importance of 
an audience (or notion of audience) for a learner who is engaged in the 
construction of personally meaningful artifacts. In particular, the existence of an 
audience positively impacts the quality of commitment and consideration given to 
the tasks being carried out. It also forces critical thinking, personal judgment and 
deep involvement. (p. 23) 
The setting in these forms of music is enhanced by the importance of the end product, the 
performance, and the concern for performing well for others. While these are many 
motivating factors for practice, many of which are present in participatory communities, 
they are not the only motivating factors. At its root, this is a leisure activity for both 
performer and audience centered around its ability to supply entertainment for members 
of the community. 
Youth Education 
 Climbing the hill, I can always tell if I am running late by the sound.  If they have 
started before I arrive, I hear the sounds of the drums from well below on the morro.  It is 
usually the sound of the repique that sticks out the most: the soloist playing improvised 
lines before calling in the rest of the group.  This is the sound that everyone who lives in 
Santa Marta must live or compete with.  It is as normal as the sound of traffic in other 
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parts of the city. 
 When I began visiting Santa Marta, the quadra was not sealed off from the outside 
world.  Its tin roof only covered the space from rain, leaving exposed the sight of the sky 
around its edges.  You could clearly see bottles on a shelf in a neighbor’s bathroom from 
within the quadra—a view that hints to the amount of sound that residents must live with 
when there is an event inside the musical headquarters.  Now, due to new investment in 
all things Santa Marta by public and private funds, both local and from the city below, the 
quadra has been sealed, air conditioned and completely remodeled as a nicer, yet smaller 
version of some of the best samba school quadras Rio has to offer. 
 The Spanta Nenem youth bateria meets twice a week for two hours, growing in 
size over the course of the rehearsal, as many of the players are arriving from school in 
other neighborhoods.  When they enter, they start by tuning instruments taken from a 
holding place on the steps that line the wall on the far end of the quadra.  The surdos are 
the first to be tuned, since they are detuned at the end of each session; the natural skin 
heads must be stored loose to prolong their life.  The sticks, mallets, straps, and smaller 
instruments such as tamborins (plural form of tamborim) and chocalhos are kept in small 
buckets in front of the large group of surdos stored on their sides.  The students pick up 
their instruments and begin fiddling in the corner of the quadra. They stand in an abstract 
shape, not in rows or a perfect circle.  Everyone faces inwards towards Jeferson, focusing 
on his every command. The other directors play instruments.  They are clearly in a 
teacher’s role, as they frequently correct and adjust the play of the students through their 
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actions on their own instruments.20 
 Children have been witnessed participating in the activities of the samba schools 
throughout their history (Ribeiro, 2009; Cabral, 1996).  In many cases, children’s 
participation takes on one of two forms.  They are integrated as participants into the main 
bateria or taught separately in their own wing (or school) created exclusively for children. 
The bateria mirim (children’s bateria) in Santa Marta is independent of the larger samba 
school but clearly serves as an incubator, where new members are trained to be the 
leaders of the next generation of samba players. Adult players are present, and they serve 
as examples that the students must follow. This form of learning is necessary in musical 
systems that do not use notation, where the oral tradition passes musical information from 
generation to generation. Lave and Wenger (1991) suggested that skills learned through 
the master and apprentice system are as much about acculturation as they are about the 
small-scale skill being learned. They gain mastery of the common symbol system and 
behaviors, in this case instrumental skill, needed to join, function within, and excel within 
the community of practice. Merriam (1964) also noted that “learning music is part of the 
socialization process; it may take place through education, as when, for example, a father 
teaches his son how to perform on a music instrument; and schooling may be operative in 
an apprentice system” (p. 146). Carneiro da Cunha (2001) observed a similar process in 
her research at the Mocidade de Padre Miguel school in Rio de Janeiro: “The children 
that are interested to enter the youth bateria, learn to play in groups, with other kids and 
some adults that enter the youth bateria who function as models imitated by the children” 
                                                
20 Audio 4.16 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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(p. 33). Schooling within the samba school system is a ritualized approach that maintains 
community behaviors over time. Membership within the community, in this case the 
bateria, occurs when a sufficient level of assimilation has been achieved (McMillan & 
Chavis, 1986). 
 The adolescents, who in my time in Santa Marta would grow to become many of 
the most valued members of the samba community, were not being prepared for their 
future membership in the larger school’s bateria. Instead, they were being prepared for 
their current full membership. In many cases, they were placed in leadership positions, 
used as a teaching tool for others, and functioned as the test group for rhythmic 
innovation and source material for the larger school. Many in the group have become the 
premiere players on the morro; it just so happens that they are teenagers. Later in the 
evening, these same teenagers would return to the quadra to assist in the teaching of the 
adults, in a strange reversal of what would be expected in the usual experience-age 
continuum. What is important in this circumstance is not actual age, but age as measured 
in experience within the community, and in this case, as measured by time in close 
proximity to the leader. Of everyone on the morro, the youths spend the most time 
interacting with Jeferson and the other directors. They are the core group of players 
through which all new ideas are filtered and disseminated. Prass (2004) witnessed the 
importance of the core group to educational and creative force within the whole 
ensemble: 
The nucleus is on one side functioning as a special laboratory to test the 
arrangements of the mestre that can be executed at events. On the other side, to be 
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a member of the show group is to be responsible for the transmission to the other 
players.  Those with lots of experience with the group have the easiest time 
understanding the arrangements. (p. 82) 
Jeferson created an inversion to the normal system. He replaced the long-term 
experience, as described by Prass, with frequent, on-task exposure. The quality of the 
interaction between him and his youngest students created a new show group and a new 
type of educational hierarchy for the samba community of Santa Marta. 
 Progress within the children’s bateria is made slowly.  The teaching of new 
material could go almost unnoticed to an outsider.  The majority of the time spent in the 
rehearsal is used for review. The students’ levels of play showed a wide range of abilities; 
many exhibited expert technique, while others struggled to keep up, but they all managed 
to contribute to the overall sound of the group.  Jeferson and the other directors never 
adjusted the techniques of the students.  They just played continuously and worked 
on calls and responses, breaks, surdo patterns, and tamborim arrangements. New material 
was taught in small fragments demonstrated quickly, then repeated until perfect before 
the next fragment was added. Small corrections or revisions are made on each pass, and 
they don’t move on to the next break until a sufficient level of mastery has been 
achieved. Even on breaks that have previously been perfected, numerous repetitions are 
made before they are checked off the mental list of breaks to be covered during the 
rehearsal. Carneiro da Cunha (2001) noted the importance of repetition to the pedagogy 
used within the bateria. The constant repetition allows for frequent opportunities for 
imitation of the models and allows the master and apprentices to interact within a sonic 
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space. 
 The repetition of parts within the rehearsal of the Spanta Nenem bateria also 
serves a different purpose from pedagogy. It is one of composition and innovation. When 
the skill of the children approaches the skill of the more senior bateria, Jeferson uses the 
small group as an incubator of new ideas. Repetition of material, with the possibility of 
small changes that over time lead to new arrangements, has allowed the youth group to 
generate many of the bossas (breaks) used by all of the groups associated with the morro. 
Prass (2004) noted that “from the perspective of the mestre, repetition of small parts of 
the music permits the inclusion of their transformation and adaptation of the aesthetic 
expectations to the concrete realizations on the part of the players” (p. 150). Tanaka 
(2009) described the creative process incorporated into the rehearsals: “The rehearsal is 
the moment, also, to make adjustments in the arrangements.  Normally, its the space 
reserved to test the samba-enredo, extend or reduce parts of it, create breaks and work on 
the choreography” (p. 96). When examining audio recordings of rehearsals made over the 
time period of this fieldwork, small changes to the breaks and arrangements for the 
samba-enredo could be heard, as rhythms can be fluid over time. 
 The use of the youth group as a tool for music creation has given its members a 
considerable amount of influence, or potential influence, over the decisions and actions of 
the group as a whole. Jeferson described the influence of his students on the school’s 
repertoire: 
Everyday I learn something new. At the same time a student can teach me 
something new, because they could give me an idea, I can learn from people older 
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and from people who are younger. Both. The youngsters can have very good 
ideas. They are the ones here who give some of the best paradinhas that we use in 
the bateria of São Clemente. They have the idea and we elaborate on it together. 
No paradinha is created alone. One person makes it and another makes it better. 
(Jeferson, personal communication, November 14, 2014) 
 For McMillian and Chavis (1986), strong communities are those in which the 
community has influence over the individual members while simultaneously maintaining 
individual members’ influence over the community. The bi-directionality occurs when 
individual members strive to learn the community’s shared behaviors of shared repertoire 
within samba. Their influence is exerted by being part of the process that alters  and 
standardizes behaviors for the community as a whole. 
 This small bateria has a large catalog of material—the product of spending so 
much time together and having a different rehearsal structure than a normal samba school 
bateria.  Spantinha meets year round, unbound by the regular samba school cycle; they 
are not focused on the regular year-end goal of carnival, although almost all of its 
members are players in the samba school. The goal of this group is improvement and 
preservation of samba in Santa Marta. “There needs to be clear educational goal for the 
preservation of samba as an important part of life in the community” (Jeferson, personal 
communication, July 26, 2014). 
 Never in the many rehearsals that I observed did I see the small-scale individual 
patterns taught by breaking them down into fragments.  The learning style in the youth 
group is very different from the teaching style that I have seen for adults in the evening 
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classes, especially for learners from outside the community. The teaching style is 
adaptable depending on who the learner is.  In the adult classes for middle-class 
outsiders, to be described later in this chapter, the learning style is a very structured 
workshop format, where patterns and techniques are broken down slowly and 
accommodations are made for the learner to enter the rhythm at their own pace. For the 
local youth group, the rhythm is presented repeatedly at performance tempo and energy. 
They are expected to keep up. Repetition is the tool of education for the locals, while for 
non-locals, its explanation. 
 The students learn from the mestre and from each other. They are surrounded by 
correct examples and are expected to learn to exist within the environment. In many 
instances, the mestre is the facilitator, creating a situation in which learning can happen. 
Young musicians enter, sometimes at very young ages, almost not big enough to hold the 
sticks.  They are allowed to play a drum, and to “play”—play in the sense that they are 
free to experiment. They observe, watch, and mimic the older, more experienced students 
utilizing what Prass (2004) referred to as collective education.  After many classes and 
many years in the system, they are able to absorb the material. Jeferson, and the other 
directors do not run this rehearsal as if it were a class; they run it as a space to play 
music. 
 An important distinction was presented by Carneiro da Cunha (2001), who 
described the debate between two competing ideas over samba learning: “…one is the 
idea that samba comes ‘in the blood’, the other is that samba is made for persons who like 
and appreciate it” (p. 31). This distinction is related to the nature versus nurture debate 
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considered in psychology, which considers the impact of a person’s innate abilities and 
their environmental exposure. Paz (1995) sided with the importance of environment as 
the starting point for learning: 
The affirmations of the great sambista of Vila, Noel Rosa, who said, “batuque is a 
privilege, no one learns samba in a school,” allows us to consider the overvalued 
affirmation that the skill comes “in the blood,” or that its from birth, from father 
to son. We agree, that it is the start of the lived experience … it is a privilege, but 
one that can also be learned. (p. 23) 
Campbell (2010) described this form of music transmission while questioning if music is 
learned differently in different cultures. 
The teacher does not seem to teach, certainly not from our standpoint. He is 
merely the transmitter; he simply makes concrete the musical idea which is to be 
handed on, sets the example before the pupils and leaves the rest to them…. No 
allowance is made for the youth of the musicians; it never occurs to the teacher to 
employ any method other than the one he is accustomed to use when teaching 
adult groups. He explains nothing, since for him, there is nothing to explain. 
(Campbell, 2010) 
 As an outsider, I just sat on the wall, attempting to observe the rehearsal from a 
distance.  I was not there long before Sidney, the secondary director of this group and the 
mestre of the Mocidade Unida do Santa Marta bateria, motioned for me to pick up a 
caixa.  This would occur in all of my future visits to the quadra.  I would always be 
required to play.  It always seemed as if I was making them uncomfortable when I would 
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watch from a distance. They seemed more comfortable when I was playing. If I were able 
to play, and to contribute to both the music and social activity of making music, why then 
would I not participate? This is consistent with Turino’s (2008) assertion, that in 
participatory communities, those “who do not participate at all are somehow shirking 
their social responsibility, by not being social” (p. 30). By not participating, I was at risk 
of rejecting my membership. Once my ability to play samba was known to the people in 
the community, I was expected, as best I could, to be part of that community musically. 
 At later rehearsals, not all the directors would be in attendance.  Any, including 
Jeferson, could miss the class and the quality and lesson plan would be the same.  In 
addition, the students would not all be in attendance, yet the music would be of similar 
quality.  The parts are interchangeable, with the students all being trained to play multiple 
instruments.  This allows the group to remain flexible in size and instrumentation.  The 
instruments are always covered without a drop in quality. 
 Being able to switch instruments means that the members are always able to find 
the right fit to participate together. Newcomers can immediately be accommodated, as 
they might be able to play multiple instruments and take up what instruments are 
necessary or available. The newcomer could also be limited in ability and need to play a 
specific instrument. The experienced members can shift their form of participation to 
accommodate the newcomer. The flexibility of the interchangeable parts means that there 
is no strict instrumental specialization. 
 Although the preservation of the behaviors and music of the main samba school is 
the ultimate goal, Sá (2013) found that the lower bateria was not an exact copy of the 
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main bateria.  Among the noticeable differences was the process in which people are 
grouped together.  The senior group involved people who demonstrated an advanced 
enough level to remain in the group.  Within the lower bateria, players of varying skill 
levels and experience were grouped together in an effort to improve the ability of those 
with less skill.  Sá also observed that, unlike in the adult bateria, the mestres were not 
responsible for much of the musical transmission. The highly skilled teenaged members 
performed the task of teaching younger members. Sá stated that "the perpetuation and 
preservation of 'characteristic features’ of the identity of the samba schools were some of 
the main reasons for the emergence of the children’s baterias, and that it [identity] must 
pass from the eldest to the youngest” (p. 138). Although it is a children’s bateria, there 
are never lessons that are exclusively for those without experience. Sá noted, “the child 
upon entering the bateria starts to share in music making in a group already constituted” 
(p. 139).  The communal learning, as described by Prass (2004) and Carneiro da Cunha 
(2001), begins at this stage of development. 
 The rehearsals I attended were long, nearing two hours in length. They did not 
slow down or change tempo to make it easier, nor allow the sound to deteriorate in 
quality or energy. The students’ endurance was built up by this practice.  Being tired is 
not allowed; physical strength is as valued a commodity as instrumental skill.  If one is 
not able to last the entire time for the demanding workload that samba requires, their 
skills are not useful.  Parades will last for over an hour, and Jeferson’s students are part of 
the bigger group that encompasses all of the ensembles associated with Santa Marta. 
 In my first visit in 2007, the members of the youth bateria were just learners, but 
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they became some of the most important members of the musical community. They are 
part of Jeferson’s teaching staff.  He teaches them new material, new techniques, or new 
instrumentation first before introducing the material to the wider community. They are 
the proving ground and the source of new innovations on the hill.  Always willing to try 
something new, this group is the one with the largest observed repertoire.  When Jeferson 
teaches a workshop, it is these youngsters who serve as the core group.  In the rehearsals 
of the larger samba school, it is the youngsters that serve as his models.  When there is a 
parade, these students are full members. This situation is not repeated in most samba 
schools, where older members within the exclusive “show group” wing of the samba 
school would perform these functions. These show groups are responsible for playing the 
many off-season corporate and promotional events as well as being the public face of the 
samba school. In the structure of this community, there is considerable overlap between 
the show group and the children’s bateria both in function, membership, and importance 
to the community, a situation that once again brings to the forefront the strengthening of 
the sense of community for all participants, since fluency and inclusion are possible from 
all levels of age and experience. 
 The heavy reliance on the teenage members is indicative of the training structure 
of leadership. These are not only the most advanced players of the ensemble; they are its 
future leaders. Their lessons include opportunities to conduct, either in the absence of the 
group’s formal leaders or in view of them. They are not only capable of carrying out 
performances and rehearsals without their mentors; they are capable of producing new 
material for their group, and the wider samba community in Santa Marta, to perform. 
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 It is no secret in Santa Marta that these teenage players will be in charge one day; 
it is a fact stated among the participants. Tião frequently tells stories of when Jeferson, 
Sidney, and the other leading players of their generation were just children, learning their 
first lessons on the instruments from him. 
I am very proud to see the kids rise to become important members of the bateria. I 
like to see them work with Jeferson and Sidney. I remember when they were born. 
I remember when they were like that [pointing to preschool aged children 
experimenting on instruments in the quadra]. When you [the researcher] return 
here as an old man you will see them directing the bateria. (Tião, personal 
communication, August 2, 2014) 
He speaks of Jeferson’s generation with great pride.  Watching them grow up to become 
bateria directors is one of the joys in his life.  At his age of 55, an elder within this samba 
community, he now takes great pride in learning from them, fulfilling the cycle that he 
started in his youth. This reversal of influence strengthens the community bond from both 
sides.  Jeferson speaks from a different stage.  He is the current leader, full of ideas and 
potential for innovation.  Although he readily and often praises his elders who taught him 
everything as a youth, giving him his status and position of mestre, he most often looks to 
the future, speaking highly of his young students. It is his students that drive him.  They 
are his preferred conversation, more so than the large and famous samba school that he 
leads. He recognizes the importance of education, and he recognizes the future of Santa 
Marta’s samba is with his students. 
I am very proud of each of them. They have been playing with me since they were 
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little. They are the future. If this community has success in samba in the future, it 
will be through them. It is my…our responsibility to teach them. They are the 
mestres of the future. (Jeferson, personal communication, July 26, 2014) 
The ascension to the leadership positions within the samba schools and blocos of Santa 
Marta assure that its leaders will continue to be from the community. The youth group is 
only open to members of the community and it will be the source of the new leadership. 
São Clemente 
The São Clemente Samba School is a member of the Grupo Especial (special 
group), a division of the largest and most competitive samba schools.  The school was 
founded in 1961 and has never been the grand champion of carnival. Originally, the 
school was located close to Santa Marta, in the neighborhood of Botafogo, located at the 
base of the hill. The school’s quadra was located on São Clemente Street, the main 
avenue at the entrance to the favela. 
 The school has since moved its headquarters and rehearsal space to the downtown 
area. Located on the Avenida Presidente Vargas, a main traffic artery running from the 
central business district to the North Zone of the city, the school is within close proximity 
to the city’s largest bus terminal and several subway lines.  This makes the school 
extremely accessible to residents from throughout the city, and it is easily accessible by 
public transportation for residents of Santa Marta.  Although this samba school is no 
longer located in Santa Marta or Botafogo, it still identifies with the two neighborhoods 
and is the symbolic samba school of the entire Zona Sul (South Zone) of Rio de Janeiro. 
Many of the members of the samba school are middle-class professionals who use 
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the school's good connection to transportation to arrive at the quadra.  Many of these 
members function as dancers, general paraders, and organizers.  Some of these members 
play in the bateria.  However, members from Santa Marta dominate the bateria and many 
of the important positions within the school. Sidney, a tamborim director within São 
Clemente, estimates that 70 % of the bateria’s regular membership is from Santa Marta 
(Sidney, personal communication, August 7, 2014). This connection further strengthens 
the school's identity with the community. 
 The bateria’s 250 percussionists form a range of experience levels.  Admission to 
the bateria requires regular attendance and proficiency.  The group is directed by up to 
twelve directors, each of a different specialization. Most of the directors are from Santa 
Marta and are also the directors of the blocos and other samba schools that the 
community is involved in, although at times in a different order of authority. 
The school has activities year round. In addition to social gatherings held in the 
quadra, preparations begin shortly after the end of carnival for the following year’s 
parade. The bateria begins practicing in June and rehearses weekly until carnival in 
February or March.  During the first several months, the bateria rehearses without the 
presence of the other members of the school. In September begins the ensaio 
geral (general rehearsal) on Friday nights.  This rehearsal is not a true rehearsal in 
Western terms, but a mass social event where the samba school is open to anyone. The 
school raises funds through an admission charge.  In addition to rehearsing its samba for 
the upcoming carnival, they will also play through successful songs of their past parades 
and sambas from other schools.  The scheduling described above is typical of all samba 
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schools, with some variation. 
 The scheduled start time was 10:00 p.m., but as with many things in Rio de 
Janeiro, the locals know just how much time to add on to schedules.  At 11:00 p.m. 
people were hanging around in groups, socializing, and meeting up with their friends. 
The event had yet to fully begin.  Almost everyone was consuming something: most had 
beer purchased from the concession counter.  The ground was littered with empty cans, 
the normal place to dispose of your finished beverage.  From time to time, someone came 
to pick them up, but they could never keep up with the quantity.  There was a pagode 
group playing on the stage.  Each instrument had its own microphone, and the sound was 
clear and at a volume that still allowed for everyone to talk to each other.  This was not 
the main event; no one came to hear this group play.  They were only a warm up, a 
placeholder for what was about to begin.  It would have been strange to be in this space 
without music, so they played.  Almost no one was giving them their full attention. 
Jeferson, Tião, and the other directors began to enter the quadra.  They greeted 
people as they entered.  Their smiles were friendly, and the handshakes were often.  This 
was their space for the evening.  They were of the highest importance. The bateria would 
provide the sonic energy that everyone was there to experience. The rehearsal, as party 
and social event, required the presence and labor of the bateria to function. Prass (2004) 
spoke to this paradoxical relationship: “on one side, the bateria is the center of the party, 
representing an explosion of ‘social energy,’ on the other side, there is a controlled 
energy behind the discipline imposed on the actors who make the party” (p. 118). The 
discipline required to enter the bateria requires one to know the common behaviors and 
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skills necessary to participate. 
 At nearly midnight the approximately 75-person bateria began to assemble on the 
stage.   The directors directed traffic on the stage: placing each instrument group in the 
proper location and assisting with the distribution of instruments and accessories, all of 
which were stored in the crawl space beneath the stage.  When the group was ready, the 
esquenta (warmup) began. It was an approximately ten-minute routine played only by the 
bateria. It was their chance to demonstrate their instrumental ability, synchronization, and 
creativity, all aspects of their performance that would not be as evident when playing the 
full melody-focused sambas later.21 
 The group stood in rows. The front row consisted of tamborins, chocalhos, and 
cuícas standing together by instrument.  The remaining three to four rows contained 
surdos, caixas, and repiques mixed together.  The directors were spread out throughout 
the group, each giving unique directions to their set instrument groups.  They were all 
taking instructions from the leader.  The group was focused on the directors, and the 
audience was focused on them.  The esquenta is one of the highlights of the ensaio.  The 
members take a great deal of pride in the skill of the bateria, and the esquenta is its 
greatest representation. 
 By the end of the esquenta, the quadra was full. Its sound had called those who 
were outside on the street or in the parking lot to enter for the night’s proceedings.  The 
rehearsal moved into its second act.  The singers and cavaquinho players appeared, and 
the samba began.  They started by singing the samba de esquenta, a warm-up song about 
                                                
21 Audio 4.17 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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the school itself. Short in lyrics, every member learns this song over their repeated visits 
to the quadra.  The following moments brought the singing of the most popular songs 
from past years’ carnivals. The singers and cavaquinho were amplified over the large 
speakers to a high volume to be heard over approximately one hundred drummers in 
accompaniment. Heavy reverb was added to the singers’ voices for added presence. 
 Each song began with the singers, cavaquinho, one caixa, and a single surdo 
standing on stage next to the singer, apart from the remaining members of the 
group.  They sang the entire song at least once, and sometimes more before the entrance 
of the entire bateria.  At this moment, one could hear many in attendance singing 
throughout the quadra.  They would continue singing after the entrance of the bateria but 
would not be audible over the extreme volume of the bateria.22  The sound was quite loud 
throughout the quadra, but at dangerous levels nearest to the stage.  This was the area 
with the fewest people. 
For the most recent songs, the bateria played the full arrangements, including the 
parradinhas (breaks) and tamborim designs.  These arrangements were fresh in the 
bateria’s memory and were actually performed on the avenue by the majority of the 
members.  For older songs, a simplified version was used. The generic arrangements are 
easily learned by newer members and interchangeable across multiple sambas. On the 
staircase leading up to the stage, several people hoping to be noticed by one of the 
directors stood patiently while trying to gain entry to the bateria.  They waited to replace 
one of players in the bateria.  On the steps, I noticed the teenagers from the morro waiting 
                                                
22 Audio 4.18 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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their turn. Some were already on stage, some were in leadership positions, but the 
younger ones had to wait. I, too, waited. 
 Tião and Jeferson had seen me enter and now saw me at the top of the steps. It 
was my turn to play. Tião motioned me over to play repique. I squeezed through the 
group, fully engaged in the samba, careful not to disrupt anyone’s drumstick from hitting 
their drum.  I accepted my repique from an older gentleman, who didn’t seem 
disappointed that I had come to relieve him.  Since there was not enough space on the 
stage for the entire bateria, players switched off between songs throughout the rehearsal. 
I played for two songs.  The arrangements were simple.  There were no 
complicated breaks, so I could easily follow along.  The bateria’s role is to provide 
accompaniment.  I was located in the center of the group between caixa players to my 
sides and third surdo players behind me.  Directly in front of me was Tião, the director 
for my fifteen-foot section of the stage.  He was echoing many of the signals from 
Jeferson, who was at the front of the stage. He included instructions specific to my 
section and supplied the energy for my group, encouraging us throughout, asking for 
more energy when it seemed to him that we were lagging.  We were not allowed to drift. 
He constantly chided members for not paying attention, demanding their gaze throughout 
the performance. He paid special attention to me, watching to see if I had followed 
through on the lessons that he had given me in Santa Marta the week before. When it was 
time to leave, he gave me a thumb up, reassuring me that my presence was not disruptive 
and that I had done well. 
 I was not the only player in the bateria who was not an actual member. In all my 
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experiences playing within baterias in Rio de Janeiro, including on this night, non-
members were welcomed to participate. These transient members were able to “practice” 
even though they were not intending to be long-term participants. Zagal and Bruckman 
(2005) described their importance: 
Our analysis of samba schools suggests that it is valuable for transient members to 
participate in what constitute the core values and experiences of the environment, 
as opposed to having a purely superficial encounter. (p. 20) 
These encounters ground the core values to those of the “world of samba,” the wider 
collective and larger scale samba community in Rio de Janeiro, as described by Léopoldi 
(2010). The constant flow of players between groups allows for the consolidation of 
norms and behaviors. My entrance in the bateria was an opportunity for me to gain 
experience playing within a group in my natural setting. Tião wanted me to have this 
experience and for me to bring what I had learned to others. He would question me 
frequently about my progress in recreating what I had learned with him on future visits. 
 The remaining time in the ensaio was used for the presentation of the year’s 
samba-enredo. The arrangement became complex. Parradinhas were conducted at the 
appropriate places, and the energy of not only the bateria but also the crowd began to 
rise.  I was back among them, relieved of my duties on stage.  The crowd pushed to the 
front to see the porta-bandeira (flag-bearer) and mestre-sala (master of ceremony) 
deliver the flag of the samba school to the stage with a choreographed dance, stopping to 
allow important people in the crowd to kiss the flag, showing their respect and love for 
the school.  The flag bearers were followed by the highly skilled passistas (featured 
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dancers), who danced near the stage with athletic steps marking each sixteenth note. 
 This scenario continued for over an hour.  The same samba was sung on a loop, 
with the bateria interrupting the monotony by playing breaks within the arrangement.  It 
must be practiced this way, since the song will be heard continuously for one hour and 
twenty minutes in the Sambódromo.  The audience did not tire of the song, fully engaged 
throughout its playing.  Most seemed to have already memorized the lyrics, mouthing the 
words throughout as if hypnotized.  It was easy to identify who are the outsiders to this 
event. The tourists and other visitors did not sing; they did not fully participate in the 
event.  They were not involuntarily compelled to sing at the appropriate moments. As I 
attended rehearsals over the course of fieldwork, I learned the song and was able to 
participate. My knowledge, gained through time on task, allowed me to become a partial 
member. 
 The identity of who is an insider and an outsider, or to the degree that they fit 
either of these two camps, is evident in their level of outward participation. Membership 
in the community is exhibited by the ability to engage in the practice authentically. 
Learned behavior contributes to the formation of ritual. Bell (2009) defines ritual as “the 
means by which individual perception and behavior are socially appropriated or 
conditioned” (p. 20). The learned or conditioned behaviors of ritualized activities serve as 
the common symbol system that organize community. McMillan and Chavis (1986) 
explained: 
…in order to obtain smooth functioning and integration in the social life of a 
modern community, especially when there is heterogeneity, a community must 
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provide a common symbol system. Groups use these social conventions (e.g., rites 
of passage, language, dress) as boundaries intentionally to create social distance 
between members and nonmembers. (pp. 10–11) 
Bell (1992) also spoke to the importance of ritualized behaviors in the formation of 
community: “The simplest ritual activities are seen to ‘fuse’ a people’s conceptions of 
order and their dispositions (moods and motivations) for action” (p. 27). The fusion of 
community members in the samba school is made by the repetition of samba school 
activities at regular rehearsals. 
 It is worth exploring the correlation between the repetitive structure of the music 
and similar structures in the daily lives of those in the community. McLéod (1974) posed 
a similar question: 
The extremely high level of redundancy in music, plus the repetitiveness of set 
pieces, is a natural accompaniment to highly redundant behavior of other kinds. 
This of course, leads to the question of the reason for such a high level of 
redundancy.  Is music a behavioral syndrome derived from ritual, which has 
spilled over into less complex areas of human life? (p. 108) 
One needs only to spend a short time in Rio de Janeiro to witness the rituals of everyday 
life present in the city. The samba school rehearsals are weekly events for much of the 
year. The majority of the crowd will gather for very similarly staged events week after 
week and year after year. For many, they have been engaging in this ritual for the better 
part of their lives. The rehearsals themselves are part of the larger scale ritual of the 
carnival season. The movement through the months of planning, preparation, and 
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execution is a never-ending cycle with predictable pillars and milestones throughout the 
year. Repetition in the life cycle, slow changes to musical passages, and yearly cycles of 
highly choreographed activities within the samba community bring emotional safety for 
the participants. Members feel safe that the music, activity, and event cycle are stable. 
The repetitive nature of the activity brings comfort, the comfort of knowing that one can 
join in progress and know exactly where one is and the joy of fitting into to something 
that is stable, both in the large scale perspectives of the community, and the small scale 
perspective of the respective rhythmic cells. In my early visits to Santa Marta, I showed a 
great deal of concern to schedule my visits to Brazil around the schedules of my new 
teachers in Santa Marta. I would always call before booking a flight to confirm that all 
would be present during my visit. During the later stages of fieldwork, I would show up 
unannounced, confident that all would be present in the exact places that I had left them 
months or even years earlier. The rituals of Santa Marta and other samba communities in 
Rio de Janeiro are incredibly stable. 
 At the end of the rehearsal in the quadra of São Clemente, the bateria finally came 
to a halt.  It was 4:00 a.m., and the bateria had been playing continuously for over four 
hours.  When the music stopped, the players put their instruments at the base of the 
steps.  The directors and other organizers assisted in getting the drums into the closet 
space beneath the stage.  The stage itself was littered with broken drumsticks, wood 
shavings, and beer cans: physical symbols of the labor used to produce the music. Most 
of the crowd had left by this hour. Many were outside lining up for one of the many taxis 
that had been waiting for the rehearsal to be over.  I walked outside, my ears ringing from 
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the tremendous volume, exhausted from the amount of energy that I had just seen 
produced. It was only September; there were still five months of rehearsals before 
carnival. 
Mocidade Unida do Santa Marta 
 Mocidade Unida do Santa Marta (United Youth of Saint Martha) is a smaller 
samba school in group B, a lower division of organized samba school's in Rio de Janeiro. 
Schools in groups B, C, D and E do not parade in the Sambódromo, instead making their 
presentation at the Intendente Magalhães parade ground in the North Zone of Rio de 
Janeiro, away from the cameras, celebrities, and ticket-buying audience. Although São 
Clemente is mostly associated with Santa Marta, the residents of the community identify 
more closely with Mocidade Unida do Santa Marta because it is entirely their own. The 
interviewed participants often expressed a greater sense of ownership of the smaller 
samba school. There are several possible factors for these feelings of ownership. Free of 
members from outside the community, the residents of Santa Marta have a greater degree 
of influence on the samba school’s decisions. 
 Junior (2010) studied the relationship between the city of Nilópolis, a small city in 
the predominantly poor Baixada Fluminense region north of Rio de Janeiro and the Beija-
Flor de Nilópolis Samba School, one of the largest and most successful samba schools in 
Brazil.  Beginning with a history of the city of Nilópolis and of the samba school, this 
study considered the effect of the political, social, and success-driven attention on the 
city’s identity.  Junior found a strong identity relationship between the residents of 
communities and the samba schools that are associated with them. The samba school 
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created a "symbolic territory" within the city of Nilópolis as the city began to absorb and 
appropriate the symbols of the samba school as its own. 
 My observations in Santa Marta do not suggest that the fused relationship and 
identity are quite as strong as those observed in Nilópolis by Junior. However, the desire 
to create a new samba school within the community reflects the residents’ strong desire to 
have something of their own. As the symbols of São Clemente would come to be shared 
by residents of other communities, the new samba school was founded on the hill to fill 
this need. 
 Those who enter the quadra know that familiar faces will surround them. It is a 
rarer occurrence, although an increasing one, to find other foreigners when I enter the 
quadra of Santa Marta for a rehearsal. Within the quadra of São Clemente, foreigners are 
the norm. This situation is magnified within larger samba schools such as Salgueiro or 
Mangueira, where tourist and other infrequent visitors make up a greater percentage of 
the crowd at general rehearsals, and even within the parade itself, as costumes and 
participation in the final parade are for sale. The larger samba schools have dedicated 
sections exclusively for members of the community, a protection against locals being 
shut out due to the rising costs associated with offering entry to outsiders. 
 Within Santa Marta, this is not necessary. It is a small samba school, where most 
members know each other and have similar lives. There is a shared emotional connection 
among all involved, for living in the same community, especially one as small and dense 
as Santa Marta, means that many elements of peoples lives are shared experiences. The 
frequency of the interaction and binding nature of an organization such as a samba school 
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offer opportunities to strengthen the communal bond among participants. Abib (2006) 
offered thoughts on the importance of the samba school on its community: 
The world of samba brings us countless examples of strong and organized 
communities, with a deep sense of identity, which also manifests itself through a 
sense of social responsibility and solidarity among its members, coupled with a 
deep respect to their past and their ancestors. (p. 63) 
The social responsibility is not lost on those in Santa Marta. Several members have 
expressed a sincere desire to help the community through music. For others, it is the 
community’s music that has helped them. Although the majority of the improvement of 
the quality of life in the community has been attributed to the pacification program and 
increased financial investment in Santa Marta, music has also been credited as being 
partly responsible for the improvement of individuals’ lives. 
Music has changed a lot of people in the community. Before, there were people 
who were the type to be in the traffic of drugs. Music removed this path for these people. 
People who might have entered the drug trade instead practice music. It has improved 
life. (Felipe, personal communication, August 13, 2014) 
Patrick also spoke of the importance of playing samba as a means of improving 
the quality of life for community members: “Music can be good for people on the wrong 
path. For here, it can bring someone a good life. Music as a study, for those of any 
profession, can bring joy to someone’s life” (Patrick, personal communication, 
November 10, 2014). 
 It is important to consider the importance of the ensaio in the formation of 
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community. The general rehearsal is as much a rehearsal for the bateria, singers, and 
string players as it is a social event for the attendees. It is as much a space for all involved 
to repeatedly hear and learn the samba for the upcoming carnival parade as it is for 
members to meet friends and make new ones. All of these actions are connected to the 
quality of the event in terms of its entertainment value and in terms of the quality of 
interaction of its participants. Zagal and Bruckman (2005) offered insight into this 
connection: 
This public performance serves not only to show what samba schools do, but also 
to convince the public that they are worthwhile and interesting. Samba schools 
identify with community as well as help create community. (p. 21) 
 It is likely that McMillan and Chavis’ (1986) contact hypothesis—that the more 
contact members of a community have, the more feelings of community will be 
fostered—occurs at the moments of the rehearsals. Rehearsals are purposely-scheduled 
meetings of members that outwardly call for community and set a stage, an event, and an 
action to do so. The formation of community within the samba school is not a side effect 
or an unknown phenomenon. It is a desire from its outset. The event, and participation in 
the event, is the binding action forming community. In Santa Marta, events held in the 
quadra are of great importance to those actors who feel the social responsibility of 
providing a means for residents of the morro to find community. McNeill (1995) 
considered the importance of ritualized events in the formation of the sense of 
community: 
The archetypical form of dance among humans occurs on festival occasions, when 
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almost everyone in the community joins in and keeps going for hours on end. 
Such events are almost universal among small, independent communities, 
whether these sustain themselves by hunting and gathering or by agriculture or by 
a combination of both. The effect on participants is what we have learned to 
expect. Heightened emotion finds its principal expression through making all 
concerned feel good about themselves and those around them. Shared emotion of 
this vaguely euphoric tone, in turn, binds the community more firmly together and 
makes cooperative efforts of every kind easier to carry through. (p. 37) 
Lastly, it is impossible to escape the music making within the quadra for those who reside 
in Santa Marta. Its position on the path up the hill, its proximity to the homes of 
community members, and the openness of the construction of the quadra itself means that 
all in Santa Marta live with the sounds of the carnival preparations. 
 The school’s quadra is located on the hill, at the point where the road ends and the 
staircases begin, approximately one-fifth of the way up the hill.  Its quadra is much 
smaller than that of São Clemente but contains all of the same components. Its smaller 
size is adequate for its membership.  The quadra also doubles as a community center, 
is the site of many of the social events that occur on the hill, and hosts rehearsals for 
many of the blocos that are associated with the community. 
Most of the members of Mocidade's bateria also play in the bateria of São 
Clemente.  Those that don’t have either not achieved the level of skill needed to perform 
with the larger and more famous school or make an active choice not to participate. Many 
in the later category are older members who have paraded with São Clemente numerous 
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times in the past and no longer view it as necessary to devote the time and energy needed 
to be a member of a bateria in the highly competitive special group. The school has had 
recent success, winning groups D and C in 2013 and 2014, respectively, allowing the 
school to quickly be promoted through the lower divisions of samba schools. The school 
is growing in membership and importance. Many of its members wonder what will 
happen if the school were to ascend to the same division as its parent school, São 
Clemente. 
 As the community moves through changes in public safety and quality of life, so 
changes its population. Santa Marta is a growing neighborhood, a booming favela 
moving from times of violence and extreme poverty to a more modest existence. It has 
asserted itself into the municipal consciousness, becoming a promoted tourist site and a 
venue for performances and artistic expression. The samba school is part of that 
renaissance. Junior (2010) found evidence of a similar community construction in the 
suburban city of Nilópolis, site of one of the regions most important samba schools: 
We observed that Beija-Flor gave new meaning to the city, making it one of the 
best known and most important cities of the Fluminense (Northern suburbs). With 
its emergence and success, the school was highly visible and acted directly in the 
process of growth and development of the city. (p. 54) 
 Refocusing on education, learning within the samba school is a process of 
forming community practices. Learning as enculturalization consolidates the 
community’s membership into a shared experience and shared skill set. This form of 
community building through shared education is an effective tool for community 
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formation. Abib (2006), who studied the popular manifestations of capoeira and samba in 
São Paulo, stated that these processes, although not formal types of education, are 
important to the connection between the studied representations of popular culture and 
the community.  Abib noted that for the Afro-Brazilian community, samba and the 
carnival have functioned as an “efficient way for this group to assert socioculturally in 
urban life" (p. 62) particularly for people living within black communities.  The samba 
school was labeled by Abib as a potential center for the strengthening of the sense of 
community: 
The strong sense of community that allowed the black Paulistano to conquer their 
space in carnival, painstakingly and true, in a city where the recognition and 
appreciation of the African-Brazilian community was much smaller than in Rio de 
Janeiro, for example, was an achievement of the organizational capacity of these 
subjects, which are reflected to this day in the most representative neighborhoods 
of the São Paulo carnival, which constitute strong and active communities that 
coalesce around their samba schools such as Vila Matilde, Peruche, Casa Verde, 
not to mention Bixiga, considered the stronghold of samba in the city. (p. 63) 
Community consolidation, as described by Abib, is occurring in Santa Marta, a relatively 
small community within the city of Rio de Janeiro. The favela has made strides to rid 
itself of its previous image of violence, replacing it with the image of samba, 
consolidating itself around music and making it part of the identity of the morro. As such, 
the community and the samba schools associated with it have had the same trajectory. As 
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the community has strengthened, so has the music. As the shared experiences of samba 
have improved, so has the community. 
The Carnival 
 I had played with Santa Marta’s blocos in the previous carnival and become 
familiar with all of the key directors. After becoming a trusted player through my 
participation in rehearsals, I was invited to parade in the bateria of Mocidade Unida do 
Santa Marta in the carnival parade. 
 I met Tião in Santa Marta and boarded one of the many vans leaving the morro 
for the far off Intendente Magalhães parade ground, in the North Zone.  The van was 
overfull, and I was standing by the door clinging to the rear of the front passenger seat. 
This being the smaller of the two samba schools associated with the morro, it was strange 
for an outsider to join the group.  Most foreigners were quite familiar with São Clemente, 
but not Mocidade. Tião spent much of the ride reintroducing me to my new band 
mates.  It was comforting to be welcomed by all in such a way. Higgins (2007) defined 
community music as an “act of hospitality” in which community “becomes a preparation 
for the incoming of the other, generating a porous, permeable, open-ended affirmation” 
(p. 284). McMillan and Chavis (1986) addressed the relationship of hospitality to the 
need for emotional safety. 
The emotional safety that is a consequence of secure boundaries allows people to 
feel that there is a place for them in the community and that they belong. A sense 
of belonging and identification facilitates the development of a common symbol 
system, which defines the community’s boundaries. We believe too that feelings 
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of belonging and emotional safety lead to self-investment in the community, 
which has the consequence of giving a member the sense of having earned his or 
her membership. (p. 15) 
My new band mates made sure to welcome me to the ensemble, going out of their way to 
put me at ease and feel welcomed within the group. They were establishing new 
boundaries that included me as an insider, even if only for the evening. If I were to feel 
safe, then I would be able to adequately perform the task of parading in their carnival 
presentation. I would therefore be making a personal investment into the community that 
I had just joined. Samba schools, as community music ensembles, are open ensembles in 
which “acts of hospitality” are important to the overall health of the organizations and 
ingrained in the behaviors of its members. 
 When we arrived at the parade ground, I was handed a costume off the back of a 
box truck.  It was a comical blue suit representing a colonial aristocrat, with a large top 
hat.  I put the costume on over my clothing right on the street and grabbed a caixa from 
the back of truck that had transported the instruments in the caravan from Santa Marta. 
Sidney, the mestre of this bateria, told me where to stand within the group.  He gave me a 
place on the directors’ aisle in the center of the bateria, closest to his brother Léo, the 
director for my section. 
 We waited quite a while to parade, in which time, there was no discussion of what 
was going to be played, no reminders of breaks or hand signals or encouragement for a 
good show given by anyone. The conversations were unrelated to our upcoming 
performance. The beer flowed freely among those in the group, purchased from the street 
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venders circulating the crowd with styrofoam coolers in shopping carts.  The mood was 
relaxed and did not reflect the high stakes performance about to commence.  If Santa 
Marta were to win this parade, they would be promoted to a higher division, a promotion 
deemed important for the development of samba on the morro. This fact was discussed in 
the days and weeks leading up to the parade, but today, no one in the bateria seemed to 
display anxiety, even though the bateria is a main component to the overall school’s 
success. 
 The group was moved into position, lined up on a side street perpendicular to the 
parade route.  From the large speakers on the sound truck, the singers and cavaquinho 
players began to project the sound of the samba-enredo.  After one pass though the 
samba, the bateria was called in.  At this moment, I did not know either the samba or the 
breaks and entrances that would accompany it since I had not attended a single rehearsal 
since the samba-enredo competition months earlier. I had never heard a recording of the 
chosen samba from that competition, yet I had been invited to perform anyway. 
 Many of the participants reported playing in several samba schools during the 
carnival after attending only a limited number of rehearsals. 
I play with Rocinha, União da Ilha, Cubango and Grande Rio. My uncle knows all 
of the mestres. The other mestres call him for an exchange…. “come parade with 
me one day, and I will bring people to parade with you another.” We frequent the 
ensaios… we go just enough for the mestre to see that you play well enough to 
enter their bateria. (Patrick, personal communication, November 10, 2014) 
Tanaka (2009) offered an explanation for this movement between samba schools. 
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The circulation observed in the mobility, rotation of the instrumentalists of one 
samba school to another, or between diverse groups of popular culture, can be a 
necessity of its participants, who on one side want to become part of a better 
bateria, or simply enjoy the ability to play in any bateria. (p. 90) 
The enjoyment of the players cannot be understated. Each of the participants in this 
study, on numerous occasions, expressed their love for playing samba. They actively seek 
to maximize their playing time, beyond the time available playing in their own 
community. Maximization of their enjoyment brings them to other communities, while 
their ability to welcome those from other schools ensures that their community will 
receive the contributions of others. 
 For the most part, playing with any samba school is mostly the same.  Most of the 
musical material is standardized among all baterias, and all sambas maintain a similar 
structure.  One can even conduct a samba that they have never heard just by listening to 
the melodic vocal line. The changes in structural areas of the song form can be easily 
predicted by melodic movement and repeated refrains. These sound characteristics are 
part of what makes samba highly participatory, as the standardizations allow for the ease 
of entry of newcomers, maximizing inclusivity. I was not worried about the basic song 
form; what concerned me were the breaks that would be specific to this samba. I would 
be hearing them for the first time, in progress. 
 The call came in, and the bateria joined the samba.  We were off, and the calm 
faces of all my new friends from the waiting area, the faces of those who had done this so 
many times and had appeared to be doing this activity for fun, immediately changed to 
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seriousness, stress, and great strain from their considerable physical effort. Most of all, 
the directors turned from friends and neighbors to tyrants, bent on perfection.  The 
dichotomy of the before and after could not have been clearer.  The parade had 
started.  In this moment, the outside observer can easily discern the personal investment 
of each of the participants. Their physical labor is evident and extreme. McMillan and 
Chavis’ (1986) framework is in view. The reward for this physical effort is not monetary 
or tangible; they exert this effort because it is important to them and important to the 
group. It is here that they have merged their personal needs for enjoyment and status as a 
member with those of the community. This effort will be rewarded with the effort of 
knowing that one had contributed to the group’s success. 
 From the beginning, I knew where to focus my attention.  It was not to the 
forward section past the tamborins to the mestre; it was to Léo, the director closest to 
me.  I did not have to think.  His instructions were clear, concise, and consistently 
detailed for the people in my section.  One only had to watch him to know what to do. He 
conducted the same in the parade as he had in the bloco rehearsals in the quadra. Through 
his hand gestures, inaudible verbal instructions, and facial expressions, he explained 
every detail of the rhythmic structure. It was easy to follow, and more importantly, easy 
to become lost as an individual within the structure of the group. Thinking freely was not 
a part of this activity. It was only necessary to follow and to fall into place. 
 I may have been the only one who was new, but Léo treated everyone as if they 
were lost.  His hand signals were different from those of the mestre, who gave signals 
that showed what changes were going to happen and when. Léo was responsible for 
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showing the caixas when to continue through, which he showed by thrusting his hands 
forward, cutting through the physical space just as we would cut through the rhythmic 
space on our instruments.  He would play the odd rhythms of the breaks in the air before 
they would happen.  He was signing the samba, lip-syncing his way through the entire 
song as if we could not hear the singer’s voice blaring from the sound truck. Most of all, 
he maintained our energy.  With each pass through the samba, his actions grew stronger, 
his motions bigger, his encouragement more encouraging.  He would not allow his 
section to get tired, moving quickly to be in front of all twenty people in his area at least 
once during every two-minute pass through the song.  I found myself playing for him. 
The event had changed around me. I was no longer focused on the pageantry and revelry 
of the parade itself. I was focused on his actions, wishing only to gain his approval. I 
noticed everyone else’s eyes were just as focused on Léo as mine.  Behind us, Jeferson, 
the mestre of São Clemente and a director here in a role reversal with his usual deputies, 
and Tião were conducting their sections just as Léo was conducting ours, with the same 
energy, detail, and enthusiasm. 
 For the most part, the breaks were the same as what I had heard groups from 
Santa Marta play throughout the carnival season for that year.  The breaks played by the 
São Clemente bateria were repeated by the street blocos and recycled here in the smaller 
samba school, albeit in different places within different sambas.  This served to 
consolidate the musical repertoire and sound of Santa Marta.  The instrumentation 
between all of the groups associated with the morro was consistent. This included the 
general ratios of instruments, lack of agôgos, and the tuning system used within this 
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community. Due to the common symbol system, players only had to learn the material for 
one of the baterias, and they would mostly know the material for the others. Joining even 
part of the samba community, in the form of learning its standards, meant gaining access 
to the entire community. 
 The standard for tuning surdos in Santa Marta is of particular interest and is a 
clear characteristic of the samba found in this community. Unlike the overwhelming 
majority of samba schools in Rio de Janeiro and beyond, the surdos in Santa Marta are 
tuned in “reversed” order. The typical surdo tuning has the first surdo tuned lower than 
the second, making the bass tone on beats two and four lower than those on beats one and 
three. In Santa Marta, and all of its related blocos and samba schools, including São 
Clemente, this tuning is reversed. The lowest pitched surdo is played on beats one and 
three. Of the major samba schools in Rio de Janeiro, only Mocidade Independente de 
Padre Miguel uses this tuning, making it a noticeable feature among the baterias in the 
city. The relative uniqueness of the bass line functions as a symbol of samba in the 
community, a trademark sound found among all its associated baterias. Members of the 
community speak often of their surdo tuning, showing a great deal of pride in its 
uniqueness. 
 The parade ended and I was exhausted.  For them, this was a normal amount of 
playing.  For me, it was more energy playing samba than I was accustomed to.  We were 
congratulated by the passing of beer and soda cans through the bateria, each person 
pouring a swallow from six inches above their mouths and passing the can.  Members of 
the bateria who recognized my outsider status congratulated me.  Of particular 
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importance, Léo congratulated me. 
 The following day, it was announced in the news that the group had finished in 
third place out of the thirteen competing samba schools. The members were pleased with 
the result. It was a success, which I had shared in the effort to create. On future visits to 
Santa Marta, I would be introduced by Tião to other members of the Santa Marta samba 
community as a “gringo,” a percussion teacher from New York, a friend, and someone 
who had paraded in the bateria of Santa Marta. I had now contributed to the shared 
history of the community. Although still clearly an outsider, I had gained measured 
amount of membership in the community. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: PARTICIPATORY MUSICKING 
 The Rio de Janeiro case study described the samba community of Santa Marta. 
This community’s music structure was consistent with Turino’s (2008) description of a 
participatory music tradition, and the organizational structure of both its performance 
ensembles and music education practices showed characteristics related to the framework 
for the sense of community put forth by McMillan and Chavis (1986). The community’s 
educational methods were shown to focus on including the maximum number of 
participants by offering multiple entry points, modes of participation, and a musical 
structure that is conducive to large-scale involvement. This section seeks to further 
explore these methods and the participatory elements of the music that are transported 
within samba’s musical structure to find ways in which the participatory themes 
discovered during this study’s fieldwork can be applied to the setting of American music 
education, particularly in urban settings. 
 The music practices of Santa Marta were observed for evidence of participatory 
music practices and analyzed to strengthen the definition of participatory music and 
display the overlap between Turino’s participatory music definition and McMillan and 
Chavis’ framework for the sense of community. These findings were then used to 
examine the impact of participatory music practices on a samba ensemble within a New 
York City school. This section will present the findings of the Rio de Janeiro case study 
alongside descriptions of similar elements of samba education within the New York site. 
The Potential Participant 
 Turino (2008) offered a description for the social experience of music 
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participation in music communities similar to the chosen site in Rio de Janeiro. 
Participatory performance traditions feature an active musical experience for all 
participants. Turino described these traditions as having the following characteristics: 
lack of artist-audience distinction, inclusivity, valuation of process over product, flow 
experiences, and similar sound characteristics. These characteristics are reinforced by 
specific sound features and musical practices, which according to Turino are common 
across various cultures with participatory performance traditions. 
 The blurring of the artist-audience distinction is an important aspect of 
participatory music. In these situations, there are only “participants and potential 
participants” (p.26). Music events are communal social activities in which all in 
attendance are able to contribute. Within Santa Marta, evidence of participatory music 
making was found within several musical scenes in the community. The weekly pagode 
at the bar involved any willing participant, many of whom were just passersby stopping 
in for a song or two. The players had learned all of the necessary behaviors for the event, 
including how to play the drums and sing the songs, by attending the pagodes over many 
years. No classes exist on the morro for playing this form of samba. João, a frequent 
visitor to Santa Marta and an important member of its musical community, explained the 
frequency of the pagode sessions and the commonplace nature of its learning system: 
We all can play the instruments for the roda de samba at least a little. It is always 
here. You come in and play. Nobody thinks about it too much. You learn by 
watching others. If you don’t know how to play, you will figure it out. I have been 
coming to Santa Marta to play samba for over twenty years. This has always been 
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going on. It’s entertainment. We all do it. (João, personal communication, August 
1, 2014) 
Soon after these comments, João handed me a pandeiro and invited me to play. When I 
informed him that I was not quite proficient enough to join the group on the instrument, 
he insisted by stating, “You’ll figure it out.” I was being invited to learn by doing, 
removed from the audience and made to be a participant. João was encouraging me to 
enter the group at my ability level, knowing that through this experience I would 
improve. Dewey (1938) presented a model in which all learning takes place within the 
social environment. The teacher facilitates the students’ experience through the 
organization of content based on student readiness.  The outcome of the experience is the 
learning, which establishes a new level of knowledge and readiness, allowing the process 
to repeat.   For João, playing with the group at the event was the best place and method 
for me to learn. It is an experience that cannot be replicated when practicing alone. 
 The song choices for the event reinforced communal participation; using familiar 
tunes week after week and year after year ensures that all will have the knowledge and 
means to participate. Ownership of the event, like the instruments being passed from 
person to person throughout the evening, is communal, with decisions and direction of 
the night’s activities being driven by the group as a whole. Within the samba school, 
participatory themes are also present. Members of the samba are able to choose their 
level of involvement based on their skill and willingness to invest time in the activity. For 
members of the bateria, they have the ability to play the percussion instruments and 
desire to devote time towards the practice of the activity. The level of participatory 
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openness changes depending on the size and prestige of the samba school, mainly due to 
the increased demand for entry into the bateria. For the non-initiated, the lack of artist-
audience distinction can appear to be casual or informal participation, but for many, the 
constant opportunity to be involved in musical activities fosters a high level of 
competence. 
 It seems that everyone in Santa Marta is able to participate in some way in the 
music making. Everyone is able to play an instrument, clap the appropriated syncopated 
rhythms or sing the lyrics of the samba at a much higher level than is commonly found in 
casual music making activities in the United States. Turino’s description of the audience 
as “potential participants” describes the expectation that all in attendance in some way 
participate in the event (p. 26). The constant invitation to participate is part of the 
educational process. All are invited to sharpen their skills through practice in authentic 
performance environments. Within this format, there is not only a blurred line between 
audience and participant; there is a blurred line between performance and practice. 
Without these divisions, the elite status of the professional musician is reduced since 
many in attendance will have developed a satisfactory level of competency. 
Ritmistas 
 Participatory music traditions tend to involve the highest possible number of 
contributors. The goal of maximum inclusivity is achieved through the availability of 
multiple ways for people to participate. The musical community is able to grow because 
newcomers are provided accessible entry points, allowing people of various skill levels to 
take part. From a young age, people grow up playing music together, allowing many to 
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develop high levels of skill. Often, even people who have achieved a high level of 
musical proficiency will not consider themselves to be musicians, devaluing their level of 
musical achievement as a common everyday activity. 
 Within the samba school, there is a difference between who identifies as a 
musician and who identifies as a ritmista (rhythmist). To achieve the status of musician, 
one must earn one’s living playing music. They play events for pay, in addition to their 
leisure music activities. They are involved in musical ensembles outside of the samba 
schools, often playing in smaller bands that cross musical forms. Most importantly, 
musicians within the samba culture of Rio de Janeiro are typically educators in some 
form, either serving as instructors in one of the many percussion workshops in the city of 
Rio de Janeiro or as directors in the large samba schools. The musicians within the samba 
schools serve as performing show groups, used by the samba school for corporate and 
private events, a valuable revenue and marketing source for the schools. 
 Jeferson explained the difference between the role of ritmista and the musician 
within the samba school. 
At the beginning of the practice season, I call on the ritmistas to return to the 
quadra.  Most don’t participate in projects. Not all of the players in the bateria are 
musicians.  They have other jobs.  During the other parts of the year, they are not 
playing.  They go to the quadra to play their instruments.  They don’t play 
outside.  Most are just ritmistas, not musicians.  They only play caixa, only play 
repique. Ritmistas only prepare to parade. They only play at the rehearsals in the 
quadra. They don’t make other projects.  They are not creating.  For the rest of the 
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year, I am creating bossas in the house, they are not.  (Jeferson, personal 
communication, July 26, 2014) 
The ritmistas are called back to the quadra; the musicians are always there.  For the 
ritmista, playing samba has a time and place within the schedule of their lives. Outside of 
their participation in the samba school, they do not practice their instruments. For the 
ritmista, samba is solely a group activity, bound by the social constructs of the 
community’s joint musical endeavors. 
 The existence of the ritmista is important to maximize the size of the ensemble for 
the carnival parades. Inclusivity is dependent on the separation of the two classes within 
the bateria for each to satisfy its needs for participation. In explaining the differences 
between playing in a smaller group and the large bateria of a samba school, Jeferson 
explained how the presence of the ritmistas, who vary in skill from the highly advanced 
to the less experienced, affects the educational and musical choices of the bateria: 
In a small group, you have to be well rehearsed.  In the large groups you are not 
as well rehearsed.  You play basic, without difficult things, not many paradinhas. 
In a large bateria, a large number of people make mistakes.  In a small group this 
can’t happen. In a large group they always practice together. The ritmistas only go 
one time a week to practice. For example, in the bateria of São Clemente, we 
don’t do things that are very difficult.  The population that makes mistakes is too 
large.  In a small group, we can practice any rhythm, and are able to play 
everything. In the large group you have people of different levels, while in the 
small group, everyone is on the same level.  For that reason, we make only four 
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paradinhas on the avenue. (Jeferson, personal communication, November 14, 
2014) 
Although the bateria requires inclusivity to maintain its needed numbers, it is far from a 
completely open system. Standards are important, and even the minimum level of play 
for the ritmista, especially within the larger samba schools of Rio de Janeiro, is at an 
extremely high level. Jeferson explained that inclusivity has a limit: “We invite all to 
participate in rehearsals.  Whoever cannot stay or get tired gets pushed to the side. They 
will not get to perform” (Jeferson, personal communication, November 14, 2014). As 
observed in the quadra and personally experienced during fieldwork, the newcomer is 
often invited to participate in rehearsals, but even long-term participation in the 
rehearsals does not guarantee a place in the final parade. This is mainly due to the 
increased demand for spaces in the baterias of the larger samba schools, where there is a 
never-ending supply of potential participants. Newcomers are invited to be part of the 
process, but not necessarily to be part of the product that represents the final work and 
image of the samba school. 
 In participatory music cultures, emphasis is given to the process of making music 
over the final product. In these cultures, the musical event is inseparable from its social 
meaning. Artifacts such as sound or video recordings hold less value than in 
presentational performance traditions. The social value of the music is so ingrained that 
the activity has less importance without the social component. This is contrary to the 
process-product relationship found in presentational cultures where recorded music, 
concert programs, and professionalism are chief concepts and representations of 
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perfection or mastery of the music. For people engaged in participatory music, it is the 
“sonic and kinetic interaction among participants” (Turino, 2008, p. XX) that is its most 
attractive feature. 
I don’t usually listen to recordings of the bateria unless I am trying to create 
something new. It doesn’t help so much. When I want to hear the bateria, its not a 
recording. We play all the time, so I don’t need recordings. The recordings are 
very different from the sound [of the bateria]. (Jeferson, personal communication, 
July 26, 2014) 
 Recordings of samba music fail to recreate the live sound. The attractive sonic 
characteristics of such large numbers of players creating a dense and very loud music are 
not captured in recorded form. The interaction between the participants is lost in 
recordings and even often for audience members who are at a distance, only receiving the 
wall of sound from the bateria. For the participants in Santa Marta, it is the experience of 
playing samba on the inside that they are attracted to. 
Implementation of Rio Practices in a New Context. 
 As the students entered, they put their things down in one of the auditorium seats 
and began chatting and gossiping before going into the instrument closet to retrieve their 
instruments. For many of these students, the rehearsal would be the best time of their day. 
The class was a “recess” from their academic classes and a chance to relieve stress. Once 
prepared, they found their place in the formation. Many practiced their instruments 
individually. Their clashing sounds and rhythms eventually gave way to pockets of 
coalesced samba, consolidating until the full bateria was playing as a group. They had 
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never been instructed to do this; it is a natural way to begin playing samba, observed in 
many group situations in Brazil and abroad. Although at times people play alone, samba 
is most often played in groups. It is natural to combine with others to warm up. Samba as 
social music requires that one find others to play with, even in preparation. It is no 
surprise that the same occurrence would happen in multiple locations, since it is the most 
logical outcome determined by the instruments and their use. When the class appeared 
ready, I mounted a small podium and changed the group’s rhythm through the use of a 
hand signal and a whistle to count off the beats. It was at this moment that the rehearsal 
officially began. For the next forty minutes we would be on task as a group.23 
 The class had twenty-five students: four surdos, seven caixas, four repiques, six 
tamborins, two chocalhos, and two agôgos. This instrumentation was flexible and will 
change throughout the rehearsal, as many of the students were able to play several 
instruments and would change depending on the needs of the group, direction of the 
lesson, absence of their classmates, or to reinforce the sound of a particular section to 
help their classmates learn. Most of this movement between instrument sections is done 
at the discretion of the students, who were now able to feel their way through the lesson. 
They had learned how to maintain the best possible sound through daily repetition of the 
same action. 
 These students were a small number of the over 300 students per week who 
played samba as part of their musical activities within the school. In groups of fifty, 
beginning students come to music class to fulfill their graduation requirement of one 
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credit hour of music. Many choose to continue on to the advanced class and come to love 
playing samba. For most, it is a short-term experience, one that has them actively creating 
music to fulfill their music requirement. No one has to bring an instrument home or to 
practice on his or her own time. All instruction occurs together in the room. Samba 
allows them to have an experience with each other that other forms of music had failed to 
create at the school. 
The Oral Tradition 
 Samba is taught orally and aurally. Spearritt (1987) offered a baseline definition 
of the oral tradition as “the handing down of that tradition by means other than the 
written form” (p. 17). While the merits or necessity of the emphasis on music literacy in 
music education is outside the scope of this paper, within the context of education in 
samba, one can see that music notation is neither a necessary nor efficient means of 
transmission, and the oral transmission processes used within samba communities is the 
best way of transmitting elements of the music form that lie outside of specific rhythms 
and mechanical patterns. Elements such as swing are inefficiently communicated by 
written notation. Patterson (2015) distinguished the difference between oral tradition and 
transmission: “Typically, oral transmission refers to the basic action of passing 
information, in this case music, through oral and aural means. Oral tradition, however, is 
the more general concept that synthesizes oral transmission, tradition, and culture” (p. 
36). Musical information is passed from generation to generation orally. Transmission in 
the form of modeling, imitation, and the apprentice system maintains traditions without 
the use of written notation. 
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 Within the Rio de Janeiro site, the oral tradition is clearly evident in the music 
education practices of the participants. Information is stored within the minds and actions 
of the participants, and in the case of samba, information is stored in the shared group 
memory of the community. It is stored within the minds of the relevant actors until it is 
passed on to others who will hold it as part of their shared responsibility of community 
preservation. Patrick, a leading member of the youth generation, positioned himself 
within the teaching structure: 
My uncle [Jeferson] taught me in the house, and from then until now I have been 
giving classes with him in percussion. In my 19 years, I have learned along with 
the guys who are younger than me to get to where I am now. After learning with 
them, we made a group with my uncle to give classes to those in the community. 
My group has learned and taught with each other and the others that have passed 
through the project. (Patrick, personal communication, November 10, 2014) 
Patrick, at a young age, internalized that it is his responsibility to teach others. Although 
he is in the younger generation of samba players, he already has an eye on the teaching of 
others. 
 The elders in Santa Marta are often referred to by local samba musicians as being 
the roots of the learning tree within the community. Patrick described his elders: 
Tião and Jeferson, and JJ. Those guys know the most about the world of samba. 
Those guys are the ones who understand how the world of samba lives. JJ is 
before me, much before me… Tião, Jeferson, and JJ. However, Tião, because 
Jeferson learned from him, is our mestre. He is our first mestre, even before 
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Jeferson. We respect him above all. (Patrick, personal communication, November 
10, 2014) 
Tião relishes his position as elder, respecting it and embracing the responsibility. The 
youngest generation credits the middle leadership group that includes Jeferson and 
Sidney. Jeferson too embraces his role, seeming to understand that one day he will pass 
the responsibility on to someone his junior. 
 Leadership within the community is regenerative and comes from within. Those 
who will become a mestre establish their credentials through actions within the 
community. The path to becoming a mestre is through long-term participation in the 
community’s music and serving as an apprentice under the leadership of the elders. Paz’s 
(1995) study of bateria mestres found that most began playing in the blocos, street bands, 
and samba schools around the age of twelve.  All reported that they were helped to this 
position by the bateria leaders present during their time of development as auxiliary 
directors within samba schools, a position in which all of the mestres served. Paz 
summarized what the mestres who participated in the study believed were the most 
important characteristics of a bateria director: 
1. The mestre has to know how to play to perfection all of the instruments in the 
bateria so they can pick up an instrument and play, serving as an example to the 
players. 
2. The mestre has to be a leader, to have charisma, and to have good ideas.  If he 
doesn’t have leadership, he can’t do anything. 
3. The director of the bateria has to like what he does. 
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4. In some groups, only the professionals [directors] have to be from the community. 
(p. 3) 
 The mestre is responsible for maintaining traditions, which change slowly over 
time. Changes to instrumentation, tuning of the instruments, and preferences for 
particular types of rhythms within the bateria are at the discretion of the mestre. 
Within the samba of Santa Marta, all recognize that the rhythm is different from 
what it once was. Changes occur slowly, with small-scale modifications to the rhythm 
and instrumentation occurring for each carnival. During fieldwork in Santa Marta, the 
tuning of the surdos, in which São Clemente was one of two samba schools where the 
first surdo was tuned higher than the second, was reversed to conform to the sound of the 
majority of the baterias. When asked the reason for change, Jeferson said, “I changed it 
because I preferred the sound, but not everyone is happy with it. Some miss the old 
sound” (Jeferson, personal communication, July 26, 2014). It was a subtle change, but 
one of many that Jeferson has made. Each year, he makes incremental changes to shape 
the sound of the bateria to his liking, always being careful not to change too much too 
soon. The slow progression of change ensures that no members are left behind with the 
inability to participate. The slow progression ensures continuity between the elder 
generation and the youngest, as all have learned the changes together. There isn’t an old-
time samba still in existence; the elders do not play a different repertoire than the youths. 
As changes are made, everyone in the community conforms and discards the old way of 
playing. After the change in the surdo tuning was made, I never witnessed any of the 
ensembles associated with the community playing with the old tuning. All had made an 
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immediate shift to adopt the new standard. 
 The oral tradition exists in miniature form at the Harlem Academy. This oral 
tradition began with the first group to be introduced to samba ten years ago. Within this 
group, I was also a learner, teaching the students what I was learning from my teachers in 
New York and Rio de Janeiro. The students were dedicated and highly skilled, although 
they paled in comparison to the current groups, mainly because of my lack of experience 
as a samba teacher, my knowledge of the details of the music form, my ability to serve as 
a proper example, and most importantly, the lack of expert examples from among the 
ranks of the students.24 In time, the program came to include more players who would 
develop together and begin to teach newer students arriving after them. William, a highly 
skilled repique player and student conductor with the group, described how he improved 
his play: 
When I joined the group, I didn’t know how to play, but the older players helped 
me a lot. They would take me into the instrument closet and show me how to play 
some of the patterns. Me and [Terry] would stay after school for hours learning 
from the seniors. We were sophomores. When I was a senior, I did the same 
thing. I helped the new people learn to play. (William, personal communication, 
October 2, 2014) 
After leaving the school, William would frequently return to rehearse, play in shows, and 
assist in the teaching of new students. The samba group was important to William during 
and after his time at the academy. He recognized his role with the oral tradition as both 
                                                
24 Audio 5.2 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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the recipient of information and as the one responsible for its dissemination. 
 The oral tradition within this small-scale community was unintentionally fostered 
by my decision to only add to the groups’ repertoire instead of replacing it. Each year, 
more material, in the form of songs, breaks, and other patterns were added, but the group 
would continue to rehearse the material from the previous years. New members were 
expected to learn not only the new material, but also all of the material the group was 
doing before their arrival. This created a system in which students were constantly 
entering an ensemble that was already functional. There ceased to be a beginning and 
end. New members were entering into the middle. 
 Elaine is a tamborim player with two year’s experience in the group. She started 
in the school’s music program as a student in a piano class. Elaine often candidly self-
assess her musical abilities, downplaying her abilities on both the piano and percussion. 
Elaine, who often struggled learning new material, explained her memory of learning the 
group’s repertoire: 
For me, it didn’t seem like a lot of material. But when we play it all in a row, it is 
a lot. I don’t really remember learning it all. When we learn a new break, we learn 
it step-by-step, instrument by instrument, but most of the breaks…I didn’t learn 
like that. I don’t remember how I knew how to play them, I just play them. I guess 
I just heard them enough times to pick them up. (Elaine, personal communication, 
January 29, 2015) 
Elaine entered into an intact group. She benefitted by the existence of the group’s 
memory, which provides continuity throughout the years of the group’s existence. The 
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bateria’s sound is a product of the sum of all of the years’ work. Much of the repertoire 
was learned and perfected by students no longer present. The current students, who 
entered with this repertoire already in place, learned within an environment that included 
this material. They only had to assimilate. This is a system in which all practice time, past 
and present, was relevant to the current performance and that all current practice time 
would have an impact on future iterations of the program. Once something became part 
of the group’s memory, it was a permanent part of the group’s behavior and relevant to 
the person gaining and retaining access to the group. 
 Evidence of the oral tradition created at the Harlem Academy is also present 
within the individual players’ abilities, one that is based on a decentralized learning 
structure that often occurs outside of the teacher’s instruction. Information within this 
structure is passed from the oldest (experienced) to the youngest (least experienced). In 
the years of the program, there have been three great repique players: Malcolm, Bill, and 
Mark. Mark is a musical talent, now a professional guitarist. A musical mind with an 
incredible musical memory, he started playing the guitar at the age of four and honed his 
skills playing gospel music in a church run by his family. Now an adult, he is an active 
church musician at several congregations. When he was a student at the Harlem 
Academy, a visiting clinician from Rio de Janeiro had a great impact on his learning of 
the repique. Mark learned some small phrases from the visitor to incorporate in his 
improvised solos, which he perfected, giving grand solos for the group. Bill, two years 
younger, was a new member during Mark’s last year. He had no prior experience in 
music but was an active member of the school community, participating in student 
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government, robotics, and academic clubs. He was a well-respected student by his 
classmates and faculty and known to be a hard-working and intelligent student. Bill came 
to all of the rehearsals, staying at Mark’s side, picking up what he could. After Mark 
graduated, Bill would give grand solos during shows. Embedded in his improvisations 
were phrases he learned from Mark; Bill captured these ideas and pushed them one step 
further. 
 Malcolm, a new member during Bill’s final year, was at the side of his mentor at 
each rehearsal. He would become the best player ever to play at the Harlem Academy, 
and possibly the best repique player in the United States. When he plays a solo, it is 
possible to hear the phrases of both Mark and Bill inside his improvisations.25 It’s 
important to note that all three of these students are much better players of the repique 
than the teacher. They were able, through collective learning, to surpass the progress of 
their teacher, the local expert in samba. 
 Malcolm’s technical and improvisational abilities are far superior to most of his 
classmates. The other repique players watch Malcolm closely. They study him, copying 
his movements and style. In many ways they have learned more from him in the past year 
than they have from me. They do not have his innate abilities and cannot process the 
complexity of all of his variations, but their play has improved greatly since interacting 
with him. Very seldom do I make corrections in their play. The teaching style in this 
ensemble is very different from that in the beginning classes, where few know much 
about playing samba. Here, my primary role is to create a situation in which learning is 
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taking place. Learning is decentralized. The students are primarily responsible for 
teaching and, in this case, improving the clarity, swing, and small-scale techniques of 
each other. Small-scale technical improvements are made slowly and are done mostly 
through allowing the players to play and providing them with good models. Malcolm’s 
development is a great example of the oral tradition that exists within samba learning. 
Elders, not formal teachers, are responsible for teaching the newly initiated. 
 The same system of elders, leadership, and youngsters witnessed in Santa Marta is 
present at the New York site in a condensed form. These designations are made through 
several factors, including age, experience level, and most importantly through skill level, 
as one who has improved to be greater in skill can ascend the ranks quicker than 
expected. The youngsters in the system are the new members, including both the students 
in the beginning classes and those new to the advanced classes. They are the students 
who are new to samba but show interest and promise, at least enough to justify the 
attention of the students who are older and more experienced than they are. The 
youngsters make up the bulk of the group. Because over 300 students at the site are 
learning samba at the present time, it is from their ranks that members of the future 
performing ensemble will be formed. 
 The current leadership are the students who are the highest in skill in the program. 
They have a considerable amount of experience and show the greatest amount of 
knowledge. Aside from the teacher, they are responsible for instructing, both passively 
through the process of modeling proper behaviors and through actively intervening in the 
actions of the younger students. They are the keepers of the music, the monitors of the 
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standards of proper behavior and techniques of the group. They are the guardians of the 
group’s memory. 
 The elders are the alumni, graduates of the school who have never truly left the 
program. Former students play a large role in the success of the current program. If 
nothing else, they provide the incentive to improve in a subject that has future benefits 
that can be hard to pinpoint. Current students can see that they will be able to play samba 
in their future and that their practice is a long-term commitment, if they so choose. The 
majority of students do not return, but the most committed, a sizable and noticeable 
group, return to perform in the group’s activities, rehearse with the group on normal class 
days, and offer advice about college and life after high school. They are often a large part 
of performances in the summer months. They arrive unannounced and on a regular basis. 
They represent cohorts going back to the beginning of the program, many of whom stay 
current with group activities through the program website. When they arrive, the group’s 
repertoire often shifts to the older material to ensure their participation. As eager as they 
are to learn the new material, they are more interested in reliving their time in the group. 
Richard spoke of his future participation in the group after graduation. 
I will definitely come back.  We need to keep this alive.  I like when the alumni 
come to play with us.  I like showing them that we play as good or better than 
they did when they were here.  I hope when I come back next year for a visit the 
group is better than we were.  Our graduating class has to leave the group in a 
good place.  We just hope they continue to hold it together. (Richard, personal 
communication, August 28, 2014) 
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Richard would make good on his promise in the year following. He attended rehearsal on 
the first day of school after his graduation. He wanted to see if the group would still be 
able to play at a high level. As he became more distant from the group and more 
unfamiliar with its new repertoire, Richard found a new way to contribute, by 
volunteering to run the sound system for performances and rehearsals. Frank had similar 
projections about future involvement with the group. 
Playing is part of my life.  I can’t imagine high school without playing samba.  I 
am always going to play, to keep coming back here and play with the band. 
(Frank, personal communication, February 19, 2015) 
Now in college, Frank returns every few weeks to stay current with new material. He 
enjoys his new status as “elder,” frequently telling stories about past performances and 
trips made with the group. He also enjoys learning from the students that he used to 
mentor when he was a student at the school. Each of the returning alumni retain their 
sense of membership. Their identities continue to be influenced by their time playing 
samba. They do not renounce membership upon graduation. This does not describe all 
members; many do not return after leaving the school. However, they are in the minority 
as most come for at least one visit after graduation, hoping to regain the feeling of 
playing samba with others one more time. 
 Current members, who tend to recognize the faces and names of the previous 
generations going back five years or more, actively try to help the elders. Similar to the 
situation in Santa Marta, the leaders of the music community are not the elders but the 
middle generation. William takes great pride in the role reversal: “Once Adam came 
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back, and I got to show him how to play our new breaks. I am a better player than he is 
now.” Adam is the senior that helped William to learn to play three years prior. At the 
New York school, the current members are more familiar with the repertoire, more 
conditioned for the physical demands of playing samba due to their daily practice, and 
are generally better players than the alumni. The alumni do not play as regularly and are 
removed from the day to day actions at the school, like many of the elders in Santa Marta 
who have retreated from the weekly rehearsals of the samba schools, only coming in near 
the end for the carnival celebrations. They have ceded control of the group and are often 
now placed in the position of learners. It is part of the decentralization of the learning. 
They are learning from generations below them. The younger generation is allowed to 
contribute to the composition process, frequently cited as the source of many of the 
breaks performed during the carnival. There is clearly a hierarchy of leadership. 
However, the interweave of information through the group leads to a stronger sense of 
community, as it is possible for members of each generation to have a great deal of 
influence over the group as a whole. 
Participatory Characteristics of Samba 
 The participatory nature of samba music has led to it being a common form of 
community music in cities throughout the world (Eisentraut, 2001; Higgins, 2012). 
Although, it is undoubtedly partially related to the music form being appealing to 
different people strictly for music reasons and the attraction to playing percussion 
instruments in general, it could also be argued that samba’s proliferation in different 
world cities, across widely differing cultures, is due in part to the highly participatory 
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characteristics of the music form structurally, rhythmically, and in large part to its 
instrumental technique. This participatory information is naturally transferred within the 
music form, resulting in similar results in various settings. 
 Turino’s framework considers sound features and musical practices as an essential 
part of the building material for the social experience. These sound characteristics show 
similarities among different forms of participatory music and enable the possibility for 
the elements of participatory music labeled above. 
 Eisentraut (2001) explored aspects of the music that are important to the feeling 
of community, outlining the principal points of participatory music culture and citing that 
since the instruments are easy for beginners to create sounds with, it is easy for a 
newcomer to the ensemble to contribute to the group immediately.  He recognized an 
important realization made by beginners on the instruments: "once novices realize that 
the music is made up of discrete and manageable patterns (something not immediately 
apparent to everybody) they feel that this is something that they can attempt” (p. 
14).  This is an important point in participatory music: the complexity that is apparent to 
the non-initiated person or lay audience member is not the experience of those that are 
within its structure. Once the attempt is made to uncover the top-level understanding of 
its complexity, the learner is opened to easily decipher small-scale elements of the music, 
which can be tackled on their own schedule of progress. 
 The structure of participatory music tends to be short in duration and repeated for 
an undetermined length of time. Within this open form, repetition and the reuse of 
rhythmic and melodic material is of great importance. It allows for the easy introduction 
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of newcomers, who can enter the group, quickly understand, learn to play, and remember 
repeated material. This gives the player numerous opportunities to hear the patterns and 
numerous opportunities to attempt to play the pattern correctly. Newcomers have plenty 
of opportunities to attempt to participate and gain skills, with multiple occurrences of the 
same musical phrases. Returning to Dewey’s (1938) model for experiential learning, 
the repetitive structure of the music organizes content into meaningful fragments, where 
the player is able to have short-term experiences attempting to correctly play 
patterns.  The player is immediately able to reflexively assess if they have played the 
pattern correctly and instantly moves to a higher level of readiness before their 
next opportunity to attempt the pattern in the repetitive structure of the 
music.  The “progressive education” model seen here guides the player through gradual 
stages of readiness and the acquisition of skills as the moments of active experience 
progress.  They are learning by doing, in a socialized process dependent on those around 
them who create the situation and organizational structure for learning.  
Two Harlem Academy students reflected on the impact of repetition on their 
learning: 
I could play my part until I figured out the rest. It keeps repeating so...the rhythm 
is easy to remember.  At first, I was just focused on my pattern, the basic one. 
Most everything else was too difficult for me to play. As time went on, and I 
could remember more, I could play more.  (Elaine, personal communication, 
January 29, 2015) 
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The rhythm is looped over and over again. On caixa, I would play with just the 
right at first. I would try to play with both hands for a few cycles, but then go 
back to just the right. Eventually, I could play with both. (William, personal 
communication, October 2, 2014) 
Each player is able to constantly negotiate their ability and their perception of mastery. 
Eisentraut (2001) also noted the importance of the repeated and duplicated patterns, 
allowing participants to learn the parts quickly by following others.  This also allows the 
ensemble to be flexible in size, maximizing "inclusivity" by allowing a seemingly 
unlimited number of participants.  These findings are consistent with those of Prass 
(2004), Paz (1995), and Cunha (2001), who also noted the importance of fragmented 
material and the samba teacher’s ability to dissect complex patterns into smaller sections 
for easier dissemination. 
 Within the bateria, several sound features aid in the feeling of participatory 
openness. The volume of the ensemble should not be discounted, as players have security 
in the extreme volume of the music to attempt to learn their part without fear of 
disrupting the group. When mistakes are made, the other players in the immediate area 
may hear the error, but the audience will receive the sound of the totality of the group. 
One might be discovered as a novice by their neighbors, but there is little chance of 
disrupting the performance as a whole. This leads to both the player feeling the emotional 
safety necessary to enter the group and the confidence of the group to know that they can 
allow outside participation without losing control of the rhythm or reducing the overall 
quality of the sound of the ensemble. 
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 Participatory music traditions typically feature music with “dense texture,” which 
Turino refers to as a “wall of sound,” a polyrhythmic texture that does not feature 
individual instruments. Players are seldom heard individually, masking potential errors, 
allowing them to feel comfortable and safe to learn. This strength in numbers is 
witnessed within the classes at the Harlem Academy. Larger classes, those exceeding 
forty students, have historically had greater success. Students demonstrate greater 
confidence within larger groups and do not exhibit the fear of making errors common in 
smaller groups of beginners. As stated by Elaine, a Harlem Academy member who often 
struggled with learning new parts: “I never worry about making a mistake in the group. 
There is so much going on, who is going to notice” (Elaine, personal communication, 
January 29, 2015). William expressed a similar view when discussing performing in a 
smaller group: 
It is much harder to play a show with a small number of drummers. Everybody 
can hear you, and see you playing. You can’t make a mistake, you have to be 
perfect. When we play in a parade with like 50 or so, you can be free within the 
group. Nobody in the audience is going to here just you. They can only here the 
group. I like both, but it’s more tense to play in the small group. (William, 
personal communication, October 2, 2014) 
 The safety in numbers concept is also exemplified in the redundancy of parts. 
Within the samba school, players are strengthened by the fact that multiple people are 
playing each part and that they will remain anonymous within the larger group. Within 
the São Clemente, up to 90 people are playing the caixa during the carnival parade 
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(Jeferson, personal communication, July 26, 2014). Ratios are maintained, with some 
room for instrumentation differences in other ensembles. Within the New York school, 
ratios within a class of fifty students follow similar numbers. With heavy redundancy in 
each part, multiple players provide examples for the novice to follow. Being surrounded 
by examples allows the player to have immediate feedback. 
 Eric joined the group in his junior year at the school. He came to the group with 
prior experience playing a drum set in the black churches of Harlem. An outgoing 
personality, he excelled in a poorly functioning beginning-level class and asked if he 
could transfer to the advanced group after his first semester. He wanted to learn, and poor 
student discipline and a slow rate of learning in a class full of beginners was hindering his 
progress. Eric wanted to learn quicker and he recognized that he needed to surround 
himself with experienced players. Without hesitation, Eric sought out other caixa players, 
inserting himself in their lines and studying their technique. He explained how his 
learning and teaching are formed through the presence of redundant parts. 
When I was new to the class, I would watch all of the other players around me to 
learn what to do. I could always see if, I was wrong. As long as you listen and 
look around while you play, you can figure it out. Now, when someone from one 
of the [beginning] classes comes in to play, we [the other advanced players] stand 
on either side of them to show them how to play. (Eric, personal communication, 
December 3, 2014) 
Eric recognized that better learning takes place when proper examples are present. When 
playing alone or in smaller groups, the amount of feedback is reduced. Increased 
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feedback allows for more opportunities for flow experiences, a key component in 
Turino’s framework for participatory music. Eric explained how it is not only the 
repetition of the parts but also the repetition of players on his instrument that helped him 
to learn. His counterparts provided him with immediate feedback he needed to judge the 
success of his actions. 
There were always other people doing exactly what I was doing.  I could just 
stand next to someone and follow along with what they were doing.   I could tell 
where things were going, and kind of get into the flow.  I didn’t worry to much 
about making a mistake.  It ok, to be wrong sometimes.  You get another chance 
to do it right. Sometimes, I would need a lot of chances.  I don’t remember 
everything easily. (Eric, personal communication, December 3, 2014) 
 This frequency of the feedback is increased by the repetitive structure of the 
music. Each pass of a pattern offers a new opportunity to attempt to learn. Negative 
information is received immediately, then processed by the player to form a new attempt 
at mastery in the next cycle. As the skill is achieved, immediate positive feedback is 
rewarding for the player. 
 Turino emphasized the high level of attention to rhythmic material and synchrony 
in participatory cultures, particularly regarding the “groove” or “swing” found in some 
music forms. These small-scale rhythmic “inaccuracies” are learned from an early age 
and are of extreme importance to participants. Seldom represented correctly with western 
notation, groove can be viewed as an indicator of social awareness. The groove is 
constructed of minute details that allow the rhythms to interlock in a locally 
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representative way, binding the participants together rhythmically and socially. They are 
keeping together rhythmically, creating a new sonic space to interact in (Keil & Feld, 
2005). 
Instruments are Participatory 
 The instruments are partly responsible for the participatory nature of samba music 
in Brazil. Compared to other forms of percussion instruments in other cultures, or within 
the culture of Rio de Janeiro, samba instruments are of relatively simple construction and 
are inexpensive. The low cost allows easy entry for people of limited financial means to 
purchase an instrument and, more importantly, allows the samba schools to purchase 
large quantities of instruments, making it unnecessary for members to need to purchase 
their own instruments to participate. Instruments are typically laid out on the floor during 
rehearsals in quantities that exceed the number of players present, inviting those present 
to pick up an instrument and participate. 
 Tião offered a theory for why percussion dominates the music scene in Santa 
Marta: “Saxophone? We don’t have them here. Here we have some string instruments, 
and a lot of percussion. Because in the old days, people could make these types of 
instruments.” The early samba instruments were constructed by hand within the 
communities that played them. The instruments were easily constructed and, more 
importantly, maintained within the community. To gain membership in many of the early 
samba schools, players were expected to be able to construct their own instruments. 
Medeiros (2002) pointed to this requirement in the late 1920s and early 1930s: 
The directors of the association were adamant concerning the admission of new 
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members. For instance: any percussion player, at the time also known as 
batuqueiro, was required to know how to make his own instrument, whichever it 
was: tamborim, surdo, caixa, pandeiro, ganzá, adufe and so on. Therefore, he had 
to have the manual ability to work with leather, metal and wood. (p. 6) 
Entry into these groups would be dependent on learnable skills in instrument making. 
Tião learned to play samba as a child in the late 1960s and early 1970s, well past 
the era referred to by Medeiros (2002). However, the self-reliance on the community’s 
ability to find instruments to play was still present. Tião’s comment, “Saxophones, we 
don’t have them here,” is in reference to fact that saxophones could not be constructed by 
people within the community. It is possible to construct percussion instruments; 
therefore, it is possible for them to be in heavy use there. 
 In many cases, people of the older generation learned to play on improvised 
instruments. Tião explained: 
Kids here played guava cans as instruments. We used old refrigerators to make a 
surdo. These were our experiences. We had to make our instruments. We didn’t 
start playing on instruments like the real surdos or caixas. We began on the 
instruments that we made ourselves. Back then everyone had to lug their water up 
the hill in cans. People played drums a lot of water cans. In the old days in the 
quadra we used to make things with the skin of cats. Cats! Around the time of 
carnival, the cats would disappear. The skin, when wet was a great skin for the 
tamborim. Today we don’t have to do this, because today we have plastic, but the 
cats were excellent for this. The cats would disappear and you knew they turned 
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into tamborins. It’s from these materials that we made our first instruments. (Tião, 
personal communication, August 2, 2014) 
 This further strengthens the participatory nature of samba music, as players can 
use found objects to begin their participation, with imitation of the older members being a 
primary way of learning to play. Prass (2004) found that improvised instruments were in 
use among children copying the rhythmic behaviors of adult players. The elimination of 
the requirement of having a proper musical instrument to participate increases the level of 
inclusivity of the music form and its associated events. Improvised instruments are also in 
heavy use within the pagode scene. At the Friday pagode sessions at Bar Tota in Santa 
Marta and at other pagodes in other communities in Rio de Janeiro, players were 
observed using empty beer bottles as bells, soda cans filled with objects as shakers, and 
dishes to play the teleco-teco pattern in place of the tamborim. The ability to pick up 
found objects and use them to contribute to the music is in itself an invitation to 
participate. 
 It should be noted that children do not learn to play on improvised instruments in 
Santa Marta at present. In place of the previous system of learning music informally by 
imitating adult players while playing on found objects until a determined level of mastery 
had been achieved, there are more formalized training systems, like Spanta Nenem. 
 Possibly the most important aspect of these training programs in relation to their 
participatory qualities is the availability of instruments. Newcomers do not need to worry 
about access to materials to gain access to learning. These systems are not in place for 
wind instruments, where instruments are difficult to finance and teachers are scarce. In 
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recent years, as Santa Marta’s quality of life has improved, instrumental programs 
focused on wind and orchestral instruments have been created in the community. These 
programs have a completely different learning structure, one closer to the model of 
American school music education, to teach a limited number of students. 
 It is important to note the inclusive differences between percussion instruments 
and wind instruments. Percussion instruments can be shared among many players, while 
wind instruments are typically played by only a single person for hygienic reasons. 
Within the samba schools, drums are laid out on the floor of the quadra, waiting for a 
player to come and select one to play. At the Harlem Academy, a similar availability of 
instruments is created by the abundance of instruments. Eric explained how the 
availability of instruments helped him to learn to play multiple instruments. 
When I entered the samba band, I thought I would be able to learn how to play. 
There are instruments all over the stage every day. I could pick up anything and 
play it. At first I only played caixa, but there were repiques on the stage, and I 
wanted to try it. I just picked it up and went for it. Once I had the drum on, I was 
able to figure it out. One day I would play caixa and another I would play 
repinique. I learned to play both pretty good. It was normal to switch back and 
forth. I got good at both. I play surdo sometimes if someone is absent. 
Everybody does it. Everybody switches instruments, especially during lunch 
time, when we are alone in the room. We try to play everything. (Eric, personal 
communication, December 3, 2014) 
 Within the Harlem Academy, a greater number of students will be able to use a 
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single percussion instrument throughout the school week, as opposed to a single player 
for each wind instrument. This makes percussion far more cost effective, of particular 
importance to schools within urban environments and within the samba communities in 
Brazilian cities. Within the Harlem Academy, 300 students per week utilize only 60 
percussion instruments. The instruments democratize instrumental learning within this 
environment, providing access to all due to their shared nature. 
The Participatory Spectrum 
 A closer look at the bateria reveals that there exists a spectrum of the participatory 
characteristics of each instrument group. Instruments that provide a more participatory 
experience offer greater possibilities to enter the ensemble both as a beginner and for 
those who play in multiple ensembles, as the required rehearsal time may be reduced. It is 
within the more participatory instrument groups that most of the transitory players from 
other samba schools were observed within the Rio de Janeiro site, and where I was able 
to enter the bateria during my time as a participant-observer. For the less participatory 
instruments, mestres are far more guarded about who is permitted to play. The surdo, 
responsible for keeping the time, is far too important to trust newcomers to play properly. 
The creation of a participatory spectrum within the bateria further enhances the feelings 
of personal investment, membership, and identity, as gaining access to certain less 
participatory instruments means that you are a more important and trusted member. This 
is also witnessed in the progression of the younger students observed in Santa Marta, in 
terms of their position in the larger samba school of São Clemente. Initially they were 
restricted to the participatory instruments, but during my period of contact, they ascended 
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through the ranks of this spectrum to hold positions on the more exclusive instruments. 
 Within the New York site, and in most other samba ensembles outside of Brazil, 
the place of each instrument on the participatory spectrum can be quite different from 
their Rio de Janeiro counterparts. Although highly guarded within the Rio samba schools, 
the surdo is often the starting point for new players outside of Brazil, who perceive it to 
be simple to keep the pulse by playing only quarter notes. The desire for inclusion often 
means allowing people to enter on any instrument that they choose. Instrument selection 
by students at the Harlem Academy, who are free to play any instrument of their 
choosing, are often dictated by the participants’ association with each instrument in 
connection with an instrument from their home culture, their perceived level of difficulty 
for the instrument, and availability. This has led to the creation of alternate training 
patterns for the individual instruments, adapted teaching methods, and reduced versions 
of repertoire at the New York site and in other non-Brazilian samba ensembles. The 
following will present three instruments from the bateria—the caixa, repinique, and 
tamborim—to explore their place on the participatory spectrum and to further explore 
similarities and differences in teaching, learning, and performance strategies commonly 
in use for each instrument in both sites. 
 The caixa is a very participatory instrument. Samba schools tend to have a 
particular rhythm played by the caixa section that can serve as an identifiable 
characteristic of its rhythm. However, contrary to the often-restated misbelief that every 
samba school has its own rhythm, most ensembles fall into one of three categories of 
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caixa rhythms, with room for variation.26 Each of these patterns contains a ride of steady 
sixteenth notes, also played by the tamborim, chocalho, and repinique. The caixa pattern 
common in Santa Marta is the most commonly heard pattern in Rio de Janeiro, with the 
majority of schools using some version of the rhythm (Figure 14, Group 1)27  
In addition to the standard pattern, advanced players are able to alter the rhythm 
through simple and complex variations. Although these variations exist, they were never 
observed being taught by the directorate. The players learn the variations by listening to 
the more advanced players surrounding them. The use of variations is an indicator of the 
level of advancement of the player. Those with great ability play more freely with the 
rhythm, frequently using variations while listening to those around them. Those without a 
great deal of ability play only the base patterns. Each player is able to select, and 
simultaneously display, a rhythmic vocabulary that fits his or her individual skill level. 
Each member is able to enter and contribute to the group within the limits of their own 
abilities. 
                                                
26 Audio 5.4 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
27 Audio 5.5 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
GROUP 1 
 
GROUP 2 
GROUP 3 
 
Figure 14. Three main groups of caixa patterns used by Rio de Janeiro samba 
schools. 
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 Caixa players at the Harlem Academy use both simple and more complex 
variations simultaneously. Choices for which to play are made by the player and are 
based on their ability to integrate into the ensemble. The most advanced players are able 
to play all of the variations and freely choose when to play them, without instruction. The 
four most advanced players are close friends, all in their second year of membership in 
the advanced group. They spend rehearsals standing closely together, rhythmically 
dialoguing with each other, attempting to achieve synchronism while constantly 
challenging each other with more complex variations.28 To their sides are new players to 
the group who are unable to execute the full pattern who perform a reduced/simplified 
version of the rhythm that uses only the right hand accents of the rhythm. Both patterns  
 
 
 
 
                                                
28 Audio 5.6 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
Figure 15. Standard caixa pattern used in Santa Marta. 
Standard pattern 
Training pattern played with one stick 
Pattern with buzz variation on beat four. 
Figure 16. Standard, reduced, and more complex versions of the same pattern. 
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interlock seamlessly when played simultaneously. 
 It is here that we can see the most inclusive and most beneficial aspect of samba 
for school music: the ability for the music to accommodate people’s different skill levels 
together within the same ensemble. School music in traditional programs typically has 
ensembles of different skill levels to accommodate learners at different stages. In many 
urban schools struggling with overcrowding, including the Harlem Academy, there is 
limited flexibility in scheduling students for sequenced courses in the arts. Students are 
often programmed into classes with mixed skill levels. Within the advanced ensemble at 
the Harlem Academy, there are always students without experience scheduled for the 
class. They are put into an ensemble for which they have no prior experience. 
 Within the caixa section, it is possible to examine how samba fits people of 
different skill levels and different needs together. Simultaneously, the group of four 
advanced players is able to deeply engage with the rhythmic structure, while the novice is 
able to find an entry point in which to learn. The space created by the entry pattern allows 
the novice to be engaged in the activity, to participate, and to contribute to the groups’ 
sound, as all of these variations will arrive at a minimum level of cohesion within the 
group. 
 The majority of experiences I have had playing within the baterias of Santa Marta 
have come on the caixa. I have almost never known the repertoire of the groups that I 
have rehearsed or performed with previous to playing. With the help of the directors, the 
standardizations of structures, and the repetitive nature of the caixa rhythm, I was able to 
enter groups and participate within my skill set and knowledge of the repertoire. The 
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newcomer, the novice, and the transitory player who plays within many baterias all can 
enter the bateria through the caixa section because of the participatory nature of the 
instrument. 
 The repique is also a highly participatory instrument. Its groove is standardized 
among samba schools. For the vast majority of the players, only one rhythmic pattern is 
necessary to participate, making the repique an excellent starting point for the beginner to 
enter the bateria. Although I had gained entry to the bateria of São Clemente on the caixa 
several years earlier, it was the repique that Tião first offered for me to play at my first 
rehearsal during fieldwork. He was offering the instrument on which I would have the 
greatest chance for success. 
 The main job of the player is to provide the rhythmic groove of the samba, but it 
is also the instrument with the greatest freedom to improvise. Although the instrument is 
very participatory in that it offers a relatively low bar for entry, it also leaves head room 
for virtuosity. Within a group of two to three hundred percussionists and a repique 
section of over twenty, a smaller subset of repique players that plays the calls and 
improvise solos exists. These players tend to be grouped together, facing each other in a 
tight circle near the center of the massive bateria. The body language and facial 
expressions explain their actions. They are playing with, for, and against each other, 
constantly creating new riffs and playfully challenging each other for supremacy. 
 Turino (2008) explained how the play between the musicians serves to keep them 
interested in the activity, allowing them to perform at a level that is appropriate for their 
advanced skill. 
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‘Soloing' appears to have the sole function of providing a space for play and for 
challenge so that advanced musicians can stay interested in the activity and 
experience flow, rather than as an overtly display of individual virtuosity. (p. 48) 
This display of virtuosity is done in a sonic space separate from the remainder of the 
repique players and does not interfere or contradict the work of others. The players are 
free to interact with each other, negotiating a space that is appropriate to their skill level 
on a sonic island in the center of the bateria. They push each other to their limits, even 
though for the most part, the audience is not privy to this interaction. Much of what is 
played here will not be heard by audience members at a distance from the bateria. They 
will receive the wall of sound, free of its small-scale details. Each of these players could 
choose to play simply, leaving out their great skill at no detriment to the quality of the 
group’s sound. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) explained how each of these members are 
motivated internally: “the best moments usually occur when a person’s body or mind is 
stretched to its limits in a voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and 
worthwhile. Optimal experience is thus something that we make happen” (p. 3). The 
repinique soloists in the center of the bateria choose their own level of complexity in an 
effort to achieve their own optimal experience. 
 Within the community of Santa Marta, as in other samba communities in Rio de 
Janeiro, the repique soloist holds a special place among samba players. Bruno, described 
by Tião as “the best repique player in Rio de Janeiro,” is well known to samba players 
across the city as a virtuoso. Having achieved the level of director within the São 
Clemente bateria, Bruno is one of the lead repique players at the Salgueiro samba school, 
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a competitor that frequently vies for the title of carnival’s grand champion. Bruno, along 
with one or two of Salgueiro’s other expert repique players, is often observed playing 
solos in front of the bateria at open rehearsals. These featured sections, in which the 
entire bateria is stopped to fully highlight the repique soloist, puts the player’s virtuosity 
on full display. At these moments, one can see the audience come to a halt to watch the 
demonstration. These featured improvisatory sections are examples of when samba and 
the public rehearsal is at its most presentational in nature, as the vast majority of the 
players cannot execute the solo in the manner of someone at Bruno’s level. All, including 
those in the bateria, are spectators. 
 Within the full ensemble, the soloist is able to stand with the other advanced level 
repique players, in the core of the bateria, and improvise throughout the parade. They are 
able to achieve the level of flow necessary to keep them interested, while thickening the 
rhythm of the group as a whole. However, for the audience member standing a 
considerable distance away from the group, this level of virtuosity will go unperceived, 
as it will be covered by the sound of the group as a whole. It serves to benefit those 
involved, those that are nearby and able to engage and dialogue with it rhythmically, and 
not the audience who listen from afar. 
 The role of the repique soloist in the New York site, and in other baterias outside 
of Brazil, where the size of the group is much smaller, is one of featured performer. 
Malcolm is known throughout the samba community in New York City as a phenomenal 
repique player. Within the group of 25 percussionists, Malcolm’s complex variations are 
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clearly heard over the group.29 Breaks, transferred directly from Santa Marta and 
recreated by the New York school, take on a different form when the group’s size is 
reduced, exposing the expert repique player even further. This alters the role of the 
instrument, in that the players are not soloing only for themselves and their fellow players 
within earshot. They can be clearly heard by the audience and therefore are always 
playing and creating more complex parts for the benefit of the audience and for 
themselves. 
 Participatory music makes common use of variation within rhythmic ostinato 
patterns. Subtle changes in these patterns offer rhythmic interest, chances for 
independence within the larger form, and challenges for more skilled performers, creating 
opportunities for flow experiences. The ability to play variations of the base patterns in 
many of the samba instruments is extremely important to the players’ interactions and 
learning within the baterias. In addition to offering multiple points of entry for varying 
skill levels across large numbers of players, the variations create a textural element within 
the wall of sound created by the large numbers of percussion instruments. Greater density 
to the rhythm is created, while still offering space for each player to uniquely interact 
with the rhythm. Lucas’ (2002) study of the music of the Afro-Brazilian religion of 
Candomblé, a root source for many of the rhythms found in modern urban samba, offers 
a description of structural importance of variations within the texture of the samba 
rhythm. 
                                                
29 Audio 5.7 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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The rhythmic performances are developed through the periodic repetition of a 
pattern, which is submitted to some degree of variation, according to the kind of 
pattern, the group and the ritual's space-time.  During a performance, the basic 
structure of a pattern is often adorned, or even extrapolated through variation 
processes. 
1. Base structure 
2. Floreios (adornments), minor additions built upon the base 
3. Extreme variations or break ups from the basic pattern, which the performers 
call repiques. (p. 121) 
These three levels of adornment are found within the rhythms of the repique and caixa. 
Each of these instruments has a set base structure, applicable to any group play situation. 
Beginners are allowed entry to the bateria when they are able to minimally execute the 
base structure. The “minor additions” are the variations that may or may not be used by 
the player to enhance and thicken the rhythm. Each of these instruments has a set of core 
variations that are typical and standardized among players, as well as an understanding of 
the appropriate moments to use such variations. Not all players will utilize the possible 
vocabulary of the variations during a given moment. For the third level, the repique 
stands alone, as the caixa does not typically play extreme variations that take them 
outside of the rhythmic structure and into the virtuosic presentations of the grand repique 
solo. It should be noted that players who have achieved the level of competence needed 
to perform solos typically are able to play the other instruments in the bateria and have 
most likely performed and mastered the variational possibilities of each. The repique is 
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the consolidating instrument of the virtuosic talent within the bateria. It is the final step 
for the instrumentalists that have achieved the highest level of skill within the samba 
community. 
 On the opposing end of the spectrum, the tamborim is a less participatory 
instrument. The technique for playing the tamborim is a difficult challenge for any new 
player. Maintaining synchronized timing with the other players requires a lot of practice 
as a group. Imperfections are heard immediately. The tamborim is also an exclusive 
instrument in terms of its repertoire. As most of the instruments generally play repeated 
ostinato patterns that once mastered are maintained by the ensemble with a focus on the 
group’s texture, the tamborim plays rhythmic melodies called desenhos (design). These 
arrangements interact with the vocal line during the samba and usually contain 
continuous motion, with fewer repetitive rhythms. Desenhos need to be learned prior to 
participating. In the quadra of São Clemente, tamborim players from other samba 
schools, identified by the printed logo on the instruments drum head, were observed 
learning the arrangements a few steps to the side of the tamborim section, playing softly 
on their instruments, trying to memorize the parts before trying to gain entry to the 
bateria. In larger samba schools, the tamborim parts are first learned by a core group of 
players, which by repeated play at rehearsals deliver the information to periphery 
members, who may only be in attendance closer to carnival. The tamborim is the 
instrument that most demands good attendance at rehearsals. One does not typically show 
up on parade day to perform on the tamborim, as is commonly seen on the more 
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participatory instruments of the bateria. Tião explained the special status of the tamborim 
section: 
You never have everybody together at rehearsal until the end near carnival. 
Except in the tamborins. The tamborim has a lot of information. They need to 
come more to the rehearsals, especially in the special group schools. They have a 
lot of complexity in the designs. (Tião, personal communication, November 14, 
2014) 
Desenhos are not only complicated. They often change throughout the course of the 
carnival season as small alterations to the rhythm are made over time as part of the 
composition and revision process. 
 The tamborim is one of the few instruments commonly owned by players in Rio 
de Janeiro samba schools, presumably so players can practice on their own. In recent 
years, many tamborim sections, including those observed in this study, use YouTube to 
disseminate the arrangements. They post videos of their tamborim arrangements, often 
played with the official recording of the samba in the background. Learning the desenho 
often requires a personal investment of time practicing outside of the group’s rehearsals. 
Players must prove that they have mastered the tamborim desenho before gaining entry to 
the bateria for the carnival. 
 The situation is quite different within baterias outside of Brazil, including the 
New York site. The tamborim can be an entry-level instrument played with a reduced 
pattern of only the accents without the turning of the instrument used in the full carreteiro 
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pattern.30 This pattern was never observed within a Rio de Janeiro samba school, but has 
been seen in use within workshop situations in Brazil and in multiple baterias outside of 
Brazil. It focuses on the accents and gives the player who cannot yet play the carreteiro, 
due to mechanical difficulties, the opportunity to play within the bateria. When played 
alongside a group of players correctly executing the carreteiro, this pattern fits within the 
overall rhythm. Possibly due to the smaller size of the tamborim as compared to the other 
instruments, it is often played by first-time players. In Santa Marta, the tamborim is often 
the final instrument one learns in mastery. This difference could lie in both the perceived 
versus actual difficulty of the instrument and the relative lack of complexity in tamborim 
rhythms in baterias outside of Brazil. 
 The role of the tamborim within the non-Brazilian bateria is observed in the adult 
workshops taught in Santa Marta, where a non-traditional method of learning to play 
samba is present. Here the tamborins are taught to beginning students. Jeferson 
explained: 
New people don’t usually pick up the tamborim in the samba school. In my 
groups, I don’t allow it. We leave the tamborim to the experienced. It is difficult 
to pick up fast. The adults in the evening workshop, play whatever instrument 
they want. They are paying. I tell them it’s more difficult, but they still want to do 
it. They come to the workshop and learn what they can. (Jeferson, personal 
communication, November 14, 2014) 
Within the workshop format, there is a need to have all of the instruments played to form 
                                                
30 Audio 5.8 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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a complete bateria. This need is never present in a large samba school where beginning 
students enter an existing bateria as individual learners and are not learning in entire 
sections of beginners. Within the youth bateria in Santa Marta, the tamborim is presented 
only to advanced students who have mastered the other instruments, and therefore, have 
maximized their internalizations of the micro-time and swing of samba. 
 McMillan and Chavis (1986) indicated that the importance of the integration and 
fulfillment of needs to the sense of community is driven by three important reinforcers: 
the status of being member, group success, and competence. Within the tamborim section 
in both sites, the importance of these factors is evident. Players achieve a certain level of 
status within the group when they successfully achieve the ability to execute the turning 
technique and, by extension, are able to perform the full arrangements. Although most 
players in the group can play multiple instruments, the tamborim section tends to be an 
exclusive group, with the boundary created by the ability to execute the turning pattern. 
The importance of group success to the members is evident in the players’ actions, only 
celebrating when the group has successfully played a rhythm and not celebrating 
individual mastery. The final reinforcer is competence. The players gravitate towards 
others who are of a similar level of ability. To be a member of the tamborim section 
requires that one maintain a minimum level of skill or exhibit the desire and effort to 
obtain the skill. Although these components are present in all of the sections of the 
ensemble, the unique function and technique of the tamborim most reveal these 
characteristics. 
 Each of these instruments, and the other instruments not described in detail within 
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this chapter, function within the participatory spectrum, with many instruments being 
inclusive, while others are more exclusive. This spectrum allows members to select their 
level of active engagement and training time. To play tamborim requires a greater level 
of personal investment in the form of increased rehearsal time and individual practice, 
while offering a greater level of esprit de corps that comes from one’s personal 
investment in a group activity. The caixa and repinique allow members to be more 
transitory, to play within many groups, and to arrive at unfamiliar situations knowing that 
they will be able to enter groups and learn arrangements in real time. 
Group Memory 
 The structure of learning within the samba school is itself a model of participatory 
inclusive behavior. The large numbers of drummers needed for the samba school requires 
an adjustment to scheduling, presentation of material, and teaching methods to 
disseminate the material to large numbers of people. These methods are needed to reach 
the maximum number of people possible, to fill each available position in an efficient 
manner. Tião described the dissemination process. 
The bateria of São Clemente has 280 persons. When we have rehearsal, it is 
typically with only seventy people. If they are making a new bossa at a rehearsal, 
you never have all 280. The majority of the group is almost always missing, but 
you are still giving out the information. For example, the schools make staircases 
of knowledge. The first step is the first group to learn the samba in week one. 
Then the next week it’s a different group. You keep layering. You never see 
everybody. The players have other things to do and families. You never have 
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everybody together at rehearsal until the end near carnival at the rehearsals in the 
Sambódromo, then you have 280. Then, everybody is really motivated to 
rehearse. Everybody wants to be in the main parade. (Tião, personal 
communication, November 14, 2014) 
What is being discussed in the above comments is the importance of the group’s memory 
over that of the individual. By disseminating the information to a portion of the group, 
new information is stored within the minds of those few players. Prass (2004) observed 
the importance of the show group, the smaller bateria responsible for small-scale 
presentations made by the samba school, for the dissemination of material within the 
samba schools. Prass offered that it is the responsibility of the members of the show 
group to disseminate the material to the others. Within the São Clemente and the other 
group in Santa Marta, the core group, made up of the directors and the youth members to 
the bateria of Spanta Nenem, are responsible for learning and at times composing the 
material first. This group then disseminates the information by serving as quality 
examples of modeled rhythmic and technical behavior. 
 Learning is decentralized, as players who didn’t attend the previous rehearsals are 
able to grasp the information from the players around them. The players who are present 
at the initial rehearsals learn the material, later serving as quality models for the others to 
follow. Decentralized learning occurs through this process, often without the assistance 
of verbalized instruction from the mestres or directors. The rehearsals occur, usually at 
full speed, as if everyone was there for the previous meeting. Players stop when hearing 
unfamiliar material to listen, allowing several repetitions to pass until they are able to 
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contribute musically. 
 The players at the Harlem Academy have a similar experience within samba 
learning. The core group of players who attend daily rehearsals are present to learn the 
material to perfection. At the time of performance, in most cases a parade, less 
experienced players are added to the group and are able to learn the material that they did 
not play in their beginning classes quickly, due to the presence of the other members. The 
hard work of the original group of students who attend the daily rehearsal is represented 
in the quality of the play of the total group, even though the majority were not present at 
most rehearsals. 
 Taking the long view of the Harlem Academy, one can see a similar 
dissemination of information through generations of learners from year to year. The 
group has improved significantly over time, increasing the amount of repertoire, 
improving on techniques, and finding a deeper level of swing, even though members are 
in the group for the same fixed amount of time. As years progress, new students are 
introduced to a group that is already in progress. They are able to learn from those that 
are already present. Amanda spoke of not remembering learning some of the group’s 
material. “Most of the breaks, we learned step by step, but others weren’t like that. I don’t 
even remember learning some of the older breaks that we do. They seem to have always 
been there I guess” (Amanda, personal communication, August 29, 2014). 
 The “staircase” as referred to by Tião, is there to “layer” the information 
throughout the group, not only within one carnival season or school year, but in the 
combined history of the group. This long view represents the oral tradition created 
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through playing music that is learned by rote and utilizes decentralized peer learning, in 
which each player is simultaneously receiving information from the more experienced 
step above them, while casting information on to the step below them. This fact is not lost 
on the participants in Santa Marta, who frequently speak of these characteristics in regard 
to the preservation of their music form. They are cognizant of the information that they 
have received from their elders, while making a concerted effort to teach those below. 
 At the Harlem Academy, students scheduled for the advanced class without prior 
experience are told to observe for the first day, to take in the sound of the music and see 
each of the instruments in action. On their second day, they are told to choose an 
instrument, are given a partner who will help them to find the right materials and how to 
hold the instrument properly, and are left on their own to learn. No special attention or 
specific instructions are given to the newcomer on their first days in the group. They are 
told not to worry about disrupting the class and then left to their own devices to make 
their initial discovery of the music. It can be quite intimidating for the student to hear all 
of the rhythms played by a group with so much experience, but after the initial shock 
dissipates, they are able to slowly find ways to participate. They first are able to play the 
call and responses. They are then able to decipher pattern in the breaks, repeated several 
times throughout rehearsals. 
I was very scared to play the first time. There were all of these sounds going on 
and I could figure anything out. I had my instrument and didn’t even know how to 
hold it and everyone else knew what to do. I didn’t want to stay in the class. I 
don’t remember when it started making sense, but I heard things that sounded 
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familiar and tried to do those things. After a lot of classes, I knew a lot of things. 
(Elaine, personal communication, January 29, 2015) 
After several days of feeling their way through on their instrument, the experienced 
students begin to offer tips and instructional advice to the new member. Information is 
given slowly by their peers, always careful not to overwhelm their new students. This 
method has been in effect for several years and has proven to be a very efficient method 
of integrating new members into the group, as experienced members could potentially 
lose interest if everything were stopped to teach the newcomer from the beginning. The 
method developed organically and was not premeditated. It may have resulted from the 
situation itself. There is no time with such large class sizes, with such frequent turnover, 
to stop everything to catch up a single member. Individuality is discounted in relation to 
the group as a whole. The necessity to maintain order and discipline through constant 
student engagement requires that lessons be structured to maintain a high level of 
continuously challenging material. Deviation for remedial instruction would result in the 
loss of challenging momentum. 
Challenging the “Native Theory” 
 Carneiro da Cunha (2010) analyzed the pedagogical practices of the samba school 
from the standpoint of the community. This research explored several assumptions about 
learning in the samba school, including the “native theory,” held by many within samba 
communities, that the capacity to play samba “comes in the blood.” This theory is 
balanced by Carneiro da Cunha’s alternate theory that samba is “for anyone who likes 
and appreciates it.” Carneiro da Cunha’s participants responded to her questions of how 
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they learned with answers such as “watching and paying attention,” “alone,” and “I came, 
I saw, and I learned.” These responses, which were commonly heard during interviews 
and informal conversations during the fieldwork for this study, seem initially to 
downplay the pedagogical practices occurring within the samba schools while actually 
pointing to the transmission processes that involve person-to-person learning, imitation, 
and contextual learning through action. 
 Learning occurs as a shared and fluid experience between people. The exchange 
of information occurs within a different process than with formalized music learning. The 
teacher, or source of the information, is often masked within a learning situation where 
information is received from the musical environment and not from a single source. The 
learning situation itself is often masked by its guise as a performance. The continuum of 
performing and learning is often blurred. Carneiro da Cunha stated, “with participation in 
the rehearsals, I noted that to learn and play are not necessarily in that order. Many times, 
I learned while playing or played while learning” (p. 55). My experiences learning the 
arrangements and breaks for sambas during the carnival parade, for which I had never 
rehearsed, exemplify this statement. In reflecting on my position as a learner in my first 
experiences playing samba in Rio de Janeiro, I can remember playing in baterias when I 
had little ability and the great improvements in my ability after each nightly experience 
playing within an actual Brazilian ensemble. The ability to play with the swing of samba 
comes from playing with others who play with swing. One must play within the 
community to learn the ways of the community. This information is received through 
interaction with other people and is difficult to replicate alone. Many of these experiences 
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occurred within full view of an audience. 
 Carneiro da Cunha (2010) observed children learning through watching the adults 
and mimicking their action to learn how to play properly. The importance of imitation 
was emphasized through her observations of the main bateria, where children “infiltrate 
between the adults very often imitating them with their gestures of playing and directing” 
(p. 56). Carneiro da Cunha noted that when children would make mistakes, they were not 
restricted or reprimanded; instead they were “stimulated” and inspired to participate in 
the rehearsal in the ways that they were able. 
 What Carneiro da Cunha found was a formalized and structured system of 
preservation of tradition, based on the continuous group interaction of playing together. 
Learning is encouraged through constant repetition, offering increased opportunities for 
imitation in a shared sonic experience. Returning to the “native theory,” Carneiro da 
Cunha found that “the sons of sambistas became sambistas” and that the “samba in their 
blood,” was a product of the experience of playing or engaging in samba and the 
activities of the samba school that were always present. The lessons of the samba school 
were relevant to the participants’ daily lives because learning samba was inseparable 
from engaging with it. The experience itself was found to be educational. “Participating 
in the parade was a powerful experience, but not an isolated one. It was an extension of 
what had already happened during the six months” (p. 58). 
 Paz (1995) considered the “overvalued” notion that “samba comes in the blood” is 
actually a product of exposure to quality experiences. These lived experiences produce 
skills that are a “privilege” for those who live within these communities but that they can 
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also be learned by those that don’t. Teaching and learning is readily available for people 
within communities in which samba is common, but those from the outside must seek it 
out. 
Teaching Outsiders 
 One night a week, approximately one hundred people attend a workshop run by 
Jeferson and the other bateria directors who live in Santa Marta. The learners are not 
residents of Santa Marta. They are people from the city below. For many, regular 
exposure to samba is not part of their life experience, as it is for most in Santa Marta. For 
many, this is an opportunity to learn to play in adulthood. Their involvement is similar to 
the numerous community samba bands outside of Brazil, offering adult learners an 
opportunity to actively participate in music. These similarities include the use of a 
payment plan for membership, a program website, and high numbers of students without 
prior experience. 
 The workshop format is split between two sections: sectional rehearsals and full 
bateria. Within sectionals, each instrument group has its own teacher. Although I have 
observed the practice of sectional rehearsals within many samba school rehearsals, within 
the workshop format they are for a different purpose. Each of these groups has its own 
lesson and its own specific method for delivering information. There is a greater amount 
of talking and explanation within the workshop format as compared to the samba school. 
However, most instruction is done visually in a demonstration and repeat structure. The 
directors who normally direct are now teachers. 
 Within the surdo sectional, the director often stands in the center of the large 
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circle of surdo players. Several of the teenagers from the youth project function as 
reinforcement, serving as good examples while offering no verbal assistance.  Some play 
surdo, but most play the other instruments to strengthen the surdos’ awareness of the full 
ensemble. Playing surdo is very difficult in isolation. With the other instruments filling in 
the “microtime” between each beat, their temporal accuracy is increased. Although the 
sectional is specific to surdos, the information is best learned within the context of the 
play of the entire group. The other instruments assist in simulating the full ensemble, 
giving context to the newly learned information. Information is learned slowly within this 
format. When working on a break, they play it repeatedly while trying to strengthen the 
accuracy of the time. The amount of actual musical material is relatively small. Greater 
focus is spent on perfecting material and offering participants the greatest number of 
opportunities to improve. 
 Prass (2004) found that imitation and repetition were important parts of the 
teaching methods used in samba. 
Imitation, very often linked with repetition, is one the principal means of 
learning…It [repetition] helps to both absorb technical skills on the instruments 
and to aid in the memorizing of phrases and rhythmic patterns, including 
generating reflective processes from which the excerpts could grow in executed 
quality. (p. 150) 
Imitation, described by Merriam (1964) as “perhaps the simplest and most 
undifferentiated form of music learning,” is not open to interpretation (p. 146). The 
learner must sonically and technically recreate what the teacher has modeled. This 
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process offers immediate feedback that allows both the teacher and player to immediately 
assess gained ability. It is as much about education and transmission as it is about 
replication. It is a process that aids in both the education of the individual learner and for 
the preservation of practices within the community. 
 Students struggling during the caixa sectional received instructions suited to their 
problem, an assignment that they could work on while the advanced players continued to 
repeat the pattern. Some were instructed to play only the accented notes with the right 
hand, similar to new members at the Harlem Academy. Others worked on the difficult 
double rights at the beginning of the pattern, playing only beat one when it arrived. The 
patterns were separated into smaller fragments and given to the students in increments 
that they could handle, all while the rhythm continued for the group as a whole. For those 
with difficulty understanding the pattern, Jeferson would tap the rhythm on their shoulder 
while they attempted to recreate the pattern on their drum. At times, he would hold the 
hands of the player and play the rhythm for them. Jeferson used kinetic teaching methods 
designed to help the novice players feel the rhythm in their bodies. For students who did 
not require accommodations, the sectional was a chance to exercise, to play with others, 
and to play alongside the community youth, spread throughout the circle to serve as 
proper models. 
 Within the full bateria section of these workshops, the players’ positions within 
the formation are arranged to place those with skill and experience in close proximity to 
novice players.  The teenagers from Santa Marta are strategically placed throughout the 
group, as they are the prime examples to follow. Group rehearsals differ from the 
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individual sectionals, which focus on the individual’s technique. In the combined bateria 
segment, the focus is on cohesiveness between instrument groups and the execution of 
the group’s full repertoire.  The directors are positioned throughout the group, nearest to 
their instrument groups from the sectional rehearsals. 
 Within the full bateria section of the workshop, samba school protocols are 
followed. Explanations cease to be verbal, small level skills are no longer taught, and 
corrections to technique are few. The macro level commands come from the mestre at the 
front, while the instruction continues, albeit in a new form, from the director of each of 
the sections. The benefits of having multiple directors during learning are clear in this 
situation. The auxiliary directors reinterpret the mestre’s commands in such detail that 
each member can interpret their part. When participating in these sessions, I could 
decipher all of the instructions accurately by reading the auxiliary directors’ gestures. 
 This method is dependent on the presence of experienced players who knew the 
material on all of the instruments to serve as models. The combination of having a skilled 
core group of players, along with such clear directing, allows for the quick dissemination 
of material.  It also cuts down on the amount of material that one needs to memorize, as 
the group’s memory, not the individual’s memory, is heavily relied upon. 
 Tião explained: “directors are extremely important.  You need them to help you 
make the rhythm correctly.  Each one has an important job, especially the tamborim 
director.” Tamborim players, with the ever-changing rhythmic parts often tied to the 
melody of the samba, require constant reminders of upcoming parts. Tamborim directors 
often play along with their sections, as modeling the rhythms is the best way of leading 
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their sections during rehearsals. Although at times not as intricate, all of the instruments 
require the assistance of the auxiliary directors to improve the sound and synchronization 
of the section. 
 In one workshop, the surdo director detected an inaccuracy in the timing of one 
player in his section. The director made the motion of playing the surdo in the air to help 
him with his timing.  He frequently yelled to him, “calma,” literally meaning calm and 
used to mean both that he had played the wrong material and that he needed to slow 
down.  When his strokes were in time, he applauded briskly and showed joy in his 
student’s improvement. 
 Instant feedback is a reoccurring theme.  It has been noticed at other rehearsals 
and workshops.  If people get instant feedback, they never waste time thinking about 
whether or not they are playing correctly. Feedback is essential for achieving a flow 
experience. Immediate feedback allows the person to set the short-term goals necessary 
to gain enjoyment in the activity (Csikszentmihayli, 1990). The rate of learning is fast, 
yet at times players seem to forget small segments of the material, only to be reminded of 
these details by the directors. Even though the music is memorized and not written down, 
the directors function as the organizers of the group’s memory. The players have the 
responsibility to improve through their effort and practice, but the directors constantly 
reinforce their learning. It is difficult to fall out of synchronization when the directors are 
constantly reinforcing, correcting, and adjusting your play. 
 The format of the education within the workshop is extremely different from that 
of the samba schools. The samba schools educate people within the musical community. 
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People, who have been exposed to the music organically, in many cases from a young 
age, inherit their place within the ensemble. Interviews with many of the participants 
revealed that they had older family members, or close community associates, that were 
involved with the samba school and that their involvement was a natural progression. The 
workshop format packaged samba differently. It was an educational format that presumed 
no prior knowledge of the participants. The tone was lighter and based on each 
participant learning as much as possible. Within the samba schools, although 
participatory in nature, those that do not show the necessary skills to participate, or 
contribute to the group are eventually left behind, lose interest, or discontinue their 
involvement with the baterias. Those that attend the workshop cannot be discarded. They 
are paying customers. 
 The workshop format is much closer in model and structure to samba at the 
Harlem Academy, and to samba in many community bands outside of Brazil. If those that 
choose to join are to be taught, accommodations and adaptations must be made. Within 
the workshop, rhythms are reduced to training patterns that allow the group to play 
together even though most have not learned the full patterns for each of the instruments. 
Skeletal outlines of the rhythm allow all members to enter the structure of the samba and 
to arrive at mastery on their own time. Within the Harlem Academy, this is the structure 
of teaching, in place long before my observations of workshops in Santa Marta. It is the 
logical method for teaching people who have not had prior access to samba communities, 
whether high school students in New York City or middle class professionals from 
outside of a samba-filled community such as Santa Marta. 
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 Within the Harlem Academy, rhythms are dissected and presented in much the 
same way. In beginning classes, much of the teaching is done through heavy verbal 
explanation, necessary to construct the base of knowledge needed to play. Within the 
advanced course, where a small-scale community similar to that of the samba school has 
been created, new students enter a pre-existing ensemble. Learning within this format 
allows for the new student to explore the rhythm at their own pace, use training patterns 
to enter, imitate those around them who are more experienced, and adapt to the group’s 
norms and behaviors that are already established. The beginning course, as in the 
workshop in Santa Marta, this structure is not established. Learning within the workshop 
format, teaching is not conducted in a participatory manner; the music’s elements are 
formalized, sequenced, and packaged through lesson plans both in Brazil and within 
beginning courses at the Harlem Academy. 
Participatory Music in the Samba School 
 Samba school baterias are not fully participatory. Their main function is to give a 
performance where the audience is not allowed to fully participate, although they may 
sing, clap, dance, and perform other actions that would still fit the definition of 
participatory music. Turino’s definition of presentational music states that the maximum 
inclusivity is one of the main characteristics of music within participatory music cultures. 
The samba schools have multiple entry points for members of different skill levels and 
interests. People can participate in the method that they are able. Their motivation to 
participate can be explained with the use of McMillan and Chavis’ framework for the 
sense of community. Participating in a meaningful way, meaningful as defined by their 
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abilities, relates to the bi-directional influence between the group and the individual 
member. The group has control over the members’ behaviors, influencing them to 
conform to others to achieve membership. Each member is able to find their person-
environment fit, by finding the role within the samba school that is correct for them. 
Some enter the bateria. Others enter into logistics, art, costume fabrication, or physical 
tasks. Many are just members who attend the rehearsals, learn to sing the samba, and join 
a costumed wing of the school to parade in the Sambódromo. Although they may vary in 
importance, each of these roles is essential to the health of the school. 
 The samba schools are performance ensembles with set rules for entry. Like other 
large performing ensembles, members are expected to attend rehearsals, meet minimum 
performance standards, and know the group’s repertoire. Similar to situations within the 
orchestra and concert band models, in many of the competitive baterias in the special 
group, members are given performance tests to maintain their status and to determine 
their place within the hierarchy of their instrument section. It is difficult to gain entry into 
these baterias because as the highest level of performance ensemble within this form of 
music, demand for entry is high. There is always another player waiting for their turn to 
become a member of a top bateria. 
Since we can find evidence to support both sides of the participatory and 
presentational spectrum in regards to the modern samba school, I will suggest that the 
samba school bateria itself is somewhere in between. The fact the samba school can blur 
these lines speaks to how the schools are a formalization of the participatory structure of 
the larger samba music form. The community’s samba played outside of the schools, to 
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be described at length later in this chapter, relies on the players’ participation at a smaller 
scale in casual community music making events, where the music is less structured and 
the artist-audience distinction is less clear. The formalization of the previously informal 
structure of samba learning is a result of structural changes forged by the magnitude of 
the carnival performance. Yet the formalized and commercialized parade in the 
Sambódromo retains its participatory nature due to its need for maximum inclusion, to 
allow the groups to grow to the size needed for these types of performances. It is the 
presentational expression of a community whose music is highly participatory. 
 It is important at this time to consider the differences between the nature of samba 
music as used in Brazilian samba schools and its manifestation outside of Brazil, in the 
many samba ensembles that exist throughout world as community bands.  The samba 
school form in these locations distant from the music’s native communities is less 
dependent on its strict presentational form as seen in Rio de Janeiro.  It has retained its 
participatory nature, which allows it to include and fit together as many people as are 
willing and able. 
 Samba is presentational for those approaching from the participatory 
mindset.  Those, like many Brazilians, may view the samba school as the exclusive 
domain for those with appropriate levels of skill to be members, bound by the exclusivity 
that their skill level affords them. For many in Rio de Janeiro, the idea of performing 
within a bateria of a samba school in the top division is an impossible dream.  They will 
remain off the bateria balconies, choosing to sing, clap and drink beer with their friends 
during rehearsals, and will purchase costumes to parade as members of their samba 
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school. They are part of the participatory performance. Although they are not part of the 
bateria, they have found their level and form of participation. 
 For non-participatory cultures, many of which have embraced samba as a valuable 
form of community music, samba is highly participatory—a place where people without 
the formal musical training that is required of ‘musicians’ in presentational situations can 
enter and contribute musically. On many occasions, I have witnessed foreigners with the 
necessary ability to play samba arriving in great numbers to Rio de Janeiro quadras 
knowing that they can enter the baterias.  This occurrence is so common that many in the 
baterias joke about having “gringo fatigue.”  They themselves do not quite understand 
why it is so normal for “gringos" to participate among them, while for the foreigners, 
their desire to enter a top level ensemble is realized, a situation that may never have been 
possible in their home country or native form of music. I immediately and subconsciously 
sensed the participatory nature of the music when I first encountered samba in the quadra 
of Vila Isabel on my early trip to Rio de Janeiro. I immediately thought that I could 
recreate the music in my work situation in a public school. I have often considered why I 
felt that I could jump into this form of music and begin to teach it. Through my travels of 
the world in the years preceding and after this event, I have rarely felt so confident that I 
could learn a foreign musical skill. 
 The presentation/participatory spectrum is not common across all samba schools 
equally. The size, prestige, and location of the samba school can have a great effect on 
the demand from the samba school to find new members and the demand of the city’s 
samba players to gain entry to that specific bateria.  In my experience, the smaller and 
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more obscure the school, the more willing the mestre is to allow me to participate in 
rehearsals or even the carnival parade itself. I had a casual conversation in Santa Marta 
with a fellow visitor, John, a British samba player I had met a year earlier in London. 
I prefer to play in the group B baterias. In the Special Group baterias, someone is 
always looking at you with a face that says, “you will not take my place in the 
carnival,” while the group B players welcome you with open arms telling you that 
you are “at home.” (John, personal communication, November 16, 2014) 
John had found a musical home in Santa Marta. He was a foreigner planning to parade 
with the group in their carnival parade and was welcomed by the samba community in 
Santa Marta to join in. He recognized that although the skill level of the group was not as 
high as in other larger samba schools, this group provided him a greater chance of entry. I 
have twice paraded with small schools, in full costume with instrument without ever 
rehearsing with that samba school.  This would be unheard of in the larger more well 
known baterias. To enter these groups, especially as an unproven foreigner, I would have 
to submit to months of practices to learn the material and to prove that I was able to play 
at a high enough level.  This is a product of demand, both on the part of the samba school 
in need of fostering inclusivity to bolster the numbers for the final performance and on 
the part of the greater number of people trying to gain entry to the famous baterias. The 
overall samba community of the city has a place for people of all skill levels to 
participate, organized by skill level. Each level is open to those who can prove their 
membership through their skills. It could be argued that this is true in all forms of music. 
However, the participatory nature of samba playing and learning in this city is evidence 
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of the relative openness of the samba schools. It would be easy to consider the higher 
level groups as exclusive; however, they too foster opportunities to rehearse and improve 
skills, even if at first one is not invited to play in the parade. This underscores how people 
learn to play samba in this city. They learn alongside those of higher skill. The Western 
model of separate groups based on skill level is not always present. Inferior players are 
invited to join in with those of superior skill within rehearsals to gain what they can, to 
accumulate skill for future participation. 
 Participatory music is a sliding scale dependent on non-musical factors, including 
the supply and demand of capable players. The impersonal nature of musical 
performance increases as the size of the event grows. As stated by Small (1998), “in 
large-scale public musicking in the modern West, the audience comes together mainly as 
strangers, even if they do not always stay that way” (p. 196). This is entirely true within 
the world of samba in Rio de Janeiro. The smaller the event, bateria, or samba school is, 
the more participatory its structure becomes. The pagode group on the morro, the 
smallest-scale event observed, is found to have no clear boundaries between audience and 
musician. The smaller samba school in Santa Marta was open to new members joining 
the bateria, while the larger samba school of São Clemente was a more closed circuit of 
players where familiarity and trust could gain one’s entry to the bateria. Finally, the 
performance in the Sambódromo, is completely presentational. It is a closed event, 
mainly for those with the financial means to attend as audience and performed by those 
who had made the personal investment of rehearsal time to play in the bateria. Through 
all of these levels, the samba musicians of Santa Marta mediate transitions between 
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groups and different levels of inclusivity with varying degrees of welcoming behavior, 
standardizations, and symbols of membership. The sheer number and scale of the carnival 
of Rio de Janeiro, with baterias required for all the samba schools and blocos in an 
enormous number of parades, both formal and informal, mandates that samba 
participation, at least in some way, be maintained as a participatory music form. The 
participatory nature of the music serves as a means to include, as well as a means to 
attract, participants. 
The “World of Samba” 
 Throughout this study, both in private conversations and in the cited research, 
references were made to the “world of samba.” This term was used frequently to describe 
the larger community of samba players that extends between the different samba 
communities. Léopoldi (1978) described the “world of samba” as the "common 
expression that circumscribes a set of social and cultural manifestations that emerge in 
contexts where samba prevails as a form of musical, rhythmic and choreographic 
expression” (p. 61). The world of samba has its own set of shared behaviors. Although 
there are small-scale variations between different communities, all fall into the same 
generalities that allow them to remain part of the whole. The already described 
circulation of players between samba schools and communities strengthens the world of 
samba. This exchange of players serves to cross-pollinate the sub-groups within the 
world of samba, helping the whole achieve a significant level of synchrony. 
 It is important to consider what has bound the community of samba players within 
Santa Marta to the larger invisible structure of the much larger samba world outside of it. 
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Pavão (2005) offered that competition has been the engine of community formation for 
the world of samba. 
In our view, the institutionalization of the competition was key to the samba 
world's consolidation. The dispute also explains, in part, the ability of this 
universe to co-opt new social groups and constantly upgrade their traditional 
values, since the presentation of innovation is part of the very essence of the 
parade. The samba schools have demonstrated, throughout their history, the 
enviable ability to adapt to changing times. It is the need to ‘always seek the best,’ 
imposed by disputes driven by constant cultural interaction with the wider society. 
This means that today the world of samba is composed, as we shall see, by 
individuals from different social classes, backgrounds and training, which 
nonetheless share these common values. (p. 30) 
The combined presentation of all schools at the parade serves as a place to present new 
ideas, which will either be accepted or rejected by the group as a whole. Famously in 
1997, the Viradouro samba school introduced a break based on the funk rhythms gaining 
popularity in the favelas, a clear departure from the samba rhythm (Santo, 2012). The 
innovation would spread to other samba schools, many of which routinely perform breaks 
that are funk in nature. The behaviors of one school are adopted by the others, becoming 
common shared behaviors among all schools within the world of samba. Zagal and 
Bruckman (2005) discussed the influence of the audience’s understanding on the 
trajectory of development within the samba schools: 
To be successful with the public and accepted immediately by other samba 
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schools, the innovation must be compatible with some sort of precedent. There is 
some basic structure or elementary matrix of meaning, without which the parade 
is no longer a parade. The existence of a cyclical event forces the schools to 
evolve for their own sake, yet they must do so in a controlled manner that is 
harmonious with their surrounding culture. The schools have to create something 
new, but not so ‘new’ that it won’t be accepted or understood by its audience. (p. 
24) 
 In fact, it is the joint calendar of events that leads to the consolidation of practices 
and connection to the wider world of samba outside of the given community. The 
individual samba communities are all locked into similar schedules of preparation, 
simultaneously working on similar activities. Each individual feels connected not only to 
other members within their own school but to members of other schools in even more 
distant communities due to the knowledge that they are engaged in a shared activity with 
similar goals, outcomes, and behaviors. Pavão (2005) highlighted the importance of the 
end event: 
The height of the interaction between the samba schools is certainly the big 
parade in the Sambódromo. The common calendar of the group guides the work 
activities for each day. They are the annual disputes in which the world of samba, 
in the domestic sphere, confronts their own identities. Externally, its values are 
displayed for society, achieving prominence in the major media. (p. 32) 
The parade in the Sambódromo displays the activities of the school. The outside world is 
given a chance to witness and appreciate the work of each school, valorizing the activity. 
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The act of presenting for the wider audience, whether in the Sambódromo or on 
television, is an important motivating factor for members, as they know they will be 
compared at this event. It is in everyone’s best interest to perform well. The shared goals 
of all involved are important for the formation of the sense of community, both at the 
local level and at the macro level within the “world of samba” (McMillan & Chavis, 
1986). 
 The “world of samba” extends to samba ensembles outside of Brazil, including at 
the Harlem Academy. Rhythmic material created in Rio de Janeiro is exported through 
forms of media or through culture bearers to baterias around the world. The repertoire of 
samba ensembles in various countries is extremely similar, all without the widespread use 
of music notation. Although the contexts of these ensembles differ from the samba 
schools in Brazil, many of the behaviors have been adopted across cultural landscapes. A 
noticeable sense of community exists among samba players outside of Brazil. Many of 
whom communicate and organize across state and national boundaries. 
 Samba players often look for local groups to join when traveling to other cities, 
serving as culture bearers to the visited group. The cultural bearer within traditional 
musics transports and presents “authentic” experiences (Anderson & Campbell, 2010). 
Within the “world of samba,” the culture bearer is of extreme importance. Whether in the 
form of organized workshops of masters from various countries or as drop-in visits of 
casual players passing through, there is a cross-pollination of players across samba 
groups outside of Brazil. This consolidation of information between groups is important 
to the formation of shared behaviors. Within the educational structure of samba at the 
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Harlem Academy, international visitors are frequent and form an important part of the 
educational practice. Guest instructors and visitors from Germany, Hong Kong, Brazil, 
England, Canada, and other samba ensembles in the northeastern United States have all 
had a significant impact on the quality of the samba program. The frequency of these 
visitors is primarily due to the nature of samba as an oral music form, where each person 
has a voice and a possible contribution. Each is a keeper of a fragment of information. It 
is often seen by those in the wider world of samba that the mixing of information 
between groups disconnected from the source in Brazil has part of the key for all foreign 
samba ensemble to improve together. In addition, I have visited samba ensembles in the 
United Kingdom, Japan, Cape Verde, and throughout the United States, each time 
bringing elements of the samba as played at the Harlem Academy and learning the 
practices of these ensemble in an exchange of ideas that is beneficial for all. 
 The participatory nature of samba drumming informs players that they will be 
able to participate within unfamiliar ensembles because they are already well versed in 
the common rhythmic language and the shared behaviors among all samba groups. These 
shared behaviors, shared skills, and competence within the activity grant the individual 
samba player membership within the wider world of samba, creating the sense of 
community that runs throughout samba ensembles in distant locations. 
 Jeferson spoke about the importance of the wider community in the world of 
samba: 
In our music, there is the “world of samba.” Between all the ritmistas, everyone 
knows each other.  And like in any community, one helps the other.  Salgueiro, 
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has four or five mestres parading, all the while talking and helping the other 
ritmistas.  Each one helps the other.  There is no purpose in São Clemente and 
Salgueiro not helping each other.  The two communities are integrated into each 
other, and into the larger community.  One helps the other to improve the overall 
community. (Jeferson, personal communication, November 14, 2014) 
 There is the small-scale samba community of Santa Marta and its relationship to 
the larger samba community of Rio de Janeiro. Learning is taking place through this 
cross-pollination. The parallels between the function of the community in Rio de Janeiro, 
particularly as felt by those who live in the favela of Santa Marta where “each one helps 
the other” are echoed in the thoughts of the students in New York City, who strive to help 
each other learn. Playing music within the oral tradition is dependent on one’s 
interactions with others. 
 The behaviors of the sambistas in Rio de Janeiro are in many ways replicated in 
other places. The larger worldwide samba community is driven by Rio de Janeiro but 
largely ignored by it. The players in Rio de Janeiro and beyond are part of a multi-tiered 
system of oral learning, built on the sense of community and driven by its constructs. 
Community action is central to this learning and an inescapable part of its educational 
model. From the small-scale classroom or favela to the wider world of the “world of 
samba,” behaviors are codified and realigned to create a system of membership, shared 
behavior, and shared interests. The educational model of each community conforms to 
that of the wider world of samba, through the transfer of learned behaviors and logical 
outcomes imbedded in the music form. The transfer and cross-pollination of teachers and 
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learners across different groups within the world of samba brings with it a set of 
behaviors that have become common among samba groups in various locations. The oral 
tradition is evident within the world of samba and its education model. Through 
fieldwork in Rio de Janeiro, and from numerous visits to samba schools in Europe, North 
America, Asia, and Africa, I never observed samba teaching and learning carried out in 
an alternate manner. Each site, with some minor variations caused by skill and experience 
level of the students, both with samba and with percussion learning in general, was 
carried out the same way. 
The Sense of Community in Music Participation 
 McMillan and Chavis’ (1986) theoretical framework for the sense of community 
has four main elements: membership, influence, integration and fulfillment of needs, and 
shared emotional connection. Each of these elements describes the motivating factors for 
community membership, applicable to music participation and education. Within the 
community of Santa Marta and the samba program at the New York School, these 
elements can be seen at work, helping to create an environment for learning, directing the 
educational model, and determining the form of the final product. 
 Membership is tied to the individual’s sense of belonging to a group, delineating 
who is, and who is not, a member of a community. This is directly tied to the formation 
of identity. The player, through the learning of a new skill, participation in an activity, 
and the joining of a new community, shapes their identity. Frank, a Harlem Academy 
player, often states the importance of playing samba to the formation of his identity. 
“Samba is life. Its who I am. Playing samba was the most important thing I did in high 
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school. My friends play samba. We are a group. It’s what we do” (Frank, personal 
communication, February 19, 2015). 
 Frank, a physically large and imposing student of Caribbean descent and member 
of numerous athletic organizations in and out of school, felt a particular bond with his 
fellow samba band members. After graduation, Frank continued playing samba with a 
local community band. Both during his time as a student at the Harlem Academy and on 
his frequent visits as an alumnus, he entered the rehearsal space by yelling “Samba 
music!” to the other players. He has even taken to using the term samba music as a 
personal expression to mean all things positive. Frank’s identity has been formed by his 
membership, his abilities, and through their shared interest in the activity. This shared 
behavior is the conduit of the members’ interactions. 
 In communities of shared interests, boundaries can be constructed by a common 
symbol system such as language, dress, ritual, or other learned behaviors that 
demonstrate membership. The ability to play samba is the common symbol system within 
both communities. To be a member, one must have achieved a certain level of 
competence. The execution of certain community musical characteristics, such as the 
proper swing to the rhythm, can identify one as a local. Outsiders are often identified by 
their play. During fieldwork, my ability to join the community was directly tied to my 
ability. In the earlier periods, my play was often scrutinized by players who could 
immediately identify by my sound that I was an outsider. I was met with glaring looks 
and helpful assistance on ways to improve my play. As my ability increased, and more 
important, my musical assimilation into the community progressed, I was able to play 
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like other members in the bateria. I would now go unnoticed within the group and my 
comfort level would increase as I now felt a sense of belonging within the community. As 
players at the Harlem Academy join the samba ensemble, they have similar experiences 
of separation between themselves and the group in their earlier stages and a sense of 
belonging as they obtain the skills necessary to be a full member and contributor. 
 The members’ play is changed by those around them as they assimilate, 
approximating their sound of others. Assimilation occurs when members seek to satisfy 
the need for the sense of belonging (McMillan & Chavis, 1986). Eric described his first 
few months playing samba in Harlem: 
I could always hear myself playing in the beginning. My hits weren't lined up 
with everybody else. I always sounded different. Now, I feel like my sound blends 
in. I don’t stick out. Now I feel like I am locked in with everybody else. (Eric, 
personal communication, December 3, 2014) 
Eric felt like he was a part of the experience, and it was a satisfying feeling for him. 
Within participatory music, this is essential to the learning process: one finds others who 
are able and attempts to join in similar fashion. Success is judged by how well the person 
has assimilated to the group’s norms and how much they have blended in. Although 
working on patterns alone is helpful for obtaining the coordination necessary to execute 
some rhythms, learning in participatory contexts is only possible in groups, as it is not 
possible to simulate these feelings of synchronism and togetherness as an individual 
practicing separately. The essential ingredient for learning is the group. Rhythmic norms 
are established and, over time, change what is played by the individual. The swing of the 
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rhythm is particularly subject to the influence of others. Players in Brazil naturally gain 
the samba swing through repeated listening to and playing with experienced players. 
Within the Harlem Academy, where swing is a concept not already present, little is 
accomplished by explaining how to execute the swing. More success is had by 
demonstrating and surrounding new players with those who are able to swing the rhythm. 
Subconsciously, the new player will receive this influence and begin to play with the 
proper feel. 
 The player also has influence over the group. Each player contributes to the sound 
of the ensemble; each makes an individual contribution. Members constantly carry the 
understanding that their good play contributes to the group’s success. 
We have some good days and some ‘ok’ days. I can’t really explain why some 
days were good. Sometimes, we would get going and everybody had that energy 
and was feeling good. The rhythm would be tight. You felt like you had to rise up 
to that level or everyone would be mad at you for messing it up. Other days it just 
didn’t have it. (Richard, personal communication, August 28, 2014) 
As they rehearse and perform, each member carries this responsibility. They have to 
match the effort of their classmates. Samba, based on aural communication and not 
notation, is rooted in the negotiation of time, energy, and effort of all involved. Richard 
described how this negotiation can at times be more successful than other times. The 
influence of the perceived effort he received from his classmates was returned by his own 
equal effort. This negotiation constantly occurred during rehearsals. He returned the 
effort out of fear that not doing his part to match the behaviors of others would cause him 
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to ruin the experience for everyone. The bi-directionality of influence insures that 
behaviors are uniform, insuring group norms, validating membership, and increasing 
emotional safety. Players within the bateria, as in other types of music ensembles, begin 
to play and act like each other. 
 The importance of influence is present in the composition process. The 
parradinhas (breaks) performed by the bateria in their accompaniment of the samba are 
often created from among the regular membership. Any member can create a break to be 
performed on the avenue by the main samba school. Often in conversations with 
members of the youth bateria, and their directors, I was told and reminded of the 
authorship of the popular breaks. The youth group generated much of this material.  They 
are not only some of the more skilled players, they are the composers of some of the 
more complex rhythms being executed on the morro, including some of the breaks being 
played in the Sambódromo by São Clemente. With great pride in his voice, Tião 
described the role of his son, and the youth of the community in general, in creating 
content for the parades: 
My son was the creator of one of the bossas you heard tonight. He practices for 
long hours in the house creating these rhythms. The younger generation is capable 
of more creativity than the older.  They are the ones who are going to develop 
new things and make this music more interesting. (Tião, personal communication, 
August 2, 2014) 
Each member of the youth ensemble knew that if they were to create a new break, it 
would be received and considered by the leadership of the samba community. The open 
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submission process leads all to believe that they have a role in the final product and a 
chance to have their ideas heard by other members and by the audience. This inspires 
many to continue their pursuit of creativity. For the community, the constant flow of new 
information from multiple sources eliminates complacency and promotes creativity. 
 In all of the learning situations observed in Santa Marta, and those replicated at 
the Harlem Academy, learning primarily takes place within group contexts. Members are 
afforded the emotional safety through their participation in a group activity. With each 
instrument being played by large numbers of people, individual members are always one 
of many players executing a rhythm. Larger numbers of players provide more safety for 
individuals. Mistakes do not, in most cases, disrupt the play of the entire group. 
Replication of the individual parts ensures that the bateria remains stable. At the Harlem 
Academy, larger class size typically leads to greater success among beginners due to the 
individuals’ mistakes not disrupting the play of the whole group. Emotional safety, the 
freedom to make mistakes, fosters inclusivity and group learning. 
 Tomás is a member of both the samba ensemble and choir at the Harlem 
Academy. He is talented singer with many years of experience singing in church and 
community choirs, as well as a top student academically. He is a student more concerned 
with perfection on class assignments that most students his age. His strong work ethic 
and ambitious nature led to his acceptance to a top-level university in the New York area. 
Tomás appreciates the freedom that playing samba affords him in comparison to his other 
musical activities. He speaks often of samba being a place where his mind can relax 
because he doesn’t have to think while he plays. This freedom is created by the safety 
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from fear of making mistakes the music allows. He described the differences between 
singing and playing samba: 
I sing in the vocal ensemble [school choir]. When you make a mistake there, like 
being out of tune, everybody knows it was you. Here, if you make a mistake, 
nobody notices. They just keep playing. They are too busy doing their own thing. 
(Tomás, personal communication, September 9, 2014) 
William echoed these feelings of freedom and comfort with making mistakes: “I have 
made huge mistakes during rehearsals and shows, and you [the teacher] didn’t even 
notice. We just kept going and it was no big deal” (William, personal communication, 
October 2, 2014). The security that both students feel is rooted in their perception that 
their individual sound is not heard within that of the total group. This represents the 
feelings that samba players have of being one of many and that there is safety in 
numbers. 
 The surdo, a less participatory instrument, requires a higher level of accuracy for 
the group to function. Frank, a surdo player, had a different experience with making 
mistakes within the group. 
Sometimes I play too loud or too fast. I feel like everybody is always looking at 
me, and yelling at me. Everybody just turns around when I hit my drum. 
Sometimes, I get upset with everybody, but I just keep playing. Then when I do 
get it right, its like nobody notices. They only notice when it’s off. (Frank, 
personal communication, February 19, 2015) 
Frank’s experiences are more in line with Tomás’ choir experience in that everyone 
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immediately identifies mistakes and the group’s sound is diminished. The role of the 
surdo within the rhythm creates a reduced level of emotional safety for its players. 
 Membership is strengthened through the search for emotional safety, or the belief 
that other members will accept a person’s actions. When this need is not met, people will 
seek emotional safety elsewhere, reducing membership. Emotional safety is also provided 
by the rhythm’s ability to provide multiple access points depending on the player’s skill 
level. Within the Harlem Academy and the workshops given for outsiders in Santa Marta, 
new players are able to play reduced patterns until they achieve mastery. Jeferson 
described the altered patterns given to his workshop tamborim players: 
We teach them to play the accents without the carreteiro [turning pattern] first. 
We don’t do that in the samba school. Nobody plays this way there. But it’s a way 
to get them started. To have them play with the group. Later they learn the 
carreteiro. (Jeferson, personal communication, November 14, 2014) 
Players in the workshop learn the turning pattern outside of the full group rehearsal. They 
are free to introduce the more difficult pattern at their own pace, never being pressured to 
rush their progress. Some will never perfect the pattern. Similar to the Santa Marta 
workshop, tamborim players at the Harlem Academy are also free to progress from the 
non-turning to turning patterns at their own pace. “I was the last one in the group to learn 
how to do the turn. Everybody else could do it. I was the only one at rehearsal not 
turning. I got it though” (Sally, personal communication, December 2, 2014). 
 Caixa players have similar difficulties in playing the complete pattern with both 
hands. Often beginners are told to play only the right hand accents so that they can join 
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the full group, at full speed. Eric, a Harlem caixa player, spent months trying to catch up 
on his new instrument. 
I played with just my right hand for like three months! I couldn’t get it, but I kept 
coming. I played everyday. Eventually my left hand caught up. Now, I am 
working on being able to play with all the variations. (Eric, personal 
communication, December 3, 2014) 
Providing a reduced pattern allows the players to enter the group at skill levels low 
enough to allow for immediate success at an appropriate ability level. They are 
immediately able to join more advanced players. Although mastering each of the 
instruments is quite difficult, the entry point for samba is relatively low. The emotional 
safety provided by this low entry point is one of samba’s key features of inclusivity. 
 Effective communities fit people together, matching the needs of the individual 
with the needs of the community. It is within this structure that participatory music 
functions. Inserting the individual into the collective is dependent on that member finding 
adequate ways to contribute to the group’s success. Each participant finds his/her best 
mode of participation, the best way of contributing to the sound and experience of the 
musical community. 
 Amanda, a student at the Harlem Academy, struggled early on in her time in the 
beginning course. She often skipped classes, staying in the hallway to socialize with other 
low-performing students. She would later become an extremely important member when 
she found the right role for her participation. 
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Singing is the most important thing to me, once I found that singing could be part 
of samba, I wanted to be here all the time. Don’t get me wrong, I love playing the 
drums now, and can play the drums pretty good, but I am a singer. (Amanda, 
personal communication, August 29, 2014) 
Amanda had found her fit within the group. The music form accommodated her greatest 
skills and she was able to find a place where her skills best contributed to the group’s 
success. Eric had an opposing path to membership. A midlevel member of the school’s 
choir, he would find that his newfound skill on the drums could bring him a higher status 
within the school’s samba band. 
I didn’t know that I would be good at playing samba. I liked music and singing, 
but here I found that I could be important. I am a much better drummer than 
singer. Samba gave me a place to show what I could do. (Eric, personal 
communication, December 3, 2014) 
Eric would find his social place within the school, finding a space to contribute at a high 
level and a place to demonstrate his value as a student at the school. Within the school’s 
choir, he was a functional member, but not at the level of importance that he would later 
find in the samba band. Elaine found that switching instruments allowed her to find her 
fit within the group. 
I started out as a caixa player. I picked it because I wanted to play the snare drum. 
But then I started playing the tamborim because my friends were in the front row. 
We could stand together and have fun during rehearsals, and practice our parts 
together after class, since we were all hanging out in here anyway. I don’t think I 
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would have been as good a caixa player. (Elaine, personal communication, 
January 29, 2015) 
 Participatory music involves multiple modes of participation. In the Harlem 
Academy, like in the samba schools of Rio de Janeiro, members can decide where they 
best fit within the ensemble after they have chosen to become a member. In Rio de 
Janeiro, the participatory fit might mean that the person does not function as a musician, 
finding a role within the samba school that is non-musical, as there are many other jobs to 
fulfill within the parade organizations. Being able to freely switch instruments, or in 
Amanda’s case, to become the group’s singer, allows the new member to explore and 
participate in the ensemble on their own terms. This facilitates better retention of 
students, who in other circumstances may have decided to end their participation. Those 
whose fit is not found will ultimately cease participation and remove themselves from the 
community. 
 Group success is an important motivating factor for joining a community. Within 
the studied musical communities, the group’s success is a vital component for 
recruitment and retention, as well as a motivating factor for daily practice and 
improvement. Past successes of the group help to clarify the goals of the community. The 
successful parade in the carnival is the ultimate goal of the community of samba players 
within the community of Santa Marta. With many levels of samba schools and blocos 
present in the community, they have managed to create additional goals for the members 
to work towards, in effect assuring that they will always have some form of success. The 
carnival provides the energy needed for the community to work. It also provides direction 
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and a chronological cycle of events that all the members can fall into. The cycle is 
important because it provides short-term goals and tasks and provides a road map for 
participation (Prass, 2004). For the students in the New York site, the goal is school 
performances and performances outside the school. The cycle of preparation is 
normalized by the natural progression of the school year itself. 
 In many interviews with members of the younger generation in Santa Marta, 
participants referenced events that took place in the community before they were 
members. All seemed well versed in the samba community’s successes, past sambas, and 
higher finishes in the carnival competition. Within the samba school, successful sambas 
from the past are often rehearsed, never leaving the consciousness of the group, and never 
leaving the lips of those singing in the samba school. Many sing songs from before their 
time, with great energy and pride. This has been witnessed at every major Rio samba 
school. Within the New York site, past successes are also important to the group, each 
knowing the major events in which the group has performed in the past. The past 
performances allow each member to know that they are in a group that is important and 
that their involvement is important. It also inspires their own practice because they know 
that it is possible that they too could have similar success. In both sites, members identify 
with the accomplishments of the group, past or present. José, only fourteen years old and 
playing samba for less than four years, noted the importance of tradition within his 
school. 
The history of the [samba] school is important to me. We need this history. We 
need to play those songs and know those parades. Its who we are as a school. In 
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the bateria, we know how to play all of the songs. They are important and they are 
what the people want to hear at the rehearsals. It is the same at every samba 
school. (José, personal communication, November 17, 2014) 
Emilson offered that continuously performing older material keeps people connected: 
We often play the sambas of 2004, 2007, and some even older. I started playing in 
2010. So a lot of things we play are from before I started, but they are normal for 
me to play. It’s always the same songs, even in the samba de roda [pagode], most 
of those songs are old, but everybody knows them. Everybody sings them 
together. (Emilson, personal communication, August 14, 2014) 
Everyone knows the older songs. The older generation, who were present when the songs 
were current, and the new generation, who had heard these songs since their first days in 
the quadra, are connected through the use of common material. It binds the generations 
together, allows all to participate equally, maintains traditions, and provides opportunities 
for all to share in the past successes of the group. 
 For some individual members of the group at the Harlem Academy, the past 
successes of the group were motivating factors for participation. 
I saw the pictures of the school trips to Brazil, and performances in the city. I 
wanted to be a part of that (Alice, personal communication, December 2, 2014). 
I heard the upperclassmen in the group bragging about some of the shows that 
they did. It made me want to play too. They loved playing samba. I didn’t really 
know what it was, but I thought that I might like it too. (Frank, personal 
communication, February 19, 2015) 
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At first, I did not think it was cool. I didn’t really want to be part of it. But, the 
group had done a lot of big things. And then I got to do a big show. It felt good to 
accomplish what they had accomplished. (Miranda, personal communication, 
August 20, 2014) 
I didn’t get into samba until I realized that I was good at it and that the group was 
going to do big things. I saw that I would be able to play big shows and I just 
wanted to perform. (Amanda, personal communication, August 29, 2014) 
These students saw in the past success of the group the possibility of their own future 
success. The need to be successful, to be part of a group, and to be with others with the 
similar goals, attracted these students to playing samba. Although they may not have 
been initially attracted to samba drumming, the competence of the others in the group and 
the sense of community that music practice generates were deciding motivating factors 
for their participation. 
 Members make a personal investment of time and physical effort in rehearsals. 
Time on task learning, rehearsing and organizing the samba school’s activities creates 
attachment between the group members. Students at the Harlem Academy report that as 
they prepare to perform as a group, there is an increase in their desire to spend time 
together. This desire increases as they dedicate an increasing amount of time to the 
activity. 
We rehearse everyday. We play all the time. I have made friends with these guys 
because we are always together. I want to be here, fixing drums, talking, playing 
[drums] in the instrument closet; we are all trying to make the group better. It’s 
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who we are. I mean its tough sometimes. Some days, you don’t feel like it. But 
you don’t want to disappoint everyone else by sitting out. So you play. It’s about 
the group. (Frank, personal communication, February 19, 2015) 
 Within the Harlem Academy, players who have made it into the advanced group 
want to spend time with the other students who are like them. They value the competence 
of those around them, and several have reported that this is a determining factor for the 
formation of friendships within the group. Participants most often socialize with other 
group members. Many were friends prior to joining and may have joined to spend more 
time with their friends already in the group. However, many became friends after joining 
the ensemble. 
I have made more friends in samba than any other club in the building. We have a 
lot in common, and can play music together, which is fun. I can’t play music with 
my other friends. (Amanda, personal communication, August 29, 2014) 
Me and my friends all play the caixa. That way we can stand in the same line and 
have fun during the rehearsal. I think we all play the same. Nobody is better or 
worse. I like that. (William, personal communication, October 2, 2014) 
We spend every day together. Every day at lunch, everybody comes to the 
auditorium. Sometimes we practice, play cards, play the piano. Everybody that 
comes is in the group…so its what we do. I think other people think the 
auditorium is just for us. (Richard, personal communication, August 28, 2014) 
These sentiments are not unique to the Harlem Academy or to participatory music. It 
would be expected to hear similar responses from students in other types of school music 
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ensembles or other clubs or sports found in schools where students spend extended 
periods of time together. However, the aural skills needed to play samba, focusing on the 
timing and swing of other players, puts the player in the role of listener. The constant 
negotiation of the sound space between players, free of the third-person notated music, 
forces the interaction between the participants to take a more conversational form. The 
students, particularly in moments of self-directed play outside of class time, have learned 
the vocabulary and modes of interaction of this musical conversation, which in turn has 
strengthened their non-musical modes of communication. The members’ social 
interactions are reinforced by their musical interactions. 
 Returning to the common symbol system, members have developed a shared 
musical language with their peers. They desire, on a regular basis, to meet with each 
other to use these skills. Seldom do students socialize in non-musical ways while in the 
music room. When access to the instruments is available, their time spent together most 
often returns to drumming. It is how they have spent quality time with each other 
communicating. Often, without a prompt from the teacher, players return to their musical 
interaction, the basic symbol of this community. Playing familiar material from 
rehearsals, while an effort to improve one’s skills, is also an effort to relive the moments 
in which the person felt the most connected to others. 
 In Brazil, preparations for the carnival last approximately ten months, with the 
bateria rehearsing for eight of them. This contact leads to a bond between members, and a 
sense of cooperation, hierarchy of leadership, and productivity among all. Students within 
any school music ensemble spend quality time together, as well as classroom time in 
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other subjects. It has been noted that in both communities, the players tend to spend quite 
a bit of non-musical time together. In Santa Marta, players can always be found 
congregating on the main staircases or at a bar discussing sports or life events. Within the 
New York site, members who did not know each other at the time of their entry to the 
samba group became good friends and have been seen in various other social situations 
together. Their friendship has been strengthened by their shared activity, but it can also 
be said that it has been strengthened by their attendance at the same place for so many 
hours and days together. For McMillan and Chavis (1986), the quality of interaction, like 
those provided by music participation involving extended periods of time practicing and 
performing, strengthens the communal bond. 
 For members of the community in Santa Marta, samba is an important part of the 
improvement of the community as a whole, in particular after the period of pacification 
that has brought stability to the hill. Tião spoke about the connection between the Santa 
Marta’s improvements and the community’s musical improvements: 
Santa Marta is a much better place than it was in the old days. People are happier, 
its calmer. The violence is over and people have security. We have people from 
the asphalt [the city below] climbing the hill to go to parties and have workshops, 
coming here to play samba with us. Things are much better. As Santa Marta has 
gotten better, so has the samba. We spend more time thinking about how to make 
it better, how to teach, how to pass on the knowledge. It is important to us, now 
more than ever. (Tião, personal communication, August 2, 2014) 
Togetherness, community pride, as well as structural musical beliefs about samba as 
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played in Santa Marta are their stated shared values. As life in Santa Marta has improved, 
so has the quality of its music and music education offerings. As people within the 
community have felt more security, both physical and emotional, they have refocused 
their efforts toward the cultural life of the community. They have attempted to improve 
their day-to-day lives through musical activity. 
 On a walking tour of the community on my third visit to Santa Marta, Tião 
brought me to a path that leads down the reverse side of the hill from the community, to 
the middle-class neighborhood below. He recalled past days, saying, “We couldn’t have 
walked here twenty years ago without fear, there were dead bodies in these trees 
sometimes.” This was our third walking tour of the community and the first time that he 
shared his thoughts about the community’s past. Although he kept the specifics to 
himself, not wishing to share too much with an outsider, he made it clear that the Santa 
Marta that I knew was not the one that those participating in my study had grown up in. 
They had lived through something terrible and had used participation in music to get 
through it. Tião also made it clear that the focus of the musical community, which had 
once been to serve as a distraction, a part of the culture that was removed from the 
problems of life in Santa Marta, was now a true attraction. Emotional safety, the feelings 
of being in a community, being safe to express oneself and the freedom to create, was one 
of the only true forms of safety in Santa Marta’s past. 
 The increase in community events, the newfound importance to train the 
youngsters of Santa Marta to continue traditions and to continue to provide music as an 
end goal, was forcing people together; replacing the drug trafficking that had once taken 
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the time of the community’s young. Sydney reflected on how music benefited his life: 
Maybe I would have gotten into the traffic [drugs] if not for samba. Because on 
the morro, when I was young, there were a lot of bad things to get involved 
with…the drug trade, I was invited to be involved… to sell drugs. We had to find 
things to be involved with like sports or playing in the bateria. This is how I 
arrived at being a mestre. I grew up in samba, worked in samba, and now today, 
things for me are quiet. Many of my friends died, and other people got into 
difficulty, were homeless, searching for something good in their lives. (Sidney, 
personal communication, August 7, 2014) 
These words are powerful reminders of the benefits and motivation for music education 
in this community and all communities. Samba in Santa Marta is more than a leisure 
activity, and music education was vital to making this incredible community vibrant.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
 Participant-observation in Santa Marta offered a unique perspective into the inner 
workings of the community. From the perspective of a learner, I gained experiences that 
proved valuable for my understanding and interpretation of the observed practices. My 
participant observation took me through several different scenes within this musical 
community. I moved from observer, to learner, to performer in the community’s carnival 
presentations. I played casual music with adults after work and rehearsed with children 
playing samba after school. All of these scenes were welcoming to me as an outsider and 
invaluable to my learning experience. 
 By utilizing Turino’s definition for participatory music and McMillan and Chavis’ 
theoretical framework for the sense of community in the analysis and explanation of 
music education and community music making in Santa Marta, a transferable framework 
for understanding participatory music communities was achieved, including those 
occurring within school music programs. Music education practices in participatory 
communities, structured to inspire high levels of participation, produce locally 
representative musical behaviors within a physical space and function as a binding 
communal activity. The Rio de Janeiro case study provided ethnographic, musical, and 
pedagogical information that influenced and explained a teaching situation in an urban 
American school. The intervention of methods and the cessation of traditional practices 
replaced by a foreign alternative provided a view of music education based on 
participatory practices. 
This study exposed several characteristics of participatory music education: 
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• Participatory pedagogies have the goal of maximum participation. 
• Participatory characteristics are imbedded in the musical structure. 
• Performances lack the artist-audience distinction. 
• Musical information is stored in the group memory. 
• Music learning is decentralized. 
• Music participation is event centered. 
• Performance and learning situations often occur simultaneously. 
• Participatory music emphasizes the process over the product. 
Each of these characteristics contributes to the formation of the music community by 
functioning as either the result or cause of community bonding. Each is important to both 
the quality of the musical performance and the quality of the participants’ social 
experience, which are important factors for the transmission and preservation of the 
music form. 
 Participatory music forms facilitate inclusivity by providing multiple entry points. 
Learners can enter the music at a level that is suitable for their abilities and are able to 
join in through the actions of their choosing. Redundancy of parts, ensembles that are 
flexible in size, and learning situations that are adaptable to the community’s needs 
provide a learning experience that satisfies the needs of all participants who wish to enter. 
These characteristics are fostered by inclusive elements built into the music’s structure. 
The high volume of the music, which can cover individual errors; repetitive rhythmic 
patterns; multiple players on each instrument; and the rhythm’s capacity to 
simultaneously accommodate advanced rhythmic variations and basic reduced learning 
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patterns all contribute to samba’s ability to mix people of various skill levels, from 
virtuoso to beginner, in the same ensemble, making the music well suited for the urban 
classroom. Student diversity, mixed skill and experience levels, and transient student 
populations, all of which are destructive for traditional programs, are remedied and 
strengthened by participatory music. Large class size, a common barrier to the formation 
of a successful music program and a common occurrence in urban settings, is turned into 
an asset by participatory music. 
 In participatory music communities, the line between the audience and the 
performer is blurred. Everyone who attends a musical performance has the potential to 
participate on some level, with various degrees of participation made available. 
The high level of interaction improves the community bond by offering each participant 
an opportunity to have influence over the direction of the event. Participation becomes a 
process in which members learn normative behaviors to increase the quality of their 
interactions. Widespread participation leads to an increased number of people possessing 
high levels of musical skill. At participatory music events, knowledge and competence 
are common, meaning contributions to the music space can come from any number of 
participants. Inclusivity is maintained through the use of common content and behavioral 
norms that change slowly over time. As people know what to expect when they are in 
attendance, they are well positioned to musically contribute. 
 Musical information is stored within the minds and actions of the participants, 
without the use of written notation. The importance of group memory is clearly evident in 
the participants’ music education practices. Rehearsals are structured to present 
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information to a fraction of the often large ensembles. The smaller group later 
disseminates information to the entire membership. Within the structure of participatory 
music, intact ensembles do not always rehearse together. The use of the smaller group to 
teach a larger group is an efficient way of teaching large numbers of players at different 
times. 
 This system exists within the learning structure at the Harlem Academy. Learning 
is decentralized, as players who did not attend the previous rehearsals are able to grasp 
the information from the players around them. The players present at the initial rehearsals 
learn the material and later serve as quality models for the other players to follow. The 
hard work of the original group who attend the daily rehearsal is represented in the 
quality of the play of the total ensemble, even though the majority were not present at 
most rehearsals. 
 The decentralized learning structure is also represented in the musical material. 
Songs, melodies, and rhythmic material are repetitive. It is common for a person to know 
the community’s repertoire regardless of their involvement. Performances and musical 
events tend to involve music that has been previously heard with preference for music 
that is known to all, as it will involve the most people. There are set structures in which 
everybody learns, composes, and teaches. These structures are often unique to the 
community, marking all involved who know these musical characteristics as members. 
 Taking the long view, the group’s standard repertoire is stored in the group 
memory. New members join an intact group with established norms, repertoire, and 
practices. Newcomers gain membership by assimilating through the learning of the 
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group’s repertoire. Each learning community develops a localized version of the music 
form and a clear view of those responsible for their knowledge. In both sites, participants 
were able to identify the person that taught them specific musical skills or had great 
influence on their current ability as players. This oral tradition exists in miniature form at 
the Harlem Academy. Members spoke positively on both their role as learners when they 
were new to the group learning from upperclassmen and their future role as experts when 
they will return to play with the group as alumni. These feelings reflect a sense of 
ownership over the learning structure and a sense of responsibility from all to maintain it. 
 Both McMillan and Chavis’ framework and Turino’s definition of participatory 
performance emphasize the importance of event-centered activities. Events are critical to 
the success of participatory musical communities because they focus the experience of 
playing music together, providing motivation for participation and for the recruitment of 
new members. The community bond is enhanced by the setting of goals, the achievement 
of closure, and the creation of a new, shared history. Members increase their status and 
reaffirm their identity by contributing to the success of an event. 
 The importance of events can also be seen in small-scale performances, like 
weekly music jams, parties, and ceremonies where music is performed. These events 
provide a location for performance, a chance to recruit new members, and opportunities 
for quality interactions between members. Often players do not practice individually at 
home. Instead, situations of learning and practice take place within group activities. 
These learning situations often happen with an audience present. Performance and 
learning occur simultaneously. Moments of preparation are public and open for all to 
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attend and participate. 
 These moments of simultaneous preparation and performance are enjoyable for 
the player. Members value the shared time learning, improving, and performing together. 
Participation is often a form of entertainment and viewed as a factor in improving quality 
of life. Participants in both sites, while recognizing the importance of the end of year 
goals of the group, highly valued the process of music making over the product. The 
weekly general rehearsals in the quadra, the evening pagode jams, and daily classes at the 
Harlem Academy are the enjoyable acts that the community members most value. 
Implications for Practice 
 This study will have several implications for practice in music education. The 
introduction of samba to an urban school music program allowed for the exploration of 
the impact of participatory music within the context of school music. Samba provided an 
alternative path for music teaching within this environment. This study presents one 
possible way forward for music education, particularly for school settings where 
traditional large ensembles such as band, choir, and orchestra may be less successful for 
myriad reasons. 
 The samba program at the Harlem Academy demonstrates that participatory 
music can be used to solve problems such as overcrowded classrooms, transient student 
populations, and classes with mixed levels of experience. There are few examples in 
existing research of successful implementations of such programs as a full-scale 
replacement of the traditional model similar in scale to that of the Harlem Academy. It is 
my hope that this study will serve as inspiration for practitioners attempting to design 
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programs outside of the trilogy and based on foreign music forms. By taking inspiration 
from the inclusion of samba at the Harlem Academy, educators may decide to include 
new music forms that attempt to answer the specific challenges that face educators within 
each setting. The problems within the music program at the Harlem Academy prior to the 
introduction of samba constituted the set of conditions that samba challenged and 
ultimately functions within. Other situations will require different solutions. The ultimate 
success of this music program is due to the flexibility of all involved, including the 
school’s administration, to attempt to solve the issues through new methods. It is hoped 
that this study will be used as an example to advocate for such flexibility and that other 
teachers will decide to take these themes further, expanding the ideas of participatory 
music in schools to include other music forms and methods that enlarge the collection of 
available methods for music teachers in and out of urban schools. Although this study 
was framed around the need for such forms of education within urban contexts, they 
should not be viewed as being relevant only to urban settings. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
Identification of Participatory Music Forms 
 There are several implications for further research as a result of this study. 
Research that identifies participatory music forms, particularly those that would be useful 
for inclusion within school music programs, would expand the available offerings of 
participatory music for practicing educators to include in their teaching. Samba is not the 
only form of participatory music in existence. The characteristics that facilitated the 
importation of samba to the American urban music classroom are present in other forms 
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of music. These forms feature characteristics that maximize inclusivity by providing 
active music experiences for those of varying skill levels while creating accommodating 
ensembles of flexible sizes. Many of these music forms remain hidden to the majority of 
music educators at present time as there is a void of information on this first step to 
creating a participatory music setting. 
 Percussion is a content-rich area for the exploration of participatory music forms 
as it offers a low entry point for sound production, features sharable instruments, and 
structurally provides reduced rhythmic parts to basic units for the inclusion of 
newcomers. Many traditional and folkloric forms of percussion feature repetitive 
rhythmic structures, an important ingredient for participatory music. Many schools have 
included African and Latin percussion forms. Djembes, congas, and cajons can be found 
in many American schools. Programs that have introduced these instruments have tapped 
into the participatory elements of communal music making across a spectrum of activities 
that include traditional African and Latin drumming forms, informal drum circles, and 
individual and group-based improvisational activities. Not functionally part of this 
dissertation but relevant to this discussion is the inclusion of candombe, an Afro-
Uruguayan form of percussion, into the music program at the Harlem Academy.31 
Candombe has many of the same characteristics of samba, including a repetitive rhythmic 
structure, relatively simple basic patterns that lead to complex rhythmic variations and a 
flexible ensemble size. Its importation into the music scene at the Harlem Academy, 
although much smaller in scale, has functioned in similar ways as samba, with its ability 
                                                
31 Audio 5.8 available at www.danamonteiro.com/dissertation 
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to mix people of different skill levels within the same ensembles. The participatory 
characteristics of choral singing should be considered in future research. Power’s (2010) 
research, which used Turino’s (2008) frameworks for presentation and participatory 
performance, found that members of community choirs enjoyed the process of making 
music together and valued the social bond created through participatory singing. 
 More research into the effects of participatory programs on student learning, their 
logistical structures within school music programs, and most importantly, the 
participatory music forms employed by practicing music teachers in various contexts is 
needed to generate usable information for teachers hoping to implement participatory 
practices. This study has provided a template for further exploration into music 
communities with similar educational characteristics that could function as potential 
alternatives in American school music programs. Future research will prove valuable in 
identifying and bringing forward these participatory music forms and could provide the 
necessary momentum for these practices to be more widespread in American music 
education. 
Role of Inclusive Pedagogies within School Music 
 Within the music program at the Harlem Academy, the introduction of samba 
music to the curriculum solved many of the commonly found issues in urban education. 
Further research into inclusive pedagogies as a means to combat overcrowding and other 
issues within urban music education is needed. There is a lack of music education 
research focused on the specific issue of overcrowding as a direct hindrance to success of 
the music program. The inclusive pedagogies displayed in this study maximized 
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participation in both contexts and showed how large numbers of participants can be 
accommodated. Further research is needed to understand the detrimental effects of 
overcrowding within music programs and to understand the possible solutions to alleviate 
these effects. 
 Maximum inclusivity has been shown to be a worthy goal within the context of 
the Harlem Academy. Introducing more students to the music program and providing 
greater levels of access to students allowed for the success of a program where traditional 
models had failed. Inclusive pedagogies could be used to solve issues in other contexts. 
The themes of this research study are not only relevant to urban settings. Future studies in 
inclusive pedagogies and multicultural music education, in rural and suburban contexts, 
could demonstrate the benefits of various alternative methods in these settings. These 
studies could further uncover what the urban issues versus general issues are within 
music education, as it is assumed that many of the problems attributed to the urban 
context explored in this study are common across educational settings. Key to this 
understanding is the identification of similar alternative programs already in existence in 
schools. Research on successful uses of inclusive pedagogies is essential for establishing 
a foothold for participatory music within the collection of alternative practices being 
discussed within music education research at present time. 
Music Participation Rates 
 The participatory themes explored in this research will expand what is known 
about music participation in schools. Although there are numerous studies on student 
motivation (Asmus, 1986; Gumm, 2004; Harrison, Asmus, & Serpe, 1994; MacIntyre, 
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Gilian, & Burns, 2012; Miksza, 2009; Schmidt, 2005; Sichivitsa, 2003), there is a need 
for research on the correlation between participation rates and inclusive pedagogies. 
Conversely, future research should also consider how exclusivity within music programs, 
in the form of ensembles based on skill level, the high cost of instruments, and 
instrumental specialization, inhibit access to music participation. Research in this area 
would greatly expand what is known about access to participation in various music 
making activities, including school music. Research into the effects of participatory 
music on long-term music participation would aid in the understanding of the potential 
outcomes for lifelong music making for students as they continue into adulthood. These 
studies could compare long-term participation rates between those in traditional and non-
traditional programs. 
Connections with Community Music 
 This study has shown that school music can resemble community music, albeit in 
a different spatial and circumstantial context. A full-scale examination of participatory 
practices within community music settings is needed to discover the overlap between 
school music and community-based music making. This study framed participation 
around the participants’ sense of community, noting that community participation led not 
only to the educational model within these communities but also entered into the 
decisions of how events are structured, how people engage each other through music, and 
how the music itself is structured. The case explored in this study could be used to 
examine similar applications of participatory music in community music settings. Further 
research is needed to understand how participatory music influences community 
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ensemble recruitment, retention, motivation, and overall success. Of specific interest 
should be the proliferation of samba in many community ensembles around the world. 
Future research should attempt to understand why samba has become a mainstay of 
community ensembles in these otherwise detached communities. This study has 
presented several musical and social characteristics of samba that could be explored in 
other contexts. 
Teacher Education and Self-Directed Professional Development 
 This study presented one teacher’s self-directed professional development for the 
purpose of teaching and learning a new music form. This education was outside of the 
traditional teacher preparation system. There is a great need for teacher education to 
better offer instruction in multicultural education and provide future teachers the means 
to implement alternative programs. This study exemplifies this form of teacher learning 
while challenging music educators to take the understanding of the world’s numerous 
ways of music making into their own hands. Further research is needed into how teachers 
develop poly-musicality. Educators working in diverse classrooms in schools that may 
require flexibility in teaching style must develop multiple ways of teaching music to 
service their populations. Educator versatility is essential in schools where the teaching 
environment is unstable. More information is needed on the ways teachers obtain training 
outside of university music education programs. An identification of possible sources and 
detailed accounts of these alternative learning experiences could result in an increase of 
available methods that teachers can use to educate themselves to improve the offerings 
within their classrooms. 
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 Travel was central to the self-directed professional development described in this 
research. It was in a Rio de Janeiro samba school quadra that I was inspired to bring this 
music to my students. “Being there” shaped my understanding of the music and 
contextualized my teaching of the music form going forward. The inclusion of candombe 
to the music program at the Harlem Academy is a second example of the impact travel 
can have on teaching. After my initial experiences teaching Brazilian music, I decided to 
replicate my learning model with Afro-Uruguayan percussion. Through an internet 
search, I found the teaching materials of a local candombe percussionist, Daniel 
Márquez, and visited him for two days in Montevideo. After a single private lesson, I was 
sent to an outdoor rehearsal of a comparsa, the candombe parade group of the Uruguayan 
carnival. The leader of the group offered me an instrument and allowed me to play with 
the group. I spent my first day in Uruguay parading on the streets with actual candombe 
players. 
 When I returned to New York, I was able to use my new contacts in Uruguay to 
purchase a set of drums and my new knowledge of the music form to start a candombe 
ensemble at the school. Travel was the key factor in my professional development. I 
gained a first-hand understanding of the music, made the necessary contacts to implement 
a program, and was able to witness the educational methods used to teach and rehearse. 
Numerous professional development programs offer teachers, and non-teachers, 
opportunities to experience music in its home culture. Two examples are the This World 
Music program, offering immersion into Ghanaian drumming and dance, and the Umculo 
Kimberley program, bringing in-service choral teachers to South Africa. Programs such 
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as these allow educators to be immersed in a foreign culture, creating the potential for 
cross-cultural competence and poly-musicality. These opportunities are invaluable in 
shaping the interests of the educator and for the diversification of content for students. 
My music learning experiences outside of my home culture were life changing and have 
greatly altered the format and goals of my teaching career. 
Final Thoughts 
 “We are not trying to get better, we are only trying to have fun.” Sean stated this 
in his earlier years as a member of the samba band at the Harlem Academy. It was stated 
after I, the teacher, had gotten quite upset over the group’s poor behavior, scolding them 
for not focusing on the task at hand: improving skills on musical instruments. Sean was a 
member of the group with all of his closest friends. They had all taken interest in 
percussion and joined the group together, spending a great amount of time in the band 
room, improvising rap beats on Brazilian drums, and dreaming of being in a college 
marching band. Through their musical ability and their ability to have a good time while 
playing samba, they inspired others to join the group. 
 His statement infuriated me at first. I didn’t understand how we could spend so 
much time together and not try to improve our skills. I didn’t understand how I could be 
working so hard to teach them to play properly and they were just there for enjoyment. 
As time passed, the group did improve greatly, including Sean, who became one of its 
best players. Sean was primarily interested in entertainment; he was not interested in the 
tedious task of learning. His learning was a byproduct of his enjoyment of playing samba. 
From his perspective, what he got out of it was more social than educational. For Sean, it 
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was not the end goal of technical improvement that brought him to rehearsals. It was the 
enjoyment that he got out of playing. This enjoyment caused him to spend great amounts 
of time on task, and this time on task practicing led to his improvement. 
 School music, in its ordinary form in the United States, finds its measurement of 
success in relation to the product. The product, in the form of public performances, 
school concerts, festivals, and other measurable events is often how school music is 
judged. However, this is not how it is judged from the perspective of the students, who 
place their enjoyment and its related benefits as the primary reason for participation. It is 
often the process that is more important. The process, if enjoyable in itself, has the ability 
to bring people together. Sean had attempted to tell me something about my pedagogical 
perspective with his statement. He was correct in assessing that the biggest potential 
barrier to his success as a samba player was my misguided focus on the technical value of 
the rehearsal. 
 For quite a while, I would tease Sean about his statement. It was only several 
years later that I realized the importance of his words. He wanted school music to focus 
on his experience. I was approaching the ensemble from the perspective of the school 
music teacher, trying to teach samba as if it were a concert band. I was worried about the 
concert, and the approval of the school administration. The product, as measured at the 
completion of the period of time learning, was the valued commodity. Sean wasn’t 
worried about the end result. He was concerned about the present, all of the moments that 
lead up to the product. 
 Although not always clear to me in the moment, teaching samba had created a 
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different teaching environment from the beginning of the program at the Harlem 
Academy. Sean, who was a student in the music program before samba was introduced, 
recognized the change immediately. Playing samba allowed him to jump in and create. 
The instrumentation was flexible, the music fun, and the experience focused on playing 
well with others. It allowed him to invite friends to join throughout the year, and it 
allowed him to connect with a purpose to other students in the school. 
 For teaching in the urban school environment, where music teaching and learning 
in the “traditional” manner of the trilogy of band, chorus, and orchestra is often difficult 
or not functional, participatory music methods such as samba provide unique 
opportunities for student engagement. This study presents a possible way forward for 
urban music programs, a path based upon creating a musical environment in which 
learning can take place. Where long form structural elements such as sequenced 
programs, funding, and stabile populations don’t exist, participatory music provides ways 
to combine students of varying skill levels to make music immediately. 
Participatory music creates space for students with great ability and space for 
students whose engagement with music learning will be short term. These internal spaces 
allow individuals to perform to their skill set. The expert and the novice musicians 
coexist within the same ensemble, performing different levels of complexity 
simultaneously without disrupting the group’s success. 
 Participatory music allows the teacher to teach to the masses while constantly 
contributing to the group memory of the school community’s knowledge. Based on 
repetition and standardized patterns, participatory music makes use of memorization, peer 
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learning, and oral transmission, unlike band and orchestra programs where the focus is on 
practicing and perfecting written music. The focus on repertoire is reduced, and in its 
place is the creation of a musical environment in which students or members are allowed 
to act, to engage with, and to shape the music. Music learning in this environment is less 
dependent on prior knowledge of reading music notation, small level skills, or physical 
ability. This ensures that the group, while constantly learning new material, is always 
able to recall past repertoire or quickly adapt to new musical material, ensuring that 
members are able to have musical experiences that involve group action. This study has 
shown the existence of the participatory oral tradition in both contexts. The master and 
apprentice system creates opportunities for peer learning and builds the foundation of a 
decentralized learning structure. 
 By bringing participatory music to the urban school, a music program was 
allowed to flourish in an environment that was not conducive to traditional programs. The 
types of learning that exist within this participatory environment, although not necessarily 
motivational at times, provides access to music learning to all. This democratization of 
music learning created an environment in which every student in the school has learned a 
musical instrument, not just those enrolled in specialized ensemble classes. By shifting 
from a specialized ensemble for some and music survey for the rest format, typical of 
most schools in New York City, the samba program at the Harlem Academy has taught 
all of the school’s students to play a musical instrument. Participatory music, primarily 
due to its inclusive musical structure, has given all students the opportunity to experience 
active music learning. 
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 This study does not attempt to suggest that a “traditional” band program was 
impossible to create within this environment. Another music teacher with a different skill 
set may have been able to maintain a traditional program or had success with a different 
alternative approach. This study presents one possible solution to the difficulties facing 
many urban and non-urban music education programs. The use of themes from 
participatory cultures allows us to explore alternate ways of providing music instruction 
in schools. This alternative is but one possibility in the ongoing discussion on music 
education reform. 
 The importation of practices from Santa Marta to the Harlem Academy, 
represents the search to redefine a successful school music program. Colley’s (2009) 
research challenges this definition by presenting seven assumptions about school music 
programs that need to be debunked for reform to occur. 
1. That the large ensemble, traditionally orchestra–band–chorus, defines and 
determines a quality school music program. 
2. That musicianship is best developed by specialized skills on a single 
“primary” instrument. 
3. That access to music making is achieved solely through one’s ability to 
decode written notation. 
4. That the community’s expectation and appetite for the traditional trilogy are 
assumed. 
5. That alternative certification paths by which professional musicians from 
other musical traditions become teachers are inappropriate, suspect, or a threat 
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to school music program quality. 
6. That styles and instruments outside the traditional ensemble trilogy are 
acceptable and allowable only as enhancements, supplements, or enrichments 
to it. 
7. That the music teacher is the possessor and exemplar of all valid musical skill 
and knowledge. (Colley, 2009) 
Each of these assumptions is invalidated by the success of the samba program at the 
Harlem Academy. 
 Within the urban environment, there is a need for music programs to be flexible. 
The challenges of city schooling bring large numbers of diverse students to the 
classroom, all of whom must be educated. Like the density of the city that surrounds the 
school, everyone is tightly fit into the music classroom. There is no space, physical or 
metaphorical, for exclusivity. Participatory music offers opportunities for music 
programs to be fully inclusive. Thibeault’s (2015) definition of the participatory field 
brings what is possible into focus: 
The participatory field supports simultaneous participation of everyone across the 
age and ability spectrum with all participants’ contributions equally valued. 
Unlike a band or orchestra, which by high school require a commitment of years 
in order to play on the stage, participatory societies have evolved musical 
structures, values, and practices that encourage anyone to join in at any time. As 
intimated previously, this openness to all is rooted in different conceptions of how 
to organize music, the values of performance, and educational aims. Furthermore, 
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I must stress that these conceptions facilitate the full participation of everyone—
experts as well as beginners—so that all are able to engage in meaningful and 
fulfilling manners as individuals while making music together as a group. (p. 56) 
Bringing people together as a group is the most important benefit of participatory music 
for the urban music program. The ability to accommodate all types of students, varied 
start dates and experience levels, and levels of prior knowledge are all part of the 
flexibility that urban teaching requires. 
 As I wandered around the community of Santa Marta on my first visits, listening 
to its music and interacting with its people, I saw a genuine importance to include as 
many people as possible into activities. The spirit of openness and welcoming extended 
to me as an outsider, allowed me to learn to play alongside many actual samba players. I 
was welcomed at my own level of ability and guided by the community’s structure. I was 
never overwhelmed or lost. There was always a place for me to enter. There was always a 
seat at the musicians’ table and a costume for me to parade in. 
 I was a struggling music teacher at the time of my earlier visits to Rio de Janeiro. 
I needed to find a way to activate music within my school and invite students to 
participate. Samba was the key to unlocking the doors to the music program, to invite my 
students to engage with the subject and welcome participation by all at their own pace 
and ability. There will be debates about inclusive versus exclusive, teaching to the masses 
or to the talented, high art music or popular music, and to the benefits of teaching a 
foreign form of music. These debates are valid and necessary. This study represents a 
search for something new, one possibility that exists within a world of diverse musical 
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practices. Music education, to be reformed, must search outward, gradually collecting 
methods that are well functioning in other places. Globalization and technology make this 
outward search easier yet more necessary. Santa Marta has succeeded where many music 
programs have failed. The community provides a quality music education for all who 
desire one. The result is a vibrant musical community. One can only hope that school 
music can approximate this end, finding a place for the musicality of all.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
 
Dana Monteiro       Boston University 
Interviewee: ___________________________ 
Location: _____________________________ 
Date: ________________________________  
 
Bateria Member Interview 
 
Personal 
What were your first experiences in music?   
 
Where did you begin your music training?   
 
Who first taught you to play samba?  What was their experience with samba?   
 
Who were your main teachers?   
 
Do you have a principal instrument?   
 
How often do you participate in musical activities?  Can you describe these activities and 
describe your role?   
 
Can you describe the reasons for why you have chosen play samba?  
 
Do you play in other baterias?  If, so describe how you entered these groups and describe 
the differences between groups?    
 
Can you describe the musical preparations for carnival for you personally?   
 
Can you describe what it is like to be musician in the carnival?   
 
How important is carnival to your participation in samba?   
 
How do feel when carnival is over?   
 
Are there any carnivals that stick out in your memory?  Can you describe them for me?   
 
Describe the differences between playing in the large groups versus small groups.   
 
Community 
Do you feel part of this/a community?   
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Can you define the word community, other than being a synonym for favela? 
 
Can you describe music in your community?  What is the effect of music on Santa 
Marta?  What would this community be like without its musical activities?   
 
What do you think about when you play samba?  
 
Education 
Describe how most people learn to play samba here in Santa Marta?    
 
Even though you have quite a bit of experience playing samba, do you think you are still 
learning?  Follow up: If yes, who are you learning from?  What are you learning at this 
stage?   
 
How has learning samba in Santa Marta changed over time? Do you expect that people 
will continue to learn this way in the future?   
 
Could you describe the structure of learning here?  In other words, who are the most 
musically important people in this community? Who are the samba leaders of Santa 
Marta?  Who has the most knowledge?     
 
What do you think this music community will look like in 10 or 20 years?   
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Dana Monteiro       Boston University 
Interviewee: ___________________________ 
Location: _____________________________ 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
Rio de Janeiro Director Interview 
(for subjects who function as directors/teachers) 
Personal 
What were your first experiences in music?   
 
Where did you begin your music training?   
 
Who first taught you to play samba?  What was their experience with samba?   
 
Who were your main teachers?   
 
Do you have a principal instrument?   
 
How often do you participate in musical activities?  Can you describe these activities and 
describe your role?   
 
Can you describe the reasons for why you have chosen play samba?  
 
Can you describe the musical preparations for carnival for you personally?   
 
Can you describe what it is like to be musician in the carnival?   
 
How important is carnival to your participation in samba?   
 
How do feel when carnival is over?   
 
Are there any carnivals that stick out in your memory?  Can you describe them for me?   
 
Community 
Can you define the word community, other than being a synonym for favela? 
 
Can you describe music in your community?  What is the effect of music on Santa 
Marta?  What would this community be like without its musical activities?   
 
What do you think about when you play samba?  
 
Directing Experience 
How long have you been a director? What was your path to this position?  
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How did you learn to direct?  
 
Can you describe what it is feels like to direct a samba school bateria?   
 
When do most of your members begin their training?   
 
Can you describe the situations when the children from the youth bateria play with the 
adults?   
How do the children function in these situations?  Are they considered full members?   
 
I have noticed people that I believe to be outsiders, and possibly foreigners at your 
rehearsals.  How do you feel about outsiders rehearsing and performing with your group?  
Do you welcome these outsiders to join?   
 
How do you recruit new members?  
 
When you are teaching the bateria new material, how do you remember what you want to 
teach?  Do you write it down? 
 
Describe the composition process.  How are the bateria arrangements for the sambas de 
enredo 
 
Education 
Describe how most people learn to play samba here in Santa Marta?    
 
Can you describe your process for teaching people to play samba?   
 
How does your process for teaching resemble or differ from the techniques used to teach 
you?   
Follow up: If there are differences, what are the causes for these differences?   
 
Even though you have quite a bit of experience playing samba, do you think you are still 
learning?  Follow up: If yes, who are you learning from?  What are you learning at this 
stage?   
 
How has learning samba in Santa Marta changed over time? Do you expect that people 
will continue to learn this way in the future?   
 
Could you describe the structure of learning here?  In other words, who are the most 
musically important people in this community? Who are the samba leaders of Santa 
Marta?  Who has the most knowledge?     
 
What do you think this music community will look like in 10 or 20 years?  
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Dana Monteiro       Boston University 
Interviewee: ___________________________ 
Location: _____________________________ 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
 
New York City Interview Guide 
 
Do you remember what you thought about samba before you started playing?   
 
Before playing samba, did you have interest in playing music?   
 
Do you remember your first experiences playing samba?   
 
Why did you choose to play the [name of instrument]?   
 
Where did your instrument fit within the group?  
 
What do you think about when you play samba?   
 
Describe your experiences with your classmates/bandmates?   
 
Did you learn from them?  What specifically?   
 
Do you plan to continue playing?   
 
Did you ever wish you played other non-samba instruments?   
 
Describe what it is like to play samba? 
 
What will you miss the most now that you are no longer a member?   
 
What were the biggest motivating factors for your participation?  
 
What was your favorite part about rehearsals?   
 
What do you hear when you play?  What are you focused on?   
 
How much was being part of the group important to your experience playing?  
 
Describe the social experience playing samba? 
 
Describe your relationship with the other members in the group. 
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Did you make any close friends while playing?   
 
Did you feel you had influence over group decisions?   
 
Would you continue playing if you had to play with strangers?   
 
How did you feel others (family, friends, classmates) felt about your playing of this 
music?  
 
What do people outside of this group, not understand about the experience of playing in 
it?   
 
The group has won awards and played some big venues before you joined. Was that 
important to your membership?  
 
Do you hope to continue playing samba or others forms of music in college?   
 
Can you compare playing samba to another activity you may have experienced in your 
life?  
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Dana Monteiro       Boston University 
 
Focus Group Rio de Janeiro 
 
Participants: __________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Location: _____________________________ 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
 
Can you describe your first day playing with this group?  
 
Think back over all the years that you've played in this group and tell us your fondest 
memory. 
 
If you were inviting a friend to join this bateria (samba group), what would you 
say in the invitation? 
 
How would you describe playing samba to someone who is unfamiliar with this music?   
 
What do you think about when you are playing samba?   
 
Describe how you learned to play samba?   
 
Describe the environment aside from the music?  What goes on during rehearsal that I 
might not see?   
 
As a group and in as much detail as possible, describe a typical practice session.  What 
happens during rehearsal?  (Follow up questions to explore each of the details from 
participants’ descriptions.  How did [answer] help you to learn?) 
 
How do your directors help you to learn during rehearsals?  How do they help you 
perform during parades?   
 
Describe the musical life of this community.  How important is music to this community?   
 
Describe you first carnival performance.   
 
Describe the most important things about becoming a good samba player.   
 
Are there any benefits to playing in this group that are non-musical? 
 
How does playing samba makes you feel?   
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Why do you play samba?  
 
How do you think this music should be taught to non-Brazilians, or people who do not 
grow up in a samba-rich community like Santa Marta?   
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Dana Monteiro       Boston University 
 
Focus Group New York City 
 
Participants: __________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Location: _____________________________ 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
 
Can you describe your first day playing with this group? 
 
Think back over all the years that you've played in this group and tell us your fondest 
memory. 
 
If you were inviting a friend to join this bateria (samba group), what would you say in the 
invitation? 
 
Describe what it is like to be a member of this ensemble. 
 
Describe the process in which you learned? 
 
As a group and in as much detail as possible, describe a typical practice session.  What 
happens during rehearsal?  (Follow up questions to explore each of the details from 
participants’ descriptions.  How did [answer] help you to learn?) 
 
How have your classmates helped you to learn? 
 
How would you describe playing samba to someone who is unfamiliar with this music? 
 
What do you think about when you are playing samba? 
 
What goes on during rehearsal that I might not see? 
 
What was the importance of the concerts and events to your participation? 
 
What does it mean to you to play this music? 
 
How has this group changed over time? 
 
Are there any benefits to playing in this group that are non-musical? 
 
Describe the most important things about becoming a good samba player. 
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Why do you play samba? 
 
Now that you are no longer a member of this ensemble, do you think you will continue to 
play samba in the future? 
 
How does playing samba makes you feel? 
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APPENDIX B: CERTIFICATE OF IRB APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX C: DECLARATION OF RIGHTS AND ASSENT FORMS 
Protocol Title:   Samba: The Sense of Community in Participatory Music 
Principal Investigator:  Dana Monteiro 
Description of Subject Population:  Rio de Janeiro and New York Samba Musicians  
Version Date: 6/13/2014 
 
 
Introduction 
Please read this form carefully.  The purpose of this form is to provide you with 
important information about taking part in a research study.  If any of the statements or 
words in this form are unclear, please let me know. I would be happy to answer any 
questions.  Taking part in this research study is up to you. 
 
The person in charge of this study is Dana Monteiro, a doctoral student at Boston 
University. 
Dr. Lee Higgins, professor of music education at Boston University will serve as the 
advisor. 
 
 
Why is this study being done? 
The purpose of this study is to examine the connection between learning music and 
feeling part of a community.   This study will study a group of samba musicians in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil and members of a samba group at a public high school in New York City.  
This study will explore the musicians’ sense of community in both places to see how 
these feelings influence ways people choose to play, learn, and participate in music.  This 
study will show Brazilian methods of teaching and learning music and help teachers in 
American schools include these ideas in their teaching. 
 
I am asking you to take part in this study because you are a member of the music 
community under study.  Your experiences playing samba hold valuable information that 
will help me to better understand your musical community.  Approximately 24 subjects, 
12 in Rio de Janeiro and 12 and New York City, will take part in this research study. 
 
What will happen if I take part in this research study? 
Here is what will happen if you agree to participate in the study. 
Step 1: First interview (30 minutes) related to your learning, playing, and performing 
samba. 
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Step 2: I will observe rehearsals and performances of your current samba group. 
Step 3: Second interview (30 minutes) related to your learning, playing, and performing 
samba. 
Step 4: One focus group discussion (1 hour) with other participants in the study.  You 
will know all of the other members of the focus group. 
*You may skip any interview question that you are uncomfortable answering. 
*Information related to the research topic gathered in our informal conversations may be 
included in this study.  Conversations with the researcher, or overheard by the researcher 
during rehearsal and performance observations will not be included in this study. 
*I will discuss with you your responses to my interview questions to make sure that I 
understood your answers correctly.  I will do this at the conclusion of all of our 
interviews and at our final meeting. 
 
How long will I take part in this research study? 
We expect that you will be in this research study for three months. 
 
Audio/Videotaping 
We would like to audio and video record you during this study.  If you are videotaped, it 
will be possible to identify you in the video.  We will store these recordings in a locked 
cabinet and only I will see them. I will label these recordings with a code instead of your 
name.  The key to the code connects your name to your videotape.  I will keep the key to 
the code in a password-protected computer file.  Audio and video recordings will be kept 
on file for seven years. 
 
How Will You Keep My Study Records Confidential? 
We will keep the records of this study confidential by using coded pseudonyms instead of 
your real name and storing all data collected from you, including audio and video from 
our interviews focus group discussions, and observations of you musical activities on 
password protected hard drives.  We will make every effort to keep your records 
confidential.  However, there are times when federal or state law requires the disclosure 
of your records. 
 
The following people or groups may review your study records for purposes such as 
quality control or safety: 
• The Researcher and any member of his research team 
• The Institutional Review Board at Boston University.  The Institutional Review 
Board is a group of people who review human research studies for safety and 
protection of people who take part in the studies. 
• Federal and state agencies that oversee or review research 
 
The results of this research study may be published or used for teaching.  We will not put 
identifiable information on data that are used for these purposes. 
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Study Participation and Early Withdrawal 
Taking part in this study is your choice.  You are free not to take part or to withdraw at 
any time for any reason.  If you decide to withdraw from this study, the information that 
you have already provided will be kept confidential. 
 
Also, the researcher may take you out of this study without your permission.  This may 
happen because: 
• The researcher thinks it is in your best interest 
• You can’t make the required study visits 
• Other administrative reasons 
 
Future Contact 
We may like to contact you in the future to follow-up to this study. 
 
What are the risks of taking part in this research study? 
 
Loss of Confidentiality 
The main risk of allowing us to use and store your information for research is a potential 
loss of privacy.  We will protect your privacy by labeling your information with a code 
and keeping the key to the code in a password-protected computer. 
 
Focus Groups 
I will not be able to protect the confidentiality of your responses within the focus groups 
as you will know the other participants.  I will ask that you and the other participants do 
not tell anyone outside of the group what any particular person said in the group.  
However, the researcher cannot guarantee that everyone will keep the discussions private. 
 
Are there any benefits from being in this research study? 
There are no benefits to you from taking part in this research. 
 
Will I get paid for taking part in this research study? 
We will not pay you for taking part in this study. 
 
What will it cost me to take part in this research study? 
There are no costs to you for taking part in this research study. 
 
If I have any questions or concerns about this research study, who can I 
talk to? 
Dana Monteiro    Lee Higgins 
 
If you have questions about your rights as a research subject or want to speak with 
someone independent of the research team, you may contact the Boston University IRB 
directly at 617-358-6115.  
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Protocol Title:  Samba: The Sense of Community in Participatory Music 
Principal Investigator:  Dana Monteiro 
Description of Subject Population:  Rio de Janeiro and New York Samba Musicians  
Version Date: 6/13/2014 
 
 
Assent Form 
 
What is a Research Study? 
I want to tell you about a research study I am doing.   Research studies help us to learn 
new things and test new ideas.  People who work on research studies are called 
researchers.  During research studies, the researchers collect a lot of information so that 
they can learn more about something.  We are doing this study because we would like to 
learn more about how feeling part of group helps you learn to play samba and how 
playing samba makes you feel part of a larger group.  We are asking you join this study 
because you are a member of several samba ensembles and based on your experiences, 
you can help me to understand what it is like to be a member.  This study will show 
Brazilian ways of teaching and learning music and help American music teachers use 
these ideas in their teaching. 
 
There are a few things you should know about this study: 
• You get to decide if you want to be in the study 
• You can say ‘No’ or ‘Yes’ 
• Whatever you decide is OK 
• If you say ‘Yes’ now, you can change your mind and say ‘No’ later 
• No one will be upset if you say ‘No’ 
• You can ask us questions at any time 
• We will also get permission from your parent/guardian for you to take part in this 
study 
 
 
What will I do if I am in this research study? 
If you decide to be in this study, we will ask you to:  
1. Do an interview about your experiences learning, playing, and performing samba. (30 
minutes) 
2. Allow me to observe you during your samba rehearsals and performances. 
3. Sit down for a group discussion with the other members of your samba group who 
have agreed to participate in this research study. (1 hour) 
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*We will be able to do all of these steps over three months. 
*You may skip any interview question that you are uncomfortable answering. 
*I will discuss with you your responses to my interview questions to make sure that I 
understood your answers correctly. I will do this at the conclusion of all of our interviews 
and at our final meeting. 
 
Video/Audio Taping 
I will video/audiotape the interview sessions that are part of this study.  This will help me 
to remember what we talked about in the session. 
 
Focus Groups 
I will not be able to protect the privacy of your responses within the focus groups as you 
will know the other members of the group.  I will ask that you and the other participants 
do not tell anyone outside of the group what any particular person said in the group.  
However, the I cannot guarantee that everyone will keep our discussion private. 
 
What else could happen to me while I am in this study? 
If you decide to participate, there is the possibility that answering interview questions or 
being watched by me while you have rehearsals or performances could make you 
uncomfortable.  If you feel uncomfortable at anytime we can stop. 
 
If I join this study will it help me? 
Being in this study will not help you. 
 
Will I be paid to do this study? 
No, you will not be paid to be in this study. 
 
What will happen to my information in this study? 
I don’t plan to tell anyone or share your name or other information about you if you join 
this study.  However, there is a small chance that other people could find out your 
information.  We will do our best to make sure that doesn’t happen. 
 
Taking part in this research study 
You do not have to take part in this research study.  You can say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.  You can 
say ‘Yes’ now and change your mind later.  All you have to do is tell us you want to stop.  
No one will be mad if you don’t want to take part in the study or if you change your mind 
about taking part in the study.  Your parent or guardian can also decide to have you stop 
taking part in this study—that is OK too. 
 
Contacts 
If you have any questions about this study, you can talk with me at any time.  
Dana Monteiro    
 
I will give you a copy of this paper if you want.
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